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ABSTRACT
This thesis utilizes geographies of affect as a viable and useful frame
to analyse the construction, management and experience of post-disaster tourism and heritage. Fieldwork for this research is the coastal
area of the Tohoku region of Japan hit by an earthquake, tsunami and,
in the southern prefecture of Fukushima, by a nuclear meltdown at
the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant. The thesis approaches
the theoretical, methodological, and empirical issues raised by studies
of affect in dark places, and considers a constellation of contexts
related to post-disaster tourism in the region, specifically in: the town
of Kuji, which used the disaster as a way to revitalize their traditional
heritage; Rikuzentakata, a town trying to develop long-lasting international tourism; the Fukushima exclusion zone; and the case of
post-disaster debris retrieved across the Pacific Ocean and brought
back to Japan to be memorialized. In the theoretical approach used,
dark tourism studies are framed within socio-spatial theories of affect,
so as to better understand the affective layer of dark tourism, and how
tourists’ affects are negotiated in post-disaster tourism in Tohoku,
Japan; how they are politically engineered by tourism workers and
local stakeholders through processes of place-making; and the ways
post-disaster sites are framed by news and information outlets to
which the tourist has been exposed. Places of death, disaster and
atrocities negotiate painful pasts, ethically problematic situations,
and strong emotional and affective reactions from locals and visitors
alike. Tourists’ affective responses to death and disaster have not yet
been studied in-depth by academics, but have the potential to elicit
moments of intensity in the interaction with space, and such intensities can resonate with and be picked up by tourists. A theoretical
and empirical work on affects in dark tourism places can also benefit
geographies of affect, by offering insights in intensities of affect that
can be more prominently expressed in places of disaster, such as
hope, catharsis, and the experience of the sublime.

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 TOURING DISASTER: AFFECT IN POSTDISASTER JAPAN
‘I am not a storyteller, but I write poems about the disaster sometimes’, says Mrs. Hirayama. ‘I try,’ she continues, ‘to express the
gratitude I feel for those who helped us. More than talking about
what we lost, I am grateful for the people that come from far away
for us, that use their time for us, that help and support us not only
physically but mentally. I write to tell them how much I am grateful’ (Ofunato, 29/08/2016). Mrs. Hirayama is one of the more than
400.000 people displaced by the 2011 Great Eastern Japan Disaster.
This catastrophic event is often referred to as ‘ triple disaster’, as
it involves a magnitude 9.0 earthquake, a tsunami, and a nuclear
meltdown at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant, and caused
almost 20.000 casualties in North-eastern Japan, primarily in the
region of Tohoku.
Some fringes of the local population, exhausted by the disaster
and the following recovery and reconstruction efforts, and unable
to continue practicing their traditional means of livelihood such as
fishing and rice harvesting, turned to tourism to gain economic revenue and find new opportunities. These tourism project in towns that
never had tourism before are still on-going and have been received
with mixed results by the local communities. In academia, the label
used to comprehend all the nuances of this phenomenon is dark
tourism (Foley & Lennon, 1996), of which the so-called disaster or
post-disaster tourism is considered a sub-category. Dark tourism is
part of a resilient and adaptable industry, where devastation caused
by disasters, death, and atrocity can become a tourist attraction
(Korstanje & Clayton, 2012). A disaster may change the attributes
and appeal of a place, and in dark tourism’s case often produces new
economic ventures and opportunities to rebrand places following
events of from great loss and turmoil (Amujo & Otubanjo, 2012;
Medway & Warnaby, 2008).
After March 2011, in disaster-stricken Tohoku, amidst thousands of
national and international volunteers, a small part of domestic and
international tourists started to appear in the region, not deterred by
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the idea of visiting the devastated towns, once the immediate danger
had passed, but enticed. While media often describe this phenomenon as motivated by intrusive and morbid curiosity, voyeurism, or
plain disrespect for the suffering population hit by the disaster (Davis,
2018; Paris, 2016; Stokes, 2013), dark tourism studies developed
more nuanced and complex approaches to this issue, producing wok
on motivations, senses, and emotions in dark places (Biran & Buda,
2018; Buda, 2015; Nawijn & Biran, 2018; Nawijn, Isaac, van Liempt,
& Gridnevskiy, 2016; Robinson & Picard, 2012; Tucker, 2009, 2016;
Waterton & Watson, 2014). What is still missing from dark tourism
studies (and, to a lesser extent, also from the broader field of tourism studies) is a cohesive work on the volatile and subjective affects
experienced in such places. In geographical work, affect is broadly
defined as an other-than-conscious potentiality that can be brought
on the surface (see Massumi, 2002; Shouse, 2005; Thrift, 2004, 2008),
an intensity that when spiked, can become perceivable as emotion
(Ngai, 2005). While some work has been published on specific affects
such as hope and fear (Buda, 2015; Buda et al., 2014; Pocock, 2015;
Tucker, 2016; Willis, 2014), so far nothing has been written on the
nexus between dark tourism and affect. A theoretical and empirical
work on affects in dark tourism places can also benefit geographies
of affect, by offering insights in intensities of affect that can be more
prominently expressed in places of disaster, such as hope, catharsis,
and the experience of the sublime.
This thesis aims to bridge this gap by proposing geographies of
affect as a viable and useful frame to analyse the creation, management and experience of post-disaster tourism and heritage. To
do so, I frame dark tourism studies within socio-spatial theories of
affect, so as to better understand the affective layer of dark tourism,
and how tourists’ affects are negotiated in post-disaster tourism in
Tohoku; how they are politically engineered by tourism workers and
local stakeholders through processes of place-making; and the ways
post-disaster sites are framed by news and information outlets to
which the tourist has been exposed. Places of death, disaster and
atrocities negotiate painful pasts, ethically problematic situations,

and strong emotional and affective reactions from locals and visitors
alike. Tourists’ affective responses to death and disaster have not
yet been studied in-depth by academics (Light, 2017), but have the
potential to elicit moments of intensity in the interaction with space,
and such intensities can resonate with and be picked up by tourists.
The research questions that orient this thesis are:
• How are places of disaster constructed and negotiated for tourism
purposes?
• How are post-disaster places in Japan lived and performed on
an affective level and how do they shape the landscape in which
tourists, locals and tourism workers move?
• What strategies and processes do local tourism stakeholders and
governmental representatives employ to develop affective landmarks, narratives and practices in disaster tourism sites?
In addition to these guiding questions, my fieldwork experience
in Japan brought to light an additional point of interest which has
not been dealt with by academics in dark tourism and affect: the
cross-cultural configurations of affects and emotions in post-disaster
tourism. I acknowledge the subtle differences in the Western and
Japanese affective experience of place, complementing theoretical
and methodological material with empirical examples.
A framework that is based on affect studies can recognize not only
the superficial, entertaining and titillating aspects of dark tourism,
but draw out the ethical and political configurations inherent to dark
places consumption, notably when processes of healing and reconciliation are still on-going. However, these controversial aspects must
be balanced ‘alongside tourism’s more practical function as source
of wealth generation that has the potential to help reduce poverty
and (directly or indirectly) contribute to social healing’ (Carrigan,
2014; p.240). A deeper understanding of the affects felt during such
experiences, and on the emotions they produce, can not only shed a
light on tourists’ and locals’ motivations to engineer and experience
post-disaster sites, but also help better creation and management of
such sites and their burdensome heritage.
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1.2 TOHOKU AFTER 2011
This thesis explores the link between affect and dark tourism, focusing on affective moments in tours to disaster-hit coastal area of
Tohoku, Japan. The area was devastated, on March 11, 2011, by a
9.0 magnitude earthquake, a tsunami of unprecedented height and
violence, and a nuclear meltdown – caused by the tsunami- at the
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant. In the Fukushima Prefecture, the 14 metres-high tsunami waves (TEPCO, 2011) overtook
the seawall that stood as protection, and penetrated in the nuclear
power plant, causing a partial meltdown in three of its six reactors.
The population residing in a 30 kilometres radius from the power
plant was evacuated, and a return is still not possible for many. The
tsunami caused around 20.000 casualties1, and washed away entire
towns. The so-called 2011 Great Eastern Japan Disaster produced
at a local, national, and international level, severe consequences and
changed forever the physical landscape of the Northern region of
Tohoku –as well as national and international imagination of Japan
as one of the most risk-prepared countries in the world. The long
and difficult recovery and revitalization process also saw the growth
of tourism projects at the local and national level. In Tohoku, most
towns are inaka, rural areas marked by depopulation, backwardness,
and isolation (Ivy, 1995), and excluded by the main tourism routes
in Japan. After 2011, some of them put forward plan for long-term
recovery based on post-disaster tourism, as a way not only to attract
economic revenue and attention for the disaster, but also to create
jobs to counter the centrifugal movement of young people leaving
for the big metropolis.
A year after the disaster, following short-term recovery efforts (e.g.
cleaning of debris on roads and town centres, assistance to victims,
preparation of temporary housings), some towns decided to turn to
tourism as one of the strategies for long-term recovery. To keep the
memory of this massive disaster and its victims alive, many others
proposed to turn certain disaster-related landmarks into heritage
1

This number relates to the casualties accounted for, including those whose body was never found.
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sites. Within a few months after the disaster, hotel managers reported the presence of occasional curious tourists and international
volunteers (Muskat, Nakanishi, & Blackman, 2015). In 2013 local
and national tourism industries, pressured to devise long-term strategies for revitalization, began considering the possibility of tourism
to bring people and economic revenue back, advertise recovery
efforts, and keep the communities visible. By the end of 2013, the
NHK ((Nippon Hōsō Kyōkai, the Japan Broadcasting Corporation)
reported 23 tours involving five hundred participants to the nuclear
evacuation zones (Good, 2016). Presently, post-disaster tourism has
become one of the solutions put forward to contrast not only the
short term devastation caused by the triple disaster, but broader
issues accelerated by the disaster. In fact, several municipalities in
the Tohoku region were faced with problems such as depopulation
due to migration in the big cities, backwardness, economic strife
(Gasparri & Martini, 2018), and, after 2011, delays in the recovery process. In 2017 at least 34.000 people still lived in temporary
homes — mostly prefabricated structures intended to last just two
years (Tanji et al., 2018). Public and private figures with interests in
tourism development in the region today form a complex and often
not cohesive network. Institutional actors involved in the recovery
took the disaster as an opportunity ‘to shape national interests (and
possibly even national identity) and try to tilt the balance of history in
the direction of their own choosing’ (Samuels, 2013, p.x), proposing
projects and solutions often non-aligned with the needs of the local
population, if not in open conflict.
These strategies aim to help economic recovery, construct memories and memorials that could potentially turn into long-term attractions, educate Japanese and foreigners about the disaster and its
consequences, and give the opportunity to survivors to tell their stories, express, and possibly foster a beneficial environment to overcome
their psychological and emotional trauma. Dark sites can be pivotal
as a means to raise awareness, international sympathy and support
for the recovery process (Evans, 2010). The development and management of post disaster places for tourism is a complex endeavour,
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in which tourism workers join in an effort to rebrand the destination
image of a place (Huan, Beaman, & Shelby, 2004), negotiate narratives on disasters (Hystad & Keller, 2006), and manage the negative
perceptions of potential visitors (Sharifpour,Walters & Ritchie, 2014).

During the past 20 years, dark tourism has established itself as a
crucial cultural, economic and political phenomenon. The term has
unclear borders, and refers broadly to visits to places of death, disaster and atrocity (Foley & Lennon, 1996). Dark tourism should
be considered a brand and a buzzword useful to identify a specific
interest in marketing and developing a tourism focus on the death
or disaster occurred in the spot (Stone, interviewed by Baillargeon,
2016). Dark tourism as brand includes a wide and ever-changing
variety of sub-definitions based on type of places, motivations, supply and demand factors, as well as providing multiple case studies
to compare, contrast, and correlate to current understandings of
visits to death and disaster places (see Lennon & Foley, 2000; Stone,
2006; 2013; Stone & Sharpley, 2008; Strange & Kempa, 2003; Cohen,
2011). One category usually included into the broader umbrella of
dark tourism is post-disaster tourism, which refers to visits to places
that have previously been subject to natural or human-made disasters
(Amujo & Otubanjo, 2012). Post-disaster tourism places are also receptacles for the construction of memory and conflicts between the
practice of heritage management and tourism (Carrigan, 2014). The
issue of remembering tragedy in heritage sites and to whom memory
is entrusted, is at the centre of academic debate surrounding truth
and appropriate narratives broadcast by dark tourism sites (Stone,
2006). The strategies and plans developed show different purposes
and outcomes, while at the same time they share an effort in creating
physical landmarks as well as narratives that animate the personal
understanding of dark and difficult places. Explorations of affective
moments and responses in dark tourism places give insights in how

affective bodies can be object-targets for post-disaster place construction through narratives and landmarks, and that, while keeping an
overarching theme of ‘hope’ and ‘catharsis’, different towns adopt
different strategies to develop tourism. Affect has gained prominence
as a quality of life that is always other-than-conscious and not easily
representable (Pile, 2010, p.8). It can bleed into the experience of
tourists, locals, tourism stakeholders, but also into narratives of heritage and memory, and greatly influence the ways in which post-disaster tourism and heritage are constructed and negotiated, as well
as experienced by international tourists, tourism workers, and locals.
These intimate, subjective encounters ‘inform geographical analysis
of material space, its surveillance, governance and affective possibilities’ (Bell, 2007), and are crucial to define relationships of power
and political implication (Gibson, 2012).
During the past two decades, geographies of affect and emotion
have received increasing attention (Anderson, 2006; Anderson and
Smith, 2001; Bondi & Davidson, 2004; Davidson 2003; Pile, 2010;
Thien, 2005), but still remain underdeveloped in studies of dark
tourism (Light, 2017). Encounters with death and disaster, however,
are shaped by intense felt engagements that exacerbate a number
of issues related to affect, especially when this concept, oftentimes
thought of as purely abstract (Massumi, 2002), is applied to empirical
case studies. In this thesis I follow Sianne Ngai’s definition of affect
and emotion as distinguished in intensity, not quality (Ngai, 2005).
Strong affects have a potential that can be actualized, by coming to
the surface of cognition and being apprehended as emotions (Ngai,
2005). The ‘emergent character of affect, however, makes it difficult to
pinpoint its appearance empirically. It is admittedly difficult to uphold
the theoretical distinction between emotions and affect in practice’
(Kaufmann, 2016). Against this backdrop, some geographers have
introduced the concept of atmosphere (Adey, 2015; Anderson 2006;
2009; 2014; McCormack, 2008) to target the material, representable
conditions of affective place-making. In geographies of affect, the
concept of atmosphere is indebted to the work of Ben Anderson
(2006, 2014), and Derek McCormack (2008) and their emphasis
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1.3 ‘I WANT TO BE WHERE IT HAPPENED’:
DARK TOURISM AND GEOGRAPHIES
OF AFFECT

on the existence of diverse active intensities in affective endeavours,
often marked by intersubjective charge. Atmospheres offer a more
flexible concept than affect, because it implies a space imbued with
social, ethical, political charges that can be apprehended (Simondon,
2005), a vibe or mood (Ash, 2013) to which the tourist can attune.
While atmospheres can contain affect(s), they are not synonyms, as to
exist an atmosphere needs to be in contact with the body perceiving
it (Edensor & Sumartojo, 2015) and it is always mixed with emotions, thoughts, bodily forces. Atmospheres, indeed, can be entered,
perceived, attuned to. This notion offers a potentially prolific ground
for analysis of empirical cases, as atmospheres can be perceived, and
tourist can feel a charge that potentially elicits strong, definable reactions, like hope, empathy, pathos, and pity (Boltanski, 1999).

My fieldwork took place in the Fukushima, Miyagi, and Iwate Prefectures of the Tohoku region of Japan from March to September
2016, with a one-month follow-up in July 2017. I used qualitative
methods, namely ethnography, participant observation, focus groups,
semi-structured interviews, and creative methods such as affective
mapping and imagework. In total, I conducted 65 interviews, of
which 26 with international tourists; 15 with travel agents, NGO
representatives working on tourism-related projects, and local tourism workers not directly involved in guiding tourists; 15 interviews
with tour guides for international tourists in the disaster area; and
9 interviews with locals and internationals living in the disaster area.
Before the official start of my fieldwork, and in addition to these interviews, I acted as tour facilitator for a group of 12 Italian tourists in
Japan. The tour included a 3 days visit to Tohoku, and in particular
to the disaster-hit towns of Ishinomaki and Matsushima. After the
experience, I conducted a group discussion with them, which served
as pilot experience, allowed me to identify recurring themes in the
post-disaster tourism experience of the group, and was an occasion
to assess the possible points of improvement in my interview guide.
The age of the participants interviewed varied from 19 to 70 years,

and they were recruited using snowball sampling. The recruitment
process started several months before the fieldwork, and continued
until the summer of 2017. As tourism in this post-disaster area is still
in its inception, I contacted all tourists I could find who visited the
area, regardless of age and gender. I did not seek to recruit locals who
experienced the disaster in first person, as this would represent an
additional ethical challenge, which was not necessary for the scope
of this thesis. However, while on fieldwork in the town of Ofunato, I
was approached by three temporary housing residents, who wanted
to tell me their stories. In that occasion, they gave a video informed
consent, and I recorded their stories. I kept the interview questions
broad and general, so that they could have agency over what to tell
– and what to omit in such a delicate situation. The other locals interviewed also shared painful memories of the event and lost family
members and friends, but they were away from the coast when the
disaster happened, or moved to the disaster towns after March 2011.
The latter falls into two categories: those who came as volunteers and
decided to stay; and those who came to Tohoku to flee from the noise
of the city, and start anew. Governmental and non-governmental
institutions were contacted using emails to explain the scopes and
methods of the research, and asking for their participation. Most
local tourism workers and international tourists were recruited while
on the field, or on social media.
If a participant did not wish to be identified but still agreed to be
interviewed, their personal details were kept private and I used a
pseudonym of their choosing. Some interviews with tourists took
place after the tour, when some time had elapsed, either face-to-face
a few days after the tour if the tourists were still residing in the area,
or via Skype, when most suitable for the tourists interviewed. Material on the disaster and the recovery was also collected at the IRIDeS
(International Research Institute for Disaster Studies) Archive for
the 2011 Disaster, at Tōhoku University. Other online material was
collected from Facebook pages, blogs of tourists, websites of travel
agencies and individual tour guides, as well as the regional and
national websites advertising tourism in the area.
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1.4 METHODS

The materials collected during the fieldwork have been transcribed
and coded using the software Atlas.ti. The coding used aimed at
extracting different layers of analysis: I isolated specific words which
connected to emotions and affect in the email interviews I conducted,
to better understand moments of affect and emotion found in textual material, as well as adjective and linguistic features of texts (see
Chapter 2). For interviews collected verbally (either in person or via
Skype), affect and emotions words were isolated and analysed, as well
as expressions, anecdotes, personal stories, as well as my interpretation of verbal cues such as tone of voice and pauses in the interview.
Anecdotes and stories have been analysed using a narrative approach,
following the idea that tourism destinations are brought into being,
at least in part, by being narrated into existence (Edelheim, 2015).
Non-representational theories and methodologies, which are creative,
subjective, and contextual, have been used to corroborate certain
instances and to interpret the data collected. I analysed the ethnographic material by weaving together the ‘threads’ emerging from
many of the stories, looking for narrative patterns that referred to
actions, practices and bodily responses clearly related to moments
of affect, and the atmospheres of such places. Complementing this
material with field notes and participant observation sheds a light
in some of the complex affective responses that characterize these
experiences –and the way they are narrated (Tucker & Shelton, 2018).

This thesis is structured into 8 chapters. They cover configurations
of different situations, events, and contexts related to post-disaster
heritage and tourism-making, linked by the theoretical framework of
geographies of affect. The current chapter, Chapter 1 gives an introduction to the main themes, setting, theoretical framework, methods,
and research question of the thesis. Chapter 2 brings to the attention
of tourism scholars new possibilities to theorize dark tourism as an
affective encounter. Dark tourism is the broader umbrella under
which post-disaster tourism is often analysed. The chapter proposes
an overview of the links between dark tourism and affect, and routes

for research that are empirically explored in the following chapters.
Chapter 3 contributes to the methodological discussion on collecting
and analysing data on international tourists’ emotions and affects.
This chapter aims at clarifying one of the most controversial aspects
of my methodology, which is the possibility of analysing fleeting and
subjective moments of affect and emotion from written material.
The following chapters address the empirical part of my thesis.
Chapter 4 explores the heritage strategies in the towns of Kuji and
Horinai, in northern Iwate, and the impulse to tourism after 2011
given by the dorama (morning television show) Amachan. This chapter does not delve yet into affect, but gives an overview on bottom-up
management of locality and tradition in rural, post-disaster Tohoku,
offering a general context that applies to most post-disaster towns
in Japan. More importantly, it shows how such issues are deeply
intertwined with post-disaster heritage-making and management.
Chapter 5 focuses on affective tourism negotiation in the town of
Rikuzentakata, in Southern Iwate. A number of locals and tourism
workers believe that the best way for this small town to recover is
to promote tourism, especially foreign tourism, and brand the town
as a sort of ‘Hiroshima of the North’. Chapter 6 does not revolve
around a specific location, but connects tourists’ and locals’ narratives in the Fukushima exclusion zone, in towns in the Miyagi and
Iwate prefectures, by offering a glimpse into one specific affect: the
sublime. I analyse how and when it is experienced by tourists and
by Japanese locals and tourism workers. Chapter 7 addresses a
peculiar heritage-related situation that developed after the disaster,
and its affective effects on post-disaster heritage and tourism –on
both sides of the Pacific Ocean. From 2013, debris items of the 2011
disaster that have been retrieved in the United States and Canada,
and sometimes sent back to Japan to be memorialized. An analysis
of this process through the lens of geographies of affect shows how
certain debris items are politically re-imagined and re-represented
by national and international media as affective symbols of hope, resilience, and recovery. Chapter 8, the final chapter, summarizes the
main results of the thesis, offering possible routes for future research.
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1.5 OUTLINE OF THE THESIS
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CHAPTER 2

DARK TOURISM
AND AFFECT:
FRAMING DARK TOURISM
STUDIES

2.1 Introduction
The tourism sector contributes to the global economy with figures in
the trillion of dollars, and moves more than 1.2 billion people every
year (UNWTO, 2017)2. Amongst tourists, a growing percentage is
setting its eyes on an emerging market: tourism to places of death,
disaster and atrocity (Lennon & Foley, 2000). In 2017 more than 2
million people visited the Auschwitz-Birkenau Memorial3. Since its
opening in 2011, and more than a decade and a half after the 9/11
catastrophe, the new Ground Zero Memorial attracted more than
37 million visitors4. In Ukraine, due to the tense political situation,
general tourism dropped by 48% in 2014, but in Chernobyl, the
well-known place of the 1986 nuclear disaster, tourism is on the rise:
50,000 people toured the area in 2017 — a 35 percent rise on 20165.
This is a conceptual article whereby we frame dark tourism studies
via socio-cultural theories of affect. Our aim is to offer understandings of dark tourism as an affective socio-spatial encounter, and
investigate the role of affect in how people know, feel, experience
conjunctures/disjunctures of dark moments, as well as accounting
for the ambiguities and tensions that seem pervasive in these dark
spaces and practices. Its relevance originates from the fact that dark
tourism sites can elicit strong and complex reactions by their nature (Buda 2015a; Seaton, 2009). In many cases, indeed, places are
consciously constructed to enhance such reactions (Weaver et al.,
2017). What is ‘unique’ about these places is their power to engage
with representations of death. They might deeply offend and unsettle
visitors, triggering shock, anger, but also wonder and excitement.
Most places of death, disaster and atrocities negotiate painful pasts,
ethically problematic situations, politically oriented discourses on
memory and heritage (Godis & Nilsson, 2016), strong emotional
and affective reactions – such as pain, fear, empathy, catharsis – from
locals as well as visitors.
2
3
4
5

https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/ST.INT.ARVL
http://auschwitz.org/en/visiting/attendance/
https://2017.911memorial.org/
https://theglobepost.com/2018/04/25/chernobyl-tourism/
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Dark tourism refers to visitations to places of death, disaster and
atrocities (Foley & Lennon, 1996), which increasingly form part of
the tourism landscape. It has caught the attention of the wider public
(Blackwell, 2013; Hodge & Weinberger, 2011; Istvan, 2003) and of
academics mainly in tourism studies (Ashworth & Hartmann, 2005;
Buda 2015a; Cohen, 2011; Dann, 1998; Foley & Lennon, 1996; Isaac,
2018; Johnston, 2012; Lisle, 2007; Podoshen, 2018; Podoshen et al.,
2018; Seaton, 1996, 2009; Sharpley, 2005; Sharpley & Stone, 2009;
Skinner, 2012; Stone, 2006; 2012; Stone et al., 2018; Tarlow, 2005).
However, very little has been produced on the felt experience of dark
sites. While emotions have received some attention in dark tourism
studies (Biran & Buda, 2018; Buda, 2015a; Nawijn & Biran, 2018;
Nawijn, Isaac, van Liempt, & Gridnevskiy, 2016; Robinson & Picard,
2012; Tucker 2009, 2016; Waterton & Watson, 2014), ‘to date only one
researcher has explicitly focused on the affective dimensions of dark
tourism in the context of travel to dangerous places (Buda, 2015a;
b; Buda et al., 2014)’ (Light, 2017; 288). Our article builds upon
previous contributions in dark tourism (e.g. Ashworth & Hartmann
2005; Biran & Hyde 2013; Buda 2015a; Buda et al 2012; Carrigan
2014; Light 2017; Stone 2012; 2013; Stone et al 2018). Such previous work confronts the predominance of descriptive and case study
approaches, providing a prompt to our examination of dark tourism
scholarship thus far, and opening the way for a more in-depth analysis of the nexus between dark tourism and affect.
Affect is defined as an other-than-conscious potentiality that can
be brought on the surface (see Massumi, 2002; Shouse, 2005; Thrift,
2004; 2008), an intensity that when spiked, can become perceivable
as emotion (Ngai, 2005). Affect bleeds into dark places in unpredictable forms and with unexpected intensities, and tourists’ affective
responses to death can elicit moments of such intensity in the interaction with space, that it has the potential to become perceivable.
The charge and potential of dark places can have a strong impact
on visitors and how they relate and interact with space. We adopt an
interdisciplinary approach that binds encounters in and with dark
tourism places to socio-cultural studies of affect. We integrate and

highlight affect’s presence in dark tourism using a geographical frame
borrowing from the work of Pile (2010), Anderson (2006; 2009;
2014), Davidson, Bondi and Smith (2005), and Massumi (2002).
The article starts by reviewing the main trends in dark tourism
studies. We first consider the different terminology and taxonomies
used to define and classify dark tourism and acknowledge in all these
divisions an underlying current of affects. Secondly, we overview the
main features of affect as well as some of the limitations found when
affect is applied to empirical cases, such as dark tourism sites. We then
illustrate how affect has been directly or indirectly acknowledged
so far in dark tourism studies, and discuss some of the approaches
that can help understand the ways in which affects shape the tourist
encounter in dark places. In the conclusions of the article, we suggest
two possibilities for future research: one that could follow the work
present in geography on affective atmospheres which recomposes the
schism between affect and emotion (Anderson, 2014; McCormack
2008); and the second that could investigate the idea of the literary
sublime as a historical link between dark places and emotions, as
‘the sublime’ connects feelings of terror and fascination to space and
place (see Bowman & Pezzullo, 2009).
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2.2 FRAMING DARK TOURISM STUDIES
2.2.1 WHAT IS DARK TOURISM? DEFINITIONS, TYPOLOGIES,
AND DEBATES

The term ‘dark tourism’ has been coined by Foley and Lennon (1996).
It is defined as a ‘product of the circumstances of the late modern
world’ (Lennon & Foley, 2000, p.3), an intimation of postmodernity, where death becomes neutralized, mediated and rendered less
threatening (Durkin, 2003:47), thus commodifiable for consumption.
In the past twenty years dark tourism has gained academic attention
and considerable literature has been published. The main trends
in dark tourism cover: definitions and typologies; ethical debates;
political roles of such places; motivations, behaviors and visitors’
experiences; management and marketing; and inquiries on methods

(Light, 2017; 277). Reviews of dark tourism (see Ashworth & Isaac,
2015; Hartmann, 2014; Light, 2017; Sharpley & Stone, 2009; Stone
et al., 2018) catalogue a numerous labels given to this tourism niche
in an ‘almost infinite number of overlapping taxonomies’ (Ashworth
& Isaac, 2015; 318), and overview in detail the main trends and evolutions of the concept (Light, 2017).
Amongst the many labels is thanatourism (Seaton, 1996), defined as
‘travel to a location wholly, or partially, motivated by the desire for
actual or symbolic encounters with death’ (Seaton, 1996, p. 236). It
emphasizes death and its (historical and current) representations as
focal point of the touristic experience. Both dark tourism and thanatourism are used in academia, yet there seems to be a preference for
the term dark tourism not only from researchers but also from wider
audiences (see Buda 2015a; Dunkley, Morgan & Westwood, 2011).
Alongside dark tourism research on supply and demand approaches,
case studies, tourists’ motivations and trends (see Light, 2017, for a
comprehensive overview), researchers currently turn their attention
to future possibilities for dark tourism, such as ‘terror parks’ (Wright,
2018), as well as to psychological and psychoanalytical approaches
to tourists’ experiences in dark places (Biran & Buda, 2018; Buda,
2015b; Korstanje & Ivanov, 2012; Morten, Stone & Jarratt, 2018).
A considerable body of work, in particular, explores post-disaster
tourism places, recognizing the emotional, subjective and specific
value of these sites (Amujo & Otubanjo, 2012; Chew & Jahari, 2014;
Mair, Ritchie, & Walters, 2016; Martini & Buda 2018; Tucker, Shelton,
& Bae, 2017; Wright & Sharpley, 2016).
Motivations to visit dark places have been listed and examined from
multiple perspectives and via several approaches: supplier motivations factors (Stone, 2006), socio-cultural perspectives (Gillen, 2018;
Stone & Sharpley, 2008), correlations between fatal attractions and
motivation (Seaton, 1999), and analysis of motivational elements in
potential tourists (Ashworth & Hartmann, 2005; Chang, 2017; Isaac
& Çakmak, 2014; Isaac et al., 2017; Tunbridge & Ashworth, 1996;
Weaver et al. 2018). In addition to this, researchers focused on processes of dark places rebranding and repurposing (Bird, Wescott &

Thiesen, 2018; Skinner, 2018; Wassler and Schuckert, 2017), termed
by some academics ‘phoenix tourism’ (Causevic, 2008; Causevic and
Lynch, 2011; Miller, Gonzalez and Hutter, 2017).
It is contended that dark tourism continues to be ‘eclectic and
theoretically fragile and, consequently, understanding of the phenomenon of dark tourism remains limited’ (Buda, 2015a; Carrigan,
2014). More recently (see edited collection by Stone et al. 2018),
an impressive array of work on these dark tourism trends has been
published, acknowledging its various and not always cohesive nature.
Dark tourism is considered a niche which engages with the idea of
death, and fosters encounters with remembrance of fatality and mortality (Seaton, 2018). However, the breadth of this definition allows
for dark tourism studies to collapse sites that have extremely different
features into the same cauldron and fuzzy typologies (Sather-Wagstaff, 2011, p.71; Wright & Sharpley, 2018), and categorizes collectively tourists’ experiences at theme parks alongside those of visits
to genocide camps (Biran & Hyde, 2013, p.192). Ultimately, the
strength of dark tourism consists, as Stone affirms, in its capacity
to ‘bring together interdisciplinary research from across the globe,
whereby we can shine light on the contemporary commodification
of death and disaster sites’ (Baillargeon, 2016, p.3, para. 9).
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2.2.2 THE ‘DARKNESS’ IN DARK TOURISM

The locution ‘dark tourism’ has undergone critical scrutiny, as detractors claim that it entails negative cultural connotations (Dunnett,
2014; Edensor, 2013), and prefer definitions perceived as more neutral, such as thanatourism. Regardless of the word used to describe
visits to places related to death, negativity may be implied because
of wider morality and mortality subtexts (Stone, 2006). Siding with
either term, we contend following Buda (2015a), only constructs binary oppositions that should be prevented. Dark places are discursive
formations that can influence or be influenced by perceptions, imageries and bodily practices, which may bring with itself a connotation
of ghastly, negative and destructive (Sather-Wagstaff, 2011, p.72), but
also of the new or exciting (Edensor, 2013). Dark recalls diabolism,

deviancy, monstrosity, death and chaos (Koslofsky, 2011). Nonetheless the imageries associated with darkness, night, and obscurity,
have been portrayed also through positive qualities: it is the time
of experimentation, excitement, and spectacle (Edensor, 2013, p.2).
Moreover, not only does ‘dark’ not always equate with negative, but
dark places cannot be considered solely as vehicles of reflection on
death, as it diminishes the importance of the spatial characteristics
and agency of the tourist (Bowman & Pezzullo, 2009). A recent
study analysing children’s responses at the Guba Genocide Memorial Complex, in Azerbaijan, reports that children are receptive
towards the educational purpose of such visits. While most children
felt sorrow, some of them enjoyed the experience and found it fascinating (Israfilova and Khoo-Lattimore, 2018, p.8). While tourists
are in most cases motivated by a need for an educational experience,
some ‘have difficulties in ‘properly’ expressing pain or sorrow about
disasters’ (Pezzullo 2009; Yankowska and Hannam, 2014, p. 937).
Indeed, in interviews with tour guides in the Chernobyl exclusion
zone, researchers concluded that some tourists’ emotional response
are that of excitement or indifference, rather than sorrow (Yankowska and Hannam 2014). Studies concerning visitors’ motivations at
concentration camps in the Netherlands also reports that curiosity,
the need to see with their own eyes and to see a place ‘different’
from the usual tourism sites appear as strong motivators alongside
expected reactions of pain, sorrow and empathy (Isaac & Cakmak,
2014; Isaac et al. 2017; Nawijn et al., 2016).
Dark tourism experiences arise through explicitly sought after
encounters, whereby tourists are receptive to the networks of affects
arose by the connections with death and its representations. Death
is part of the story of such sites, but not always the main overt, and
explicitly acknowledged motivation for the visit. To assume so, would
be to exclude the demonstrations of national identity, educational
experience, thrill, joy, fear, hope, nostalgia and all the embodied
experiences and feelings central to these encounters. While, for example, the connection to a history of slavery and violence in the
United States of America would imply dark tourism, tourism staff

and operators orient their narratives towards ‘a set of historical myths
that marginalize and romanticize slave life in the antebellum South’
(Forbes Bright, Alderman and Butler, 2016, p.6).
Thanatourism itself has been described since its inceptions as not
involving a definite motivation, but existing ‘across a continuum of
intensities’ (Seaton, 1996, p.240), which resonates closely with the
idea of affect. Correspondingly, motives like schadenfreude, a secret
pleasure in witnessing the misfortunes of others (Buda & McIntosh
2013; Seaton & Lennon 2004), or catharsis, where tourists find in
the site understanding and meaning for their life (Causevic & Lynch,
2011), indirectly acknowledge the affective charge of these places.
What is notable is that most definitions of dark places, their degree
of darkness, the motivations provided for the visit, often relate to the
felt aspects of the encounter. In what follows we turn to socio-cultural
and spatial theories of affects. We present theoretical debates on affect
to unravel a deeper level that re-frames and gives new significance
to debates in dark tourism and the dark tourism experience itself.
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2.3 FRAMING AFFECT
2.3.1 DEBATING AFFECT

Theories of affect has been sidelined in most works on tourism, in
general, and dark tourism, in particular, while the body and senses
received increasing attention (Buda et al 2014; Buda 2015a; Bowman &
Pezzullo, 2009; Edensor, 2000, 2001; Franklin & Crang, 2001;Veijola &
Jokinen, 1994), and more recently, emotions (Anderson & Smith, 2001;
Davidson 2003; Knudsen & Waade, 2010; Mackenzie, & Kerr, 2013;
Nawijn et al., 2018; White, 2005). Encounters with death and disaster
are shaped by intense affective engagements, which are at the heart of
dark tourism. However, they are not easily brought into representation,
because certain horrific events – and the affective charge with which
they are imbued - escape their retelling (Laurier & Philo, 2006, p. 353).
Affect is ‘a transpersonal capacity which a body has to be affected
(through an affection) and to affect (as the result of modifications)’
(Anderson, 2006, p.735), a moment of unformed and unstructured

potential realized beyond or outside of consciousness (Shouse, 2005).
This potential can be apprehended as an intensity, a mood, that permeates a place or an event, and creates a resonance, an attunement between the feeling bodies (see Anderson, 2006; Ash, 2013). It involves
an array of ‘modalities, competencies, properties and intensities of different texture, temporality, spatiality and velocities. (Anderson, 2006,
p.734), all characterized by being provisional (McCormack, 2008),
blurry (Harrison, 2007), unfinished, unconstrained by borders, and
thus not clearly divorceable from emotions, thoughts, and the body
(Gregg & Seigworth, 2010; Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos, 2016).
Affect is fleeting and transitional (Anderson, 2006; Vannini, 2015),
so while it can stay under the surface in many circumstances, when
moving between bodies, it can emerge either as spontaneous intensity
or carefully constructed situations (see Thrift, 2007). For this reason,
it requires careful attention to context and limitations when it is
utilized as frame to investigate tourists’ experiences in dark places.
In fact, two concerns stand out when applying affect to empirical
research: its relationship with the often overlapping term emotion
and the (im)possibility of effectively distinguishing them; and the
methods to adopt for representing volatile and ever-changing affects.

and expressed (Anderson, 2006). Affect, on the other hand, is unconscious, below, behind and beyond cognition. A possible solution comes
from considering affect as differing from emotion in degrees of intensity,
rather than essence (Ngai, 2005; Richard & Rudnyckyj, 2009), a vibration, rather than a structure (Blackman & Venn, 2010). Following this
approach, when an affect is felt so intensely that it becomes consciously
perceived, it becomes an emotion. However, whether emotions and
affects can be considered autonomous, they are always experienced
relationally and in connection to the body and its responses.
2.3.3 ‘REPRESENTING’ AFFECT

The difficulty of drawing separate borders around affect and emotion
has not discouraged academics, who have produced a wide array of
work on this complex relationship (for a detailed overview see Pile,
2010 and the responses to his article by Bondi & Davidson, 2011; Curti,
Aitken, Bosco, & Goerisch, 2011; Dawney, 2011). Blurry borders do
not necessarily constitute a limitation of affect, but of certain cartesian,
positivist approaches that aspire to ground in a fixed form a transitional
capacity that ‘cannot, by its own account, be shown or understood’
(Pile, 2010, p.9). Many authors believe a division is not possible, nor
useful (Ahmed, 2004; Wetherell, 2015). Nonetheless, some authors
have attempted to structure the interrelatedness between emotions and
affects, qualifying emotions as personal and social projections of an
individual feeling (Davidson and Bondi, 2004), conscious, experienced,

A second concern shared by researchers relates to methodological
efforts, as affect is considered never fully representable. McCormack
(2003) contends that expressed emotions cannot be traced back to
a reality under the surface that defines what bodies are. The focus
should be, instead, on what bodies are doing (McCormack, 2003,
p.494). Recent work in affective geographies lays claim to a more materialist affect, that offers ‘something much more – open, embodied,
material, relational, political, emergent and immanent – something
much more geographical’ (Curti et al., 2011). These different viewpoints and challenges are tested when affect moves from theoretical
debates to empirical case studies.
A wealth of experimental and inventive methodologies have been
borrowed from non- or more-than-representational theories and
methods (Anderson & Harrison, 2010), and tested with varying
results (see Ash & Anderson, 2015; Lury & Wakeford, 2012; Vannini,
2015). They are composed of ‘an umbrella term for diverse work
that seeks to better cope with our self-evidently more-than-human,
more-than-textual, multisensual worlds’ (Lorimer, 2007, p.83). Such
approaches are not all-encompassing, but use creative and inventive methods to give a sense of the ephemeral present in sensuous
events, relations, doings, performances and practices, backgrounds
(Vannini, 2015). Non-representational theory ‘does not refuse representation per se, only representation as the repetition of the same
or representation as a mediation’ (Anderson & Harrison, 2010, p.25),
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2.3.2 AFFECT VERSUS EMOTION

where ‘we overlay our perception of the environment with patterns
of representation’ (Böhme, 2002, p.6) in intuiting space.
In dark tourism places, affects can be manipulated by tourism stakeholders to enhance certain specific reactions in tourists, which are then
expressed in sensations, emotions and bodily actions. If dark tourism
could be considered a contemporary mechanism for confronting
death, allowing consumers to reflect on death, mortality, and one’s
own identity (Stone, 2012; 2013), it is essential to understand the different ways in which affects in dark places allow these confrontations.

2.4 ENCOUNTERING AFFECTS IN DARK PLACES

and appeals to a sense of imagined community in response to the
tragedy and trauma of the disaster’ (Cottle, 2008, p.51). Without affect, audiences do not connect with disasters, which have a relatively
short cycle (Massumi, 2011), and count on the initial shock to secure
a powerful global response (McCosker, 2013). All the powerful, empathetic stories of casualties and survivors to horrible disasters molt
affective responses that relate to the awareness of human vulnerability
and death that resonates intimately and viscerally with the audience
(McCosker, 2013). In fact, some people can decide to ‘see with their
own eyes’ what they gazed at as audio-visual audience, and once the disaster or tragic event has passed, visit the remembrance site as a tourist.

2.4.1 BEING AFFECTED BY MEDIATIZED DARK EVENTS

2.4.2 VISITING DARK PLACES

Nowadays, ‘our first impressions of place are as likely to come from
audio-visual representations as those of real life’ (Sydney-Smith,
2006, p.79). The framing and circulation of images and imagery
within the media in a globalized world does not spare places of war,
ongoing socio-political conflict, death, and disaster (Buda, 2015a;
Lisle, 2007; Tzanelli, 2013). These forms produce new ‘dark’ spaces
for affect, built around excesses of sensation and intensity and the
connection to death and dark tourism (Andén-Papadopoulos, 2009).
Media play a big part in making death and disaster visible and consumable by an audience that is looking for a way to ‘confront the
remainder, or to be confronted with that which is in excess of signification’ (Doane, 2006, p.213). The presence of death events in
the media creates a flow in which people become familiar with these
places (Buda & McIntosh, 2013), and can produce a numbing effect
on the spectator (Pile, 2011, p.302). News about death and disaster
are produced and shared ‘in a way that tethers global engagement
and attention directly to the flow of affect’ (McCosker, 2013, p.382).
Mobility, digitalisation and social media make consumption of death
and disaster events immediately accessible, and unfiltered. Breaking
news, newspapers and other media outlets, when faced with a new
disaster, convey the horror and pain of those who suffer (Pantti &
Wahl-Jorgensen, 2007, p.10), in a way that is ‘inscribed with emotion

Dark tourism comes in a wide array of forms, all connected by an
engagement with death and its representations. Tourists in dark
places make sense of their travels through the overlapping, fluid,
ever-changing relations of their bodies, emotions, affects, thoughts,
social, cultural and spatial interactions. Dark places are often unruly
networks in which identity is performed and contested (Buda et
al 2014). They provoke complex reactions in people visiting them
(Cooke, 2012, p.55), because such travels can be undertaken for reasons that might not follow dark motivations (Sather-Wagstaff, 2011).
Dark tourism can be considered a quest to experience a disaster from
a safe place, or to experience thanatopsis in a familiar setting whose
iconography is culturally shared and already experienced through
movies, news and other media (see Pile, 2011; Romanillos, 2008).
When visiting dark places tourists can experience a sense of danger
and fear, often, mixed with excitement (Buda 2015b;Yankowska and
Hannam 2014). Indeed, fear and danger can make people feel alive,
and as tourists engage with death and fear from a safe space, they
can affectively perceive the grandiosity and magnificence of what
happened, which can manifest in an emotion such as excitement, or
catharsis (see also Causevic and Lynch, 2011). These sites whereby
tourists can express their desire to understand tragic, or death-related
events of the past (Yan et al.2016), can be permanent or transitory,
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a type of experiential space, where the ‘death experience’ happens in
‘real time’ (Podoshen et al. 2018).
Disaster restructures the relational positions of many places in
commercial and social networks (Gibson, 2008), whereby the dark
tourism phenomenon often produces new economic ventures and
opportunities to rebrand places following events of from great loss
and turmoil (Amujo & Otubanjo, 2012; Medway & Warnaby, 2008).
Others remark the political and social role of visits to such sites, as
a means to raise awareness, international sympathy and support for
the recovery process (Evans, 2010; Miller, 2007; Muskat, Nakanishi
& Blackman, 2015). In the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina, when the
situation stabilized, both private enterprises and the municipality of
New Orleans itself capitalized on the event, counting on ‘tourist’s
desire for the dramatic’ (Gotham, 2007, p.828). On their part, tourists
can reject or challenge what they see and how dark sites are presented
to them (Franklin, 2003), or they can desire a more in-depth understanding (Muzaini, Teo, & Yeoh, 2007). Moreover, they can build
their own stories and meanings (Strange & Kempa, 2003), often in
relation to their own identity, expectations and personal experiences.
Dark tourism sites have the potential to generate a wide range of
simultaneous reactions and feelings (Nawijn et al. 2016): from anger (Israfilova & Khoo-Lattimore, 2018), to disgust (Podoshen et al.
2015), shock and fear (Buda 2015a; 2015b), to responses such as hope
(Koleth, 2014) and pride (Cheal and Griffin, 2013). It can also be an
opportunity to affectively engage with both personal and social catharsis. Causevic and Lynch (2011, p.794) observe that ‘through the
talk about the war, tour guides go through their personal catharsis’,
and can produce social catharsis in the interactions with tourists and
places. To understand dark tourism affective experiences of visitors,
the psychoanalytical notions of voyeurism has been adopted (Buda
& McIntosh, 2013), as well as the concepts of the death drive (Buda,
2015b) and desire (Buda & Shim, 2014). They highlight the need to
conceptualize dark tourism in terms of the individual’s subjective
and affective experiences, rather than identifiable attractions, in order
to capture the complexities around the dark tourism phenomenon.
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2.4.3 POLITICS OF AFFECT IN DARK TOURISM PLACES

Affect can be conceptualised as a politically crucial subject for understanding socio-spatial processes (Ansaloni & Tedeschi, 2016).
Space is affectively saturated and tourists in dark places make sense
of difficult and often contested places through the fluid, relations
amongst their bodies, emotions, affects, thoughts, social, cultural,
and spatial interactions. Dark tourism mirrors some issues already
discussed in heritage tourism, such as authenticity, ethics and commodifying death for tourism purposes (Light, 2017). Affects can
be manipulated and assembled at other than conscious levels, and
also depend on agency, expectations, habits and objectives (Barnett,
2008), as well as social ties (Duff, 2010). It can thus be engineered
to serve specific political purposes and messages. Political decision
is, in itself, aimed at generating intensities (Thrift, 2004, p.58), and
creates flows of affect that exceed simple characterisation as expression of active management or passive constitution (Wetherell, 2015).
In dark tourism landscapes, this means that narratives of death and
tragedies co-exist or overwrite pre-exisiting narratives (Ness, 2005),
to cater to tourists who are looking for something, whether it is excitement, hope, fear, catharsis, empathy, or any other affect.. In this
regard, tourism produces a disemplacement that transforms places and
intentionalities (Ness, 2005), as the presence of tourists can shape
and alter the topography, the meaning, patterns of belonging and
inclusion and exclusion from national narratives (Wetherell, 2015).
Causevic and Lynch (2011) call it phoenix tourism, where the place of
conflict is re-imagined and developed into a new place. These practices are imbued in affect, and can be a vehicle for the re/branding of
destinations (Wu, Funck, & Hayashi, 2014), or for nation-building
strategies (Sharpley & Stone, 2009; Tunbridge & Ashworth, 1996).

2.5 CONCLUSIONS: FUTURE ROUTES FOR
AFFECTIVE DARK TOURISM
In this conceptual paper we framed dark tourism studies within
theories of affect so as to better understand the affective layer
of dark tourism, and how tourists’ affects are negotiated by their
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relationship with death and its representations; how they are politically engineered by tourism workers and local stakeholders through
processes of place-making; and the ways dark sites are framed by
news and information outlets to which the tourist has been exposed, and dependent on the tourist’s identity, and expectations.
To further studies on the nexus between dark tourism and affect,
we propose two routes that have the potential for future research:
(i) geographical approaches to the concept of atmosphere, and (ii)
the literary sublime.
Atmosphere is ‘a class of experience’ that occurs ‘before and alongside the formation of subjectivity, across human and nonhuman materialities’ (Anderson, 2009, p.78, emphasis in the original). Its borders are ‘amorphous and elusive’ (Bondi & Davidson, 2011, p.595),
and move between emotions and affects, presence and absence, singularity and generality (Anderson, 2009). Atmosphere is autopoietic
(Duff, 2010) and geopoietic (Adey, 2015), as it generates place and
it is generated by place through the interaction of bodies and affects.
Affect and atmospheres are not synonyms, as to exist an atmosphere
needs to be in contact with the body perceiving it (Edensor & Sumartojo, 2015) and it is always mixed with emotions, thoughts, bodily
forces. It is a more flexible concept than affect, because it implies a
space imbued with social, ethical, political charges that can be apprehended (Simondon, 2005). Successful places of dark tourism are
deliberately built so that material remains, narratives, and reproductions of tragic events are assembled in a coherent, powerful way that
creates an atmospheres in which affects are perceivable. Atmospheres,
as elusive, affective networks, are neither silent nor neutral (Adey,
2015). They can be grasped as metaphoric or poetic, but they also
contain political forces of accountability, discipline and containment
(Feigenbaum & Kanngieser, 2015). Bodies can be manipulated and
influenced in politically specific ways and for political purposes by
atmospheres (Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos, 2016).
In dark tourism places, stakeholders involved in the development
of a site are required to frame its story and meaning for tourism
purposes. They do so by modifying, engineering, and manipulating

places to develop a coherent narrative that re-orients and artificially
organises the event of death or disaster to be fruible to tourists. It
is a process that in some ways shows similarities to heritage-making
endeavours (Light, 2017). Both negotiate political and ethical intensities inscribed in many tourism ventures and ‘of the social, historical,
cultural and political contexts in which atmospheres emerge and
dissipate, and the attunement of some to become absorbed within
them’ (Edensor & Sumartojo, 2015, p.252). Such attunements are
not mute, but grounded in corporeal expressions that act in social
context and accounts for ethical, political, cultural, performative
aspects of the interactions between people and place (Anderson,
2014; McCormack, 2010). They manifest in an alteration in a body’s
capacity to act referred to as atmosphere (McCormack, 2008), that
is channelled through social and culturally specific tropes.
Another thread to a deeper understanding of affects in dark
tourism places comes from analyses of the literary sublime. The
aesthetic of the sublime was developed for the first time in the
first century B.C. by an unknown author in the treatise On the
Sublime. It is a compendium of literary examples, with the purpose
of defining the ‘sublime’ as a rhetorical style aimed at touching the
audience by enhancing their feelings through writing. The term
was recuperated during the Pre-Romantic and Romantic period.
Linking back to thanatourism, Seaton (1996) follows De Quincey’s
1827 essay on thanatopsis, On Murder Considered as One of the Fine
Arts, describing how during the Romantic period a taste for death
and macabre started to develop. It was also influenced by gothic
literature, as well as what Mario Praz (1930) calls Black Romanticism,
a preoccupation with flesh, death and the devil, where pleasure is
mixed with pain and horror. These elements denote an attitude to
death that still lingers today.
The sublime can be, in many ways, connected to dark tourism
research, as they both share a focus on the fascination people have
with dark and decaying places. The potential of the concept of the
sublime has been recognised by some authors, but only briefly and
in passing (Seaton, 1996; Bowman & Pezzullo, 2009; Goatcher &
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Brunsden, 2011), to link touring and tourism experiences with the
necessity to reflect upon death. Jonathan Skinner (2018) remarks
on the link between the sublime, tourism and natural catastrophe.
The author examines written accounts of tourists who visited Lisbon to see the destruction caused by the 1755 great earthquake, as
well as contemporary destinations involving volcanoes eruptions:
Santorini and Monserrat (Skinner, 2018). The sublime as a mode of
subjective experience of dark places contains deep links with the felt
world, especially with the other-than-conscious, more-than-human,
and hardly representable affective facets of experience. The sublime
combines fear of the infinite and incomprehensible with a transcendence of that fear, and overwhelms our day-to-day senses (Goatcher
and Brunsden, 2011). It is also associated with Romantic literature
and painting (see Burke, 1757; or the paintings by William Turner),
and nineteenth-century North American landscape. It refers to ‘an
inexpressible and emotionally uplifting mood of awe, wonder and the
all-powerful’ (Sage, 2008, p.28). Focusing on dark and exceptional
moments is therefore a way to explore the ‘affective preconditions of
social life’ (Gow, 2000), and how the sense of self that is constituted
intersubjectively – through memories and emotionally laden images
others have of oneself – is also constantly threatened (Allard, 2013).
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CHAPTER 3

ANALYSING
AFFECTS AND EMOTIONS IN
TOURIST E-MAIL INTERVIEWS:
A CASE IN POST-DISASTER
TOHOKU, JAPAN

3.1 INTRODUCTION
Places associated with death, suffering or danger have, more than
other places, the potential to produce strong and immediate affective
responses among visitors (Buda, 2015; Light, 2017). These places
are now part of mainstream visitor economy and packaged as such
(Stone, 2012), propelling a strand of academic research on motivations for such visits that ranges from voyeurism, to commemoration,
contemporary pilgrimage, desire for thrill and excitement (Biran et
al., 2011; Buda, 2015; Buda et al. 2014; Huggan, 2009; Lennon and
Foley, 2000; Seaton, 2009; Stone, 2012; Stone and Sharpley, 2008).
More recently, affect- and emotion-focused analysis of post-disaster
case studies have been developed (namely in the work of Buda 2015;
Buda et al. 2014; Pocock, 2015; Robinson & Picard, 2012; Tucker,
2009; 2016). However, a body of work that focuses on qualitative
methods and strategies available to understand the affective and emotional experiences of the tourist, especially in contested and ethically
sensitive places such as post-disaster areas, is still underdeveloped.
In this article, we claim that, in addition to ethnographic methods
such as participant observation and on-field data collection methods, engaging with the affective and emotional features gathered in
electronic mail interviews, hereafter e-mail interviews, can shine a
light on an often overlooked facet of tourists’ experiences in disaster areas. We circumscribe our analysis to settings that were subject
to a disaster because most places of death, disaster and atrocities
negotiate painful pasts, ethically problematic situations, and strong
emotional and affective reactions from locals and visitors alike. Such
analysis allows a deeper understanding that goes beyond conscious
motivations, and complement it by recognizing the subtler, more
nuanced emotions and affects that underlie decisions to visit and
market places in proximity to death and disaster. Dark places, on
the one hand, might deeply unsettle visitors, enhancing their awareness of the flows of affects and emotions in and around them. On
the other hand, places of immense grief and devastation, especially
those that received considerable media attention, become familiar
to the tourist (Buda & McIntosh, 2013). This creates a valuable
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environment for inventive and creative methods applied to e-mails,
and text in general, as the contrast between the desire to visit and
the engagement with death and its representations with which such
sites are saturated can be a vehicle for reflection on the affective and
emotional world of the tourist.
We propose that, to frame the analysis of textual dialectic of emotions and affects in e-mail interviews (Gibbs, 2016), one of the tools
to explore emotions is emotionality of text (Ahmed, 2004), and to
explore affect is affective mapping (Flatley, 2008). In geography, the
term has identified the affective aspects of maps and of the process
of physical and cognitive map-making (Flatley, 2008). However, we
borrow the concept of affective mapping from aesthetic methods,
where the affective map narrates the production of its own writer
(Flatley, 2008), in a contextual and contingent way. It is used by
Flatley (2008) in his work on melancholia, and applied to literary
materials to map in specific the historicity and political aspects of
melancholia as an affect, but at a broader level can offer a frame
for strategies to recognize moods in texts, and the ways affects are
evoked and brought to the surface in textual analysis (Gibbs, 2012).
Furthermore, we use ‘emotionality of texts’, which investigates how
emotions are invoked, performed and defined in text (Ahmed, 2004).
In e-mails and other such online methods, in-depth investigations
into emotions and affects are often overlooked, and limited to theoretical discussions, or analysis applied to literary works, newspapers
(Colm Hogan, 2016; Flatley, 2008; Kølvraa, 2015; Vernay, 2013), to
blogs (see McKercher et al., 2008; Morrison, 2011), to the style of
texts produced by researchers (Gibbs, 2015). In tourism studies is still
uncommon to find analysis of texts produced by non-professional
writers, in our case international tourists.
In the following sections, first we articulate how email interviews
can give an insight in the emotions and affects experienced at post-disaster sites. Secondly, we introduce the fieldwork context and our
tourist sample. Finally, we analyse excerpts of the interviews collected,
using emotionality of text and affective mapping as a wider frame
to investigate certain linguistic features of texts, imagework, stories

and anecdotes. The purpose is to understand how the felt aspects
of the experience in these places are evoked in text, and how text
is reorganized in narrations with beginnings, plots and endings to
transmit certain emotions and affects experienced by the participant.
Moreover, a focus on emotions and affects highlights how studies
on tourist decisions and motivations often barely scrape the surface
(Wolfe, 2012) of the tourist experience in post-disaster settings.

E-mail interviews, have become an increasingly widespread method
of qualitative data collection (Bampton & Cowton, 2002; Bowden &
Galindo-Gonzalez, 2015; Houston, 2008; Meho, 2006; Northcote et
al., 2008), albeit in most cases subsumed under the broader umbrella
of online methods (Fielding et al., 2008; Meho, 2006) or netnography (Hall, 2010; Kozinets, 2002; 2015). In fieldwork contexts where
participants cannot engage in a face-to-face conversations, e-mails
secure an interview that would have been lost otherwise. E-mailing overcomes constraints of time, place, money and interviewee’s
convenience (Opdenakker, 2006), and constitutes a robust research
method when context, aim and chosen sample allow it. In regard
to textual analysis of emotions and affects of tourists through email
interviews, we focus on (i) linguistic features of emails, (ii) imagework,
(iii) short stories and anecdotes.
Being aware of the complex networks of emotions and affects that are
part of every tourism performance can assist the researcher in uncovering deeper layers of meaning and motivation at the core of tourism
experiences (Biran et al., 2011; Buda, 2015; Buda et al., 2014; Robinson
& Picard, 2012;Tucker, 2009). Emotions are defined as conscious and
representable projections of an individual feeling (Davidson and Bondi,
2004), while affect as a mood or an atmosphere that is not always perceived clearly, and not easily representable (Pile, 2010). Even though
some researchers separate emotions from affects, many recognize that
they are always intertwined and occur as a flow in which it is not always
possible to distinguish them (Anderson 2014). Such differences are
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3.2 EMOTIONS AND AFFECTS IN EMAIL
INTERVIEWS

still debated, and there is no straightforward, absolute distinction of
the terms (see Davidson and Bondi, 2004; Pile, 2010; Shouse, 2005).
Emotions and affects deliver representations of the tourist experience in dimensions that are always emergent, and in many cases
unnoticed (Laurier and Philo, 2006). Despite a growing interest towards affect (Anderson and Smith, 2001; Bondi, 1999; Davidson et
al., 2007; Gregg and Seigworth, 2010; Massumi, 2002; Thrift, 1996)
and how to represent it (Lury and Wakeford, 2012; Vannini, 2015),
debates on affective methodologies are still marginal (Faullant, 2011).
Some work has been published in which the focus is on discursive,
relational and sensuous practices and encounters, such as non-representational methods and inventive methods (Knudsen and Carsten,
2015; Lorimer, 2013; Lury and Wakeford, 2012;Vannini, 2015).These
investigations can be effective if academics recognize the specific
knowledge that can be produced about affects and emotions, which is
not applicable in every situation. For our specific research on e-mail
interviews, we propose that an affective analysis of texts and writing,
when concretely linked to specific bodies with a strong situational
specificity, in our case the visit to disaster sites, can enhance studies
on motivations and tourist behaviour (Gibbs, 2008; Knudsen & Stage,
2012). Such methods can be applied to further affective and emotional
analysis of other textual outputs such as blogs, social media posts, and
other texts written by the target group studied by academics.
Researchers’ engagements with online methodology are growing
steadily (Bampton & Cowton, 2002; Hine, 2000; 2005; Longhurst,
2016; Mann & Stewart, 2000; Reich, 2014; Mair et al., 2005), as well
as interest in alternative, inventive methods. Non-traditional, inventive methods and tools are heterogeneous; they need to be combined,
modified and transformed to fit a specific context or problem (Lury
& Wakeford, 2012). By analysing e-mail interviews conducted after
visits in post-disaster places using affects and emotions, we add
to emerging discussions about creative, emotional, performative
approaches to methods of data collection and analysis in tourism
research (Knudsen & Stage, 2015; Lury & Wakeford, 2012; Vannini,
2015). Narratives, stories, anecdotes, imagework, and features of texts,

all direct us to the affective and emotional charge often hinted at or
evoked just under the surface of texts.
Online methods, including email interviews, can be also favoured
by researchers for reasons of logistics and resources when there is
not enough time to have an in-depth face-to-face interview during
or right after the trip. In addition to that, it can allow the participants
more freedom and fewer inhibitions (Ward, 2015) in what they want to
narrate and represent, and gives them time to own and organize their
story. E-mails are familiar means of communication for most international tourists.They can disclose more to a computer (Wallace, 1999),
and can feel less judged and more comfortable answering privately
and in written form (Joinson, 2001). In e-mail interviews we do not
expect a complete account of the experience, but that the participants
enact a process of organization of their thoughts and feelings about
the visit that includes their dispositions, moods, emotions, affects,
judgments, and cultural sentiments (Maynard, 2002). Emotive meanings are negotiated and mutually interpreted by the participant and
the researcher, that can perceive the emotional reactions and images
that the tourist wants to invoke (Bowden & Galindo-Gonzalez, 2015).
As affects tends to be perceivable as vague atmospheres and intensities
(Anderson, 2008), affective mapping as a frame to apply to linguistic
analysis allows the researcher to recognize and map out one’s affective
life and connect it to a wider sense of how “one’s situation is experienced
collectively by a community” (Flatley, 2008; p.4). It expresses “a nugget
of affective experience for the reader, one with direct historical resonance and relevance, and then also tells the reader something about that
experience within the narrative itself” (Flatley, 2008; p.7), a movement
from imaginary to text that will be explored in practice with imagework.
Inventive methodological approaches such as e-mail interviews
together with ‘affective mapping’ applied to textual analysis creatively
show how, in specific contexts, a moment of affect, emotion, remembrance, can be evoked through writing. All these styles and methods
draw attention to the importance of apprehending connective sensibilities as processual and enactive, as modes of performative moving
and relating rather than as sets of codified rules (McCormack, 2003).
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It requires a rethinking of the use we make of all our tools, and the
way we incorporate the voices of our participants in our research. It
combines a multiplicity of relational, non-systematic efforts, where
the researcher has to confront the unexpected and the contextual
(Gibbs, 2015). The process of writing has been scrutinized as too
reductive to express feelings (Gibbs, 2015). Nonetheless, it is possible
to write “as a methodology both for attuning to and creating rhythm
… a ‘form of historicisation, a form of individuation’” (Meschonnic,
2011, as cited in Mitchell & Joelly, 2012 p. 162). Traces of corporeal
action and agency that are usually associated with oral transmission
of knowledge can be seen and used also in a written context (Gibbs,
2015). This is what we continue to show in the discussion section.

of being affected by radiations as soon as they would set foot to Japan
(Imaoka, 2013). The United Nations World Tourism Organization
(UNWTO) recognized the consequences this disaster had on tourism
in the whole area, expressing condolences and concern for the damage
caused to “the beautiful tourism destinations” (Imaoka, 2013, para.1).

3.4 FIELDWORK

On March 11, 2011, a magnitude 9.0 earthquake hit Japan. Its epicentre was 72 kilometres east of the Tohoku region, which covers most
of the coastal part of Northern Japan. The earthquake provoked a
large-scale tsunami, much higher than the tsunami walls along the
coast. The waves reached a height of 30 metres in some areas, and
swept up to 6 kilometres inland. More than 15 thousands people
lost their lives, and at least 2500 are still missing (Yamamoto et al.,
2015). Entire towns were almost wiped off the map. This tragedy is
defined as a triple disaster: the first one is the earthquake, the worst
in Japanese history. The earthquake caused a second disaster: the
tsunami. The tsunami water, consequently, caused a third disaster:
the cooling systems at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant
short-circuited, and four of the six nuclear cores melted. Radiations
spread both in the water and inland, to the point that in a 20 kilometres radius all the population was evacuated (Gill et al., 2013).
Most people, six years after, still have not returned and do not plan
to do so in the future (for more information, see Iuchi, 2014; Iuchi
et al. 2013; Karan and Suganuma, 2016).
The disaster resulted in an immediate dramatic downturn of international tourists, who cancelled their trips after the news and the fear

Between March and September 2016, sixty interviews were undertaken, half with international tourists, half with local tourism workers
in the coastal towns of Tohoku, in Northern Japan, affected in 2011 by
a triple disaster: an earthquake, tsunami, and nuclear meltdown. The
broader aim of the fieldwork was to collect information and then analyse the negotiations of affects and emotions when visiting places of
disaster The focus of analysis in this article, however, are twelve e-mail
interviews collected with international tourists, collected in three
ways: (1) by the first author during tours, in which the author was
also a participant; (2) their contacts were given by common friends
through snowballing technique; (3) or through online searches for
keywords and tags on Facebook, Twitter and on Japan travel forums,
to ascertain who visited certain disaster towns recently. Participants
were recruited during tours, and through snowballing technique locals, tourism workers and tourists were asked to assist the researcher
in identifying other potential participants. Each participant received
a list of 19 open-ended questions. Most of the participant sent back
answers that varied from 1500 to 4000 words in total.
The response could vary from a set of structured answers, to essays that grouped all answers together. Participants were free to skip
questions they did not feel like answering. If the researcher needed
further clarifications or information, she would follow up with one
or more e-mails. The questions avoided the direct use of words like
“emotions”, “affects”, “feelings”. This was a deliberate decision to
avoid as much as possible response directed answers (Mitchell &
Joelly, 2012, p. 285). Instead, participants were asked to detail the
most poignant moments while visiting the area, their impressions,
anecdotes, the pictures they took, if and what they knew about the
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3.3 RESEARCH CONTEXT: TOURING THE
MARCH 11, 2011 DISASTER

disaster and the area before coming, and if it was different from what
they expected. Regardless of the absence of emotion-related words
in the questions, feelings emerged in their account.
The interviews considered for this paper were collected from international tourists aged 20 to 50 years old, from, the United States of
America (USA), Canada, Italy, Trinidad and Tobago, Germany, and
the United Kingdom (UK). As these tours have, in most cases, an
educational purpose and are aimed predominantly at college students,
we included interviews with five college students from a university in
New York, and the professor who accompanied them. The other interviewees were selected to cover a wider range of ages and nationalities,
also as the participants showed a specific interest to visit such towns
because of the disaster. In addition to that, tours tend to last from two
hours to a full day.We found this group of participants to have provided
information coherent with the total number of interviews collected
during the fieldwork. Some towns in the area promote educational
exchanges and actively invite school and college students to visit. In
fact, around 40% of the participants visited Tohoku as part of a college educational tour, or an opportunity offered by their university, or
high school. The remaining 60% of the participants reflect a tendency
noted in the broader fieldwork: they either have a strong history and
connection with Japan (Japanese significant others, distant relatives
and such like), they have a specific interest in Japan, or they have already visited Japan at least once. As most of these tourists do not speak
Japanese, the easiest way to tour the area is by booking a free guide
service offered in Sendai, the main city of the region and departure
hub of such trips, or hire a guide in the disaster town chosen. Both
these services offer tours which have the purpose of educating about
the disaster and promoting the rural lifestyle and traditions of Tohoku.
The fieldwork area considered for this article includes towns in the
Fukushima, Miyagi and Iwate Prefectures in the Tohoku region of
Japan, most notably the municipalities of Rikuzentakata and Ishinomaki, and the exclusion zone close to the Fukushima nuclear power
plant. These places were chosen for the research because they all are
already subject to a flow of tourists, and have plans to implement

tourism activities related to the 2011 disaster. The tsunami-hit towns
were all severely damaged, and had some of the highest casualty rates,
according to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA, n.d.). Rikuzentakata and Ishinomaki are located more than
150 kilometres north of the Fukushima Daiichi power plant, and were
never considered at risk of high levels of radiations.The exclusion zone
covers a 20-kilometre radius around the power plant and includes several towns, which have been hit by the tsunami and abandoned because
of high levels of radiations. From 2012 onwards, these towns have developed projects to transmit tourists (domestic and international) what
they had ‘really’ witnessed, and created activities for tourists interested
also in volunteering while visiting. These towns were never touristic,
but now they consider tourism as a viable form of resilience for the
region, and are actively involved in inviting Japanese and foreigners to
visit so that the disaster and all the death and pain are not forgotten
(see also Amujo et al., 2012; Ashby, 2017; Faulkner, 2001; Kato, 2017;
McMorran, 2017; Megehee et al. 2008; Ritchie, 2009).
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3.5 ANALYSIS
3.5.1 LINGUISTIC FEATURES OF EMAILS

The ways in which emotions and affects are incited and invoked in
texts are manifold. Texts can generate rhythms, effects, affects and
emotions (Ahmed, 2004). In accordance with emotionality of text,
we recognize that these signs, charged with affects and emotions,
cannot be directly accessed by the researcher (see Ahmed, 2004).
Nonetheless, specific language features, like adjectives, adverbs or
figures of speech, and the rhythm in which they are used in the text,
can offer valuable insights. In the twelve interviews analysed here, we
focus on adjectives to exemplify our claim. However, other feature
can offer understandings into affects and emotions in text, which we
briefly mention here, such as capitalized words and punctuation. This
analysis, though, can be undertaken with other parts of the written
text. As we isolated the adjectives that participants used to write about
the feelings evoked by the disaster, we identified some trends and

patterns. First of all, a high percentage of adjectives has very strong
valence. Out of 127 adjectives found in the emails that specifically
refer to the disaster, 79 of them have a strong, absolute valence. The
incidence of ‘astounding’, ‘amazing’, ‘massive’, ‘powerful’, ‘enormous’, ‘heart-breaking’, ‘horrifying’, ‘ominous’, ‘apocalyptic’ greatly
outnumbers the incidence of mellower terms like ‘tough’, ‘angry’,
‘beautiful’, ‘hard’. The word “shocked” alone is iterated 22 times.
One participant, while recalling part of his experience, uses the
word ‘horrendous’, and repeated the word ‘shocking’ twice to capture
the magnitude of what he perceived:
“I thought that the disaster area was horrendous, and the way everything around the power plant was so deserted and empty, but
the shocking part was that it was almost as if they’d left yesterday,
everything was untouched, perfectly still. We went to an outdoor
event, a sort of community gathering of some kind (an event) and
everyone was so happy, it was in the giant arena that they used as a
shelter after the explosion. For me that was the most shocking part
that the whole community was having a wonderful time, there was
no one crying, or mass shock or anything like that, the Japanese
people had really recovered, and the Tohoku area seemed just like a
normal place in Japan, as if nothing had happened.” [Sam, United
Kingdom, 29/08/2016]
Sam’s passage reveals a contrast present in other email interviews:
what he defines as “the most shocking” aspect of the experience, is
the contrast between the expected negative aura of the place, and
the realization that, for the locals, life moves on. This understanding
can be perceived at an affective level, as a volatile feeling that cannot
be put into words. As he adds, referring to the locals he encountered
at the festival he attended:
“…you could see behind their eyes, and see that it had an effect,
but their faces wouldn’t show it. I don’t know how to explain it.”
[Sam, United Kingdom, 29/08/2016]
Adjectives are here used as an example, but similar analysis can be
undertaken with other parts of the text, to offer information on the
tone the participant wants to transmit in the emails. One person, for

example, emphasised some parts of her answers by capitalizing some
words, as well as adding an exclamation point at the end:
“The first thing I noticed was how quickly the clean-up process was.
This surprised me quite a bit because my only point of reference for
dealing with any kind of natural disaster is from my own country
(Trinidad & Tobago) where it takes FOREVER to get anything
done!” [Radica, Trinidad and Tobago, 16/08/2016]
Emphatic linguistic features, like capitalization of words, adjectives, or
punctuation, can give an insight about the object of feeling, but also on
the subject who feels.The ‘landscape’ becomes “a shared ‘object of feeling’ through the orientation that is taken towards it. As such, emotions
are performative and they involve speech acts, which depend on past
histories, at the same time as they generate effects” (Ahmed, 2004, p.15).
The mystery of how our touring bodies will respond to the environment
is undeniably part of the attraction of disaster places. Most discussions
on fear and horror assume that the outcome must be negative, but it
often elicit an adrenaline rush that is not painful (Bantinaki, 2012).
Tourists visiting the tsunami area experience this elusive nature of an
intense sense of awe, fear and excitement at the same time, a mix of feelings that the tourist can enjoy (Bantinaki, 2012, p.390). Fascination with
disaster is expressed through the use of positive adjectives in sentences
that would call for adjectives of negative meaning. Many participants
use the words ‘amazed’, ‘surprised’, ‘powerful’, ‘astounding’, when
talking about the destruction they were seeing during the tour. It is not
so uncommon, and, at the same time, offers a clear example of how
feelings of horror and fascination can coexist in such places.
As two of the American university students said:
“I was most amazed by the size of the area that was devastated.”
[Justin United States, 05/08/2016]
And:
“It is amazing to see the power of a natural disaster as towns and
landmarks had disappeared from its wrath.” [Susumu, United
States, 12/08/2016]
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3.5.2 IMAGEWORK

Some questions in the e-mail required the participants to do some
imagework, that is, to imagine themselves in a specific situation and
describe what they would do and how they would feel. Imagework
requires participants to construct a coherent story in their mind.
Such stories open the possibility for active imagination, visualisation, guided fantasy, and to interpret one’s own feelings. One of the
questions asked to participants is “Imagine what would happen if
something like this [the 11 March disaster] would occur to you.What
would you do?” This question brings to the surface culturally constructed knowledge and self-identities beliefs, and combines rational
with affect and intuition (Edgar, 2004). Imagework is a largely nonverbal activity. It is particularly powerful a tool for accessing the unarticulated embodied views of individuals and groups in the research
process (Edgar, 2004). These views are then verbalised, and become
a field text for the researcher (Edgar, 2004), a negotiated narrative
(Pole, 2004). Affective mapping as a method draws from tools like imagework or analysis of stories and anecdotes, to delimitate a territory
of feelings and revisable orientations towards a context. Such context,
in our case, is the post-disaster experience that we asked to describe
in emails with imagework, as a method to observe what subjective but
culturally informed emotional and affective patterns are represented.
When asked “What would you do?”, six participants stated that
they would not know, which emphasize the horror and impossibility
to capture the scope of the destruction. One says:
“I personally have never faced such adversity, and can’t begin
to imagine what my reaction would be. I hold a large amount of
respect for the individuals affected by the tsunami, because I cannot comprehend what they must have felt.” [Justin, United States,
05/08/2016]
Coherence and predictability are given also by mimicking the stories
assimilated by watching television, using the Internet and more in
general, consuming media. When asked to talk about it, the stories
tourists express during the e-mail interviews either align to what is
portrayed by the media, or oppose it but still complement it. Our

acts of remembering are cast in an anticipated argumentative context (Middleton and Brown, 2005). As an answer to the previous
“What would you do?” question, a woman detailed the social and
environmental situation in her home country, Trinidad and Tobago.
Her account does not revolve around her imagined personal experience, but it is a reflection and a half-concealed critique on the
environmental and social situation of her country:
“If something like that were to happen here there won’t be many
survivors. We are a small island and many people live near the
coastline. We have no emergency system put in place so we have
no idea what to do. There have been attempts to START educating
the population about disaster preparedness, but I have never been
exposed to it so I honestly don’t know the status to date. … If a
tsunami were to hit the west coast of Trinidad, it would be a disaster
as the western part of the island is flat land.” [Radica, Trinidad
and Tobago, 16/08/2016]
It also delineates a common tendency to refer to experiences that
they feel a stronger connection to, or happened close to their own
country. One Canadian participant, recalls:
“… it was a lot like watching the airplanes crash into the Twin
Towers during 9.11. There was a sense of disbelief that was very
similar. The Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Plant issue was absolutely
terrifying.” [Norm, Canada, 27/08/2016]
Another participants explains:
“I went to college at Tulane University in 2005 when Hurricane
Katrina hit Louisiana. The images of the levees flooding the 9th
ward and city, and the aftermath in New Orleans and its personal
effect on my family are very similar to the images of the tsunami
I watched on TV as it happened, and I have a hard time watching
images or videos of either due to that. I tend to turn the TV off
or I get depressed and upset.” [Jessica, United State, 10/09/2016]
Experiencing the disaster in Japan allows an understanding that is
perceived as a resonance, an affective bridge between the place visited
and the personal experience of the participant. They confront what
they see with something they experienced in their home country.
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3.5.3 SHORT STORIES AND ANECDOTES

The answers in the collected e-mail interviews are narratives that
do not interest us in terms of ‘true or false’ events. The purpose is
to gather insights in the life-world of the interviewee and interpret
the meaning she or he gives to the tourist experience as a culturally
structured performance (see Edensor, 2000; 2001). Narratives can
carry ambiguities and open up spaces for negotiations of meaning,
as they are an abstraction act, in which the narrator extrapolates a
meaning from experience. There is an effort to shape meaning, to
construct patterns and connect events that might have occurred
randomly (Stenner, 2012).
The tourist creates a logical order that is not always consequential in reality and juxtaposes different viewpoints (Jefferies, 2012).
This is an unconscious reflex that emerges powerfully in writing,
when tourists has the time to reorganize their memories, knowledge and experience, and suppress that which does not line up in
such a way (Middleton and Brown, 2005). By giving short written
stories, the tourist also establish a “contact with others, a contact
that is imaginary in one sense. But inasmuch as it is based on
the shared historicity of that affective life, it is quite real” (Flatley,
2008; p.84). Most of the towns hit by the tsunami are undergoing
major construction works to elevate the whole sea area and make
it safer. It is a long-term project that will take more time than initially expected. For this reason, the whole area close to the sea is
still, after five years, completely barren. The incongruity between
the apocalyptic scenario participants saw in media reports and
what they saw during the visit, which is empty space, created a
felt space where expectations were not met. Thus, in almost all
the interviews this incongruity is recognized and expressed: “[t]he
area looked completely different than it did on television” [Justin,
United States, 05/08/2016].
In the email of an American woman visiting Tohoku with her husband, there is an undertone of frustration at what she might have felt
as misinformation spread by the media, or generalizations coming
from people who are not as interested as her in the disaster:

“When I told people in the US where I was going, quite a few asked
if I was going to visit the reactor. The same happened when I came
back and was giving a presentation on my trip. Although I said I
had not been to Fukushima, people continued to ask questions
about the nuclear disaster, which I was not prepared to discuss as
learning about it was not part of my trip.” [Shasta, United States,
16/06/2016]
Participants also remarked about the difference what they knew about
the area from media and experiencing it as a tourist:
“(Before the visit to Japan) I had searched the Rikuzentakata area
on Google maps to see its condition. To my surprise buildings
and stores were listed on the map, however after zooming in I had
realized that those facilities were no longer there.” [Rishab, United
States, 02/09/2016]
These stories and impressions evoke a network of negotiations, mediations and practices that create an affective map that is neither fixed
nor stable (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987). Affective mapping is an
aesthetic technology that represents the historicity of one’s affective
experience and attunes it to the atmosphere where intentions are
formed (Flatley, 2008). No affect is ever experienced for the first
time, but is contained in an archive of its previous objects. In other
words, the context of our article we use the term affective mapping
to highlight that in texts written by participants we can find textual
patterns that are culturally oriented, and inserted in the email as a way
to make the reader understand the emotional and affective capacity of
the experience, as it is perceived and felt by the post-disaster tourist.
In post-disaster places tourists engage with death, negotiate issues
of “imagination as the creation of images of things that have been
present in the past but are absent now” (Robbins, 2010, p.312).
Death requires us to recall from imagination something that is situated in the past and will never be present in the same way again
(Robbins, 2010). As one of the university students narrates:
“The entire time I was trying to image how the locals felt when
the tsunami came into their town. Did they run to upper ground?
Were they were I am standing, submerged in water that day or was
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a home built here? Did families see their loved ones get washed
away before their eyes? Such thought would run through my head
while touring the town.” [Rishab, United States, 02/09/2016]
In this excerpt, it seems obvious that while visiting the area, the
tourist was intertwining the ‘real’ experience, lived in the moment,
with images from the past. As supported by the e-mail interviews the
first author conducted, these multiple spaces exists for the tourist at
the same time and multiple times exist in the same place. Tourists
expect an apocalyptic landscape and are instead presented with a
space that looks empty, but is instead filled to the brim with affective
forces flowing and interacting in different times/spaces.

3.6 CONCLUSION
The approaches outlined in this paper analyse some of the ways in
which affects and emotions can be evoked by tourists in post-disaster
places. Far from wanting to cover all tools available to explore emotions and affects in e-mails, this paper offered a selection of tools that
have been connected to inventive and non-representational methods,
and provide further examples from the email interviews collected in
the disaster-stricken towns of Tohoku. We proposed two such tools:
emotionality of text and affective mapping.
In this article, we applied affective mapping and emotionality of
texts to analyse linguistic features of emails (in particular of adjectives), imagework, as well as analyse the narratives and anecdotes
participants detailed in their interviews. From the material collected
we can infer that the valence and intensity of the adjectives used
to describe the disaster area, hint at the affects and emotions that
originates in the participants and are experienced in such places.
Such affects and emotions are subjective and personal, and yet,
imagework, short stories and anecdotes show that some patterns are
repeated, such as comparing the Japanese disaster to disasters closer
to their own context and home country. Such is also the necessity
to try to recompose the image of the catastrophe experienced as
audience from the screens of their televisions with the complex
landscape of Japan six years after the disaster, where recovery and
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reconstruction dampen the image of apocalyptic destruction they
expected.
It is impossible to offer an ‘objective’ representation of how people
feel about and experience places of disaster, but a lot can be analysed
from images and stories in their narratives. Accepting the partialness
and contingency of this kind of research effort offers an opportunity
to widen the scope of traditional methodologies, reinterpret them and
complement them with ways “that transcend the anxious culture of
critique which has marked so much of the turn towards the cultural”
(Latham, 2003). To do so, researchers should use strategies that in the
appropriate context can offer a different insight, amongst which are
included “the collection of often overlooked forms of existing textual
material or development of new approaches to texts and writing in order to grasp their affective dimensions” (Blackman & Venn, 2010; p.9).
Side-lining affects and emotions limits understanding of the complexity
of the tourist experience (Pritchard, Morgan, & Ateljevic, 2011; Waitt
et al., 2007), and the reasoning behind tours to post-disaster places. In
this sense, borrowing from methods like imagework, emotionality of
texts and analysis of stories and anecdotes brings to the surface aspects
of the tourist’s experience that in academia are often relegated to the
background (see Buda 2015; Pritchard, Morgan, & Ateljevic, 2011).
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CHAPTER 4

AMACHAN:
JAPANESE TV DRAMA
AND HERITAGE CREATION
IN A POST-DISASTER TOWN

4.1 INTRODUCTION
The popularity of the Japanese tv show Amachan is so widespread
that in the months following its airtime experts projected an increase
of economic revenue in the area where it is set around 3.3 billion
yen6 (over 30 million dollars), in addition to making everyone in
Japan incessantly repeat the show’s catchphrase “jejeje”. Amachan
is set in northern Sanriku, a rural area that became sadly famous
for having been subjected to the brunt of the March 11, 2011 Great
Eastern Japan Disaster, taking the lives of thousands of people and
leaving many more homeless.
Shot in 2013, the morning show does not engage directly with the
disaster for most of its run, but had a significant impact on the recovering towns: their traditional activity, ama diving. While in Korea
ama divers have been added to the UNESCO intangible heritage list7,
the few Japanese ones remaining have yet to be included. Nonetheless,
through Amachan, the figure of the ama became popular all around
Japan, boosting tourism and revitalizing a declining tradition.
The story starts in 2009, and portrays the issues of a small fishing
village such as poverty, depopulation, and the increasing need to rely
on domestic tourism for revenue. These needs lead the main characters to re-invent their everyday occupations as tourist attractions
during the summer season. Although humorous in the author’s intent,
Amachan offers a support to interpret how Japanese media industry
re-imagines the landscape to pursue a specific narrative, where rural
traditional heritage is re-invented, reproduced and re-adapted in
order to cater to tourists from all over Japan.
This chapter frames the Amachan phenomenon in light of its
impact for tourism in the Northern Sanriku area of Kuji city. We
provide an overview of the drama, the context in which it is set
and the literature on rural tourism and heritage building. We then
discuss the types of heritage established after the drama impacted
domestic tourism (tangible, intangible and digital), and how these
6
http://www.huffingtonpost.jp/2013/08/10/amachan_n_3737069.html
7
http://english.yonhapnews.co.kr/culturesports/2016/12/01/0701000000AEN20161201006200315.
html
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different modalities work together. The popularity of Amachan in
Kuji favoured not only the creation of new attractions and performances, but merged old traditions with new, hybrid features that
enhance and make consumable for 21st century tourists the history
and memory of Japan’s rural areas.

4.2 CONTEXT: FROM KUJI AND HORINAI TO
KITASANRIKU AND SODEGAHAMA
The town of Kuji is located on the coast of Sanriku, which lies on
the Northeastern side of the Honshu island, and stretches from the
southern Aomori Prefecture to the northern Miyagi Prefecture. Kuji
is served by the Sanriku Tetsudō railway (commonly referred to as
Santetsu), connecting the town to the main railway and highway
routes of Northern Japan, all the way to Tokyo in the South, and
Aomori in the North.
Sanriku is one of the most remote and rural areas of Japan (Thompson and Traphagan 2006). In the Meiji era (1868-1912), the main
economic revenue came from agriculture and fishery. With the beginning of the 20th century and the development of deep-sea fishing, the
prolonged absence of the fishermen urged women to start gathering
seaweed, abalone, and sea urchin for money (Martinez 2004). These
women were called ama8 (sea woman). Around the same period,
the dawn of Japanese industrialization led to a considerable drift of
manpower from rural areas towards urban centres (Thompson and
Traphagan 2006). This caused depopulation and socio-economic
decline in peripheral municipalities, including Kuji and its surroundings. During the 1970s and 80s, both the central government and
local authorities addressed countryside depopulation and economic
shrinkage by promoting domestic tourism in rural areas as an alternative source of revenues. In Kuji, this phenomenon focused on
ama divers. Since the 1970s, a stream of tourists from urban areas
visited the town to observe the tradition of ama, who dive, collect,
and sell uni (sea urchins). Domestic countryside tourism in Japan
8

Throughout the whole text, we will use the term “ama” for both singular and plural.
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relies on feelings of nostalgia for the past, return to nature and to
long forgotten communal values; all this is condensed in the term
furusato, or native place (Robertson 1991). As McMorran notes,
‘while furusato can refer to one’s actual birthplace or hometown, it
generally refers to an idealized rural village that is spiritual home to
all Japanese people’ (McMorran 2008; 339).
A dramatic change to the furusato tourism model in Kuji came on
the 11th of March 2011, as an offshore earthquake of magnitude 9.0
generated a tsunami that hit the Sanriku coast and washed away entire
towns, causing massive destruction to buildings and infrastructures,
and radically altering the seabed environment. For this reason, the
activities of ama divers came to a halt, and so did tourism. In an attempt to carry on with the tradition, in the summer of 2011 ama dived
in the waters of the nearby Kosode bay to look for sea urchins, but
came up empty handed and covered in filth from the murky waters.
In 2012, amidst the on-going reconstruction of buildings and roads,
and the removal of the debris from the seabed, Kuji was chosen as
main setting for the morning television programme Amachan, to
support recovery efforts. Japan’s national broadcasting company
(NHK) has a long history of actively promoting revitalization by
boosting popularity of rural regions using them as set for its shows
(called asadorama, morning dramas). The director, Kankurō Kudō,
native of the neighbouring prefecture of Miyagi, revealed he ‘hoped
that the dorama would contribute to promoting a comeback of Japan’s more depressed local areas, especially after the Great East
Japan Earthquake’ (Maynard 2016: 245). The 156 episodes of the
witty and humorous story aired in 2013, and proved immensely
successful, exposing Kuji and the ama divers to an unprecedented
national attention.
Amachan tells the story of Aki Amano, daughter of Haruko and
niece of Natsu, an ama in the village of Sodegahama, near the town
of Kitasanriku, both fictional places modelled on the actual Horinai
village and Kuji city. In the 80s Haruko, dreaming of becoming a
singer, flees to Tokyo, never to return to her hometown. In the summer of 2009, worried about her mother’s health, she comes back,
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bringing Aki with her. Aki is a gloomy and lonely young girl, with a
troubled relation with her assertive and bad tempered mother, but
as she enters the countryside village brightens up, quickly learns
the local dialect and becomes an outgoing and talkative kid. She
befriends Yui, a spoiled but popular girl, whose dream is to move to
Tokyo and become a teenage singer/actress (an idol9). Aki joins with
the local ama, a group of elderly women led by Aki’s grandmother,
who warmly welcome her, as they see the possibility to lure more
turists to Sodegahama with a young girl in their midst. Naïve and
pretty, Aki becomes popular, turning into the main local attraction as
a young ama, and a precious resource for the town’s touristic revenues.
She forms an idol duo with her friend Yui, and eventually she receives an invitation to become a professional performer form a Tokyo
producer. Aspiring to promote her adoptive hometown by becoming
a starlet in the capital, Aki leaves Sodegahama and Yui, who could not
join her and breaks up their friendship out of jealousy and bitterness.
When the disaster strikes, Aki returns immediately to Sodegahama
to reunite with Yui, support her friends and family, and eventually
goes back to her local celebrity role in order to attract volunteers,
fans, and funding opportunities for the reconstruction of their beloved hamlet.
The drama weaves together intergenerational conflict, the complex dynamics between Japanese periphery and urban centres, the
transmission of tradition, rural revitalization and the consequences of
disaster in rural areas. Amachan superimposes on Kuji’s geography
its narrative, generating physical landmarks (such as the Sodegahama train station, several local buildings, and the ama’s Kosode
bay), intangible features (the ama’s activities, the local dialect), and
places and activities created to cater to the drama’s fans (museums,
monument, guided tours).
All these elements contribute to create a new, integrated form of
heritage centered around the figure of the ama, for the fruition of
domestic tourists. The emotional narrative of Amachan gave meaning
9

See the Intangible heritage subsection for a detailed definition.
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to a rural area and a traditional activity, elevating it from a local and
declining attraction to a national phenomenon.

4.3 METHODS
This research was carried out between 2016 and 2017, and draws
upon interviews with local residents, government officials, business
owners, and ama divers. We conducted semi-structured interviews
focused on: domestic tourism in north eastern Japan; changes experienced by ama divers; life in rural Sanriku; the impact of the 2011
disaster on socio-economic structures; and the impact of Amachan
on Kuji and the surrounding area. We carried out observant participation in Northern Sanriku, and in the town of Kuji, concentrating on the most significant landmarks relevant to the drama: the
Ama-center in Kosode, the Sodegahama train station, the tunnel,
the Amachan museum. The authors sourced informants through
snowball sampling and convenience sampling. In addition to that,
we analysed the drama itself, as well as newspaper and online articles
and reviews, academic articles on Amachan and archival material.
All interviews, audio-visual media, written media, and fieldonotes
were analysed using critical discourse analysis.

4.4 LITERATURE REVIEW
In this section we review scholarly research on the rise of domestic
tourism in rural Japan, and the growing importance of the term furusato to define this phenomenon. We outline the underlying tension
between rural and urban Japan. Finally, we define the different types
of heritage (tangible, intangible, digital) and their creation, features
and representations in Kuji after the Great Eastern Japan Disaster
on rural North East Japan.
In her book ‘Discourses of the Vanishing’ (Ivy 1995), the anthropologist Marilyn Ivy addresses the shift in meaning that the Japanese
countryside underwent during the 20th century. During the Meiji
era the new government heavily pushed for industrialization and
Westernization of the country, excluding the peripheries, home of
Japanese historical modes of production, from the national discourse
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(Vlastos 1998), deeming Japan’s rural origins as a backwardness to
get rid of in order to become a modern nation. This negative conception of the inaka (countryside) shifted again during the 1970s,
as for the first time the attention of Japanese policy-makers focused
on the conditions of underdevelopment and depopulation of Japanese peripheries. One of the solutions proposed was the push for
domestic tourism to rural villages, now conceived as a repository
of symbolic heritage amid a ‘vacuum’ of symbols of urban national
identity (Befu 2001). Nostalgia for the countryside took shape in
the idea of furusato, or native place (see Ivy 1995; Creighton 1997;
Guichard-Aguis and Moon 2009; Robertson 1991). While furusato
can refer to one’s actual birthplace or hometown, it generally refers
to an idealized rural village that is spiritual home to all Japanese
people (MacMorran 2008:339), a place of simpler, more intimate
lifestyle, and reassuring past (Lowenthal 1995). Furusato usually
conjures emotional images or memories of childhood, and in popular
imagination it always refers to a rural landscape (Creighton 1997).
As McMorran highlights ‘furusato heritage can be said to consist
of three key aspects, all of which are considered absent from city life,
yet crucial to Japanese national identity: (1) a proximity to nature;
(2) an architectural cohesiveness and familiarity; and (3) a sense of
co-operation and community’ (McMorran 2008:339). Domestic
tourism to rural areas is still popular nowadays as a means to reunite
with Japanese identity, and to overcome the sense of ‘homelessness’
felt by many urban Japanese (Creighton 1997), in response to cultural
transitions10 that leave masses of people with feelings of loneliness
and estrangement from others (Davis, 1979:141).
The Great Eastern Japan Disaster in 2011 interrupted the flow of
rural tourism in the area. Disasters have been explored as contexts
for the development of political and social agendas, as well as ground
10
Prime Minister Kakuei Tanaka, who expressed in his 1973 bestseller Nihon rettō kaizō ron (‚Proposal for remodeling the Japanese archipelago‘) his worries about the current state of depopulation
and decline of the countryside. His plan for the rebirth of rural Japan consisted in the ‘remodeling of
the physical landscape’ (Robertson 1991: 28) throught relocation of industries and the construction
of transport infrastructures in the countryside.
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for activism, solidarity and new power relations (Oliver-Smith, 1996:
310). Disasters have a social dimension, as they harness collective action and sentiment (Kleinman and Kleinman 1997: 1), and manipulate narratives of tragedy to promote or hide interpretations of events
(Forgash 2011). Such interpretations foster a complex dialogue between memory and history, in which memory ‘poses questions to
history in that it points to problems that are still alive or invested
with emotions and value’ (LaCapra 1998:8). Memory, materialized
through heritage, is important to history because of the centrality of
trauma and the importance of traumatic events in the construction
of identity (Athanasiou et al. 2012). Heritage production is, thus, a
continuous process of presentation and interpretation (McCabe
1998:233), a projection in the present of certain elements of the past,
shaped to cater to nostalgic longings and celebrate aspects that still
hold value in present social and political discourses (Ashworth and
Larkham 1994). Landscape, events, buildings, categories of people,
or jobs, can all receive a new meaning and value, to reflect society’s
collective memory (McMorran 2008). Collective memories, in turn,
shape national and local identity and can be crucial in including or
excluding minorities from identifying with that heritage (Rose 1995).
Heritage can be formally classified according to its material output: tangible or intangible. Tangible heritage refers to ‘buildings and
historic places, monuments, artifacts, etc., which are considered
worthy of preservation for the future’ (UNESCO, 2003a). These
include objects significant to the archaeology, architecture, science or
technology of a specific culture (ibid.). Intangible heritage includes
‘practices, representations, expressions, knowledge, skills – as well
as the instruments, objects, artefacts and cultural spaces associated
therewith – that communities, groups and, in some cases, individuals
recognize as part of their Cultural Heritage’ (UNESCO, 2003b).
The development of new technologies prompted the emergence of
a new type of digital heritage, made up of computer-based materials of enduring value that should be kept for future generations
(UNESCO, 2003c).
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4.5 DISCUSSION

According to an informant from Kuji: «Everything revolves around
Aki. [Tourists] want to see what Aki saw, they want to stay where
Aki lived. That’s why people come here». Except, Aki’s village, Sodegahama, does not exist. Both the village and the nearby town
of Kitasanriku are fictional settings based on the real Horinai and
Kuji. Actions taken by local municipalities and tourism companies
in order to provide a tangible, consumable experience for Amachan
fans, generated three categories of places:
1. Locations significant to pre-Amachan local tourism which were
enhanced by how they were portrayed in the drama (the Kosode
Bay, the Kuji Ekimae building, the Sanriku railway)

2. Locations already existing but not relevant for tourism, that
gained significance as recognizable features of Sodegahama and
Kitasanriku (the Horinai station and train tunnel).
3. Attractions specifically created to cater to Amachan’s fans (the
Amachan Museum in Kuji, Amachan-related gadgets, events,
memorial plates, etc.).
The inhabitants and the municipality of Kuji see tourism as one
of the main revenues for the town. They created and reproduced a
tourism circuit, performances and attractions that can keep people
coming, potentially even after Amachan’s popularity wanes.
When visitors heading to Kuji climb on the Santetsu train, they
have already started their tour. Indeed, the train car itself looks
familiar, if one has watched Amachan: creme-coloured interiors,
bright red seats, and the comfortable simplicity of countryside trains.
Gently creaking and rocking the two cars ride beside the coast: now
a fast succession of concrete seawalls, constructions sites, temporary housing; a common view after the Geat Eastern Japan Disaster.
Before reaching Kuji, visitors pass by the Horinai station and are
greeted by the sign of the fictional Sodegahama stop, and a blue
bench where Aki and Yui used to often sit in the drama. Horinai
and Sodegahama overlap in tourists’ imagination and the addition
of the sign and the bench, that belong to a fictional world, enhance
this superimposition. Next to the station, a tunnel portrayed many
times in the drama which has become the goal of a specific intangible
practice (see next section).
Once in Kuji, the reminders about the drama are omnipresent:
posters and fliers are everywhere, together with a framed picture of
the dorama stationmaster Daikichi with his comical sidekick,Yoshida.
In a corner mannequins wear an ama’s kasuri, the official kimono
of the diving women, dark blue with a red and white geometrical
pattern, and Aki’s idol costume; an acoustic guitar signed by Otomo
Yoshihide, the composer of the drama’s music, sits in the corner. In
front of the station stands the Ekimae building, where Daikichi and
Sugawara, the head of Kitasanriku tourism bureau, often plotted to
revitalized their beloved neighbourhood. An Amachan museum has
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Heritage can manifest itself in unexpected ways. In every town
in Japan a system of loudspeakers is used to air musical tunes
at 8am, 12am and 5pm. It’s part of the cultural soundscape of
Japan. In Kuji, after 2013, the chime morning chime is Yoshihide
Ōtomo’s Amachan opening theme, turning every morning in the
northeastern town into the beginning of a new episode. The programme gave a major contribution to tourism-related revenues in
the northern Sanriku, but after 4 years the initial momentum is
dwindling. This made necessary the institution of a more structured tourism circuit that would keep attracting people from all
over Japan and overseas. In this section we discuss the processes
of heritage building in Kuji since 2013, and how locals and visitors
experience and negotiate the impact of Amachan on the coast. The
discussion will be divided in 3 areas of interest: the drama itself as
a form of digital heritage; the creation of tangible heritage such
as landmarks; the creation of intangible heritage such as a hybrid
dialect, and the transformation of the figure of the ama. All these
types of heritage are combined in a synthesis of peripheral traditions and contemporary trends aimed at closing the gap between
pre and post-disaster Sanriku, past and present, and ultimately
between rural and urban Japan.
4.5.1

TANGIBLE HERITAGE

been opened in 2014 and souvenirs are available anywhere in town:
key-chains, pins, stickers, most of which have the dialectal expression
“je” or “jejeje” on them. The “Jejeje”, a local dialectal exclamation of
surprise, has become so popular that a dedicated plaque has been
placed at Kosode Bay, where ama work and perform for tourists, to
mark the place where Aki first learned this expression, eating sea
urchins and laughing with the divers in the first episode of the dorama.
All these diverse forms of tangible heritage participate, on one
hand in perpetrating the illusion of visiting the fictional towns where
Amachan is set, while on the other hand, they create tangible attractions that ground the tourist experience in the intangible traditional
practices and performances of Kuji and Horinai.

One of Amachan’s most effective narrative devices is to juxtapose
the ama with one of the most popular contemporary female figures
in Japan: the idol. In one of the first episodes of the show, Aki meets
her soon-to-be best friend Yui, whose dream is to leave Kitasanriku
and become a star in Tokyo (just as Aki’s mother did years before).
The scene climaxes with Yui stepping into the Sodegahama station
tunnel and screaming on the top of her lungs «Aidoru ni naritai!» (I
want to become an idol). A Kuji town employee pointed out how
many young girls come all the way up from Sendai, Tokyo, or even
Taiwan, just to make a brief stop in Horinai station, reenact that
liberating yell and go back home.
Japanese idols are described as a mediatic oddity, without singing or acting talents or remarkable beauty (Sakai 2016), and yet
incredibly popular as media personalities for their cheerful and
inspiring cuteness. Since the 80s idols became the main role model
for teenagers, epitomizing the possibility to conquer the showbiz
with sheer motivation.
Idolhood is a recurring theme in Amachan as both Aki and Yui end
up pursuing a career as idols, with opposite outcomes.Yui’s excessive
egoism leads her to a bitter failure, while Aki’s experience as an ama
apprentice in rural Sanriku, imbues her with a set of specific virtues:

‘pure-hearted ambition and eagerness to please – the definition of
idolhood’ (Sakai 2016).
The overlapping of the characteristics of idolhood and the ama,
represented by Aki, becomes crucial for the heritage creation in Kuji,
where women divers have always been the main tourist attraction.
Amachan’s ama are narrated not as a romanticised object of fruition
(such as the classic diver figure all over Japan), but as the sunburned
elderly matrons, who welcome Aki in their midst and initiate her to
the divers ways. The viewers experience directly their everyday life
and experiences, and through Aki’s journey into idolhood, learn to
associate the ama’s spontaneity and determination to the virtues of
the Japanese postmodern herine per excellence – the Idol. The hybrid
figure of Aki, who embodies both the idol and the ama, is the driving
force behind the revitalization of Sanriku’s ama practices. It managed
to repopularize ama, reintroducing teenagers to the ama tradition
and at the same time providing much needed tourism revenues in
post-disaster Kuji. The novelty of ama heritage after Amachan is
in how traditions and practices are presented and interpreted in a
new way by associating ama and idols, creating a hybrid figure that
embodies values of both urban and rural Japan packaged with the
expectations and interest of young Japanese urbanites.
Another central intangible feature of post-Amachan heritage in
Kuji is the fictitious dialect depicted in the drama. The dialect spoken in fictional Sodegahama approximates the dialect of the region
(Maynard 2016: 248-249), and enhances easily recognizable and
reproducible expressions, such as “jejeje”. “Je” is a surprise exclamation, omnipresent in the episodes of Amachan. This expression
was not common in Kuji, and only kept alive by the elderly of Kosode in a slightly different form, “je jee” (Tsuchiya 2013). Now the
exclamation “jejeje” has become popular allover Japan, and awarded
“Buzzword of the Year” in 2013. “Jejeje”, initially a provincialism locals were embarrassed to be associated with, became the symbol of
a heritage to be proud of, to the point of being adopted all over the
country. Aki absorbs almost immediately the fictitious Kitasanriku
dialect, which is a stand-in for everything rural Sanriku and the ama
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4.5.2 INTANGIBLE HERITAGE

represent. Tokyo-born Aki learns the local dialect together with the
audience, which establishes an emotional connection with the rural
town of Sodegahama and the ama, and throughout the rest of the
dorama, she will often be identified by secondary characters as «that
girl with the Sanriku accent» – significantly Yui, who was born in the
countryside, speaks only standard Japanese, to reassert her separation
from the periphery and her aspiration to move to the capital.

National television dramas featuring young and cheerful heroines in
rural settings are not a novelty in the Japanese media industry. These
productions are explicitly aimed at ‘promoting a comeback of Japan’s
more depressed local areas. [...]This coincides with NHK’s policies,
which actively promote the broadcast of programs featuring rural
communities. Such programming is expected to support tourism and
the economic revitalization of regions where, due to the absence of
young residents, the population decline is severe.’ (Maynard, 2016).
Amachan is the 88th of these morning drama, and although it may
not be considered a proper form of heritage, it narrates many vital
aspects of the everyday life and practices of the Kuji municipality.
Tangible and intangible aspects of pre-Amachan heritage, especially
ama traditions and practices as well some dialectal forms, are depicted in detail and present a durable, digitalised testimony.
As in all heritage building, narratives are strongly oriented and
interpreted, and aim at romanticising ama divers and bucolic life in
rural towns. It is not different from what has been done in hundreds
of other villages all over Japan, and follows the patterns used to
create furusato, and mura okoshi (village revival). It offers Kuji and
Horinai an unprecedented visibility, used to enhance tourism in
post-disaster areas. Fans and interested tourists not only are already
informed through the drama about ama activities and practices, as
well as the regional language, and emotionally involved, but they are
also in the position of actively take part to an ideal continuation of
Aki’s adventure in Kitasanriku by vitising and supporting Kuji. In
this sense, they do visit a narrative space, as Tzanelli (2004) notes,

but also the actual place that informs the narration. If Amachan as
an asadora is configured to appear more real than real, the fictional
reality bends back to actual locality, in a deliberate attempt to interact
with it (Tzanelli, 2004).
Amachan as asadora consists in a deep generative layer of discoursive and emotional contents as it ties together the geographical
dimension of Kuji with its narrative counterpart, Kitasanriku and its
surroundings. The central feature of this third heritage configuration
is its recursive re-generation of places and practices: on one side, it
represents people, activities, words and idea from northern Sanriku.
On the other hand, people, activities, words and ideas from the same
area have been slightly shifting over the past 4 years in order to meet
Kudo’s televisive vision. Kudo, the director, and he himself originary
of the region, has knowledge of ama practices and was aware of the
enourmous potential of portraying national peripheries was very clear
since the early stages of Amachan writing. A local ama explained:
«In 2012 we were introduced to Mr. Kurobe, the producer, and
Mr. Nabe, the assistant director. When we first heard the idea [of
Amachan] we were very worried that the screenplay would make
fun of us, of people living in this area. After all, dramas come and
go, but we still have to live here... So we put it as a condition, to
collaborate with [Kurobe]. We didn’t want anyone to be hurt by
the contents of the drama, so we said ‘Can we make it work without hurting anyone’s feelings?’. We put a lot of though on this. »
(Kosode, personal conversation, May 2017).
Kudo manages to navigate in these troubled waters by presenting
a set of lovable characters: Daikichi the stationmaster, the tourism
office representative, the members of the fishermen cooperative and
many others struggle to keep up with modernity, and more often
than not seek the help of younger generations, in order to readapt
Kitasanriku to current times. Aki and Yui act as mediators between
their hometown and a wider world made of idol, tourists, websites,
promotional videos. This mediation is the core of Amachan’s narrative strenght, and the most important aspect of the asadorama as
heritage, as it mutates the geography of Kuji in a place of narrative
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(Tzanelli), informed by its locality. Amachan, then, provides a narrative undertext to the fruition of ama practices and traditions, as
well as the Sanriku railway and Kuji as commodities.
4.6 CONCLUSIONS

Amachan and its effects and impacts on the tourism industry in Kuji
and the nearby Horinai represent a unique configuration of heritage
creation and representation. Previous studies (Tzanelli 2004; Watson
and Waterton 2010) examine how modalities of representation tend
to alienate the social milieu from the construction of touristic heritage, and to model a dimension that is separated from the heritage
construction discourse and the ‘secret life’ (Watson and Waterton
2010:83 )or actuality, of the places, practices and objects that constitute the space of tourism consumption (Watson and Waterton 2010).
We propose that it is possible, in Amachan’s case, to add a layer of
significance to such studies. In a world where news, shows, images are
instantly reproduced, we show throughout the paper that Amachan
is informed by places, performances, and traditional heritage in Kuji
just as much as some features used for tourism in post-Amachan Kuji
and Horinai are re-shaped and modelled to represent the fictional
towns of Kitasanriku and Sodegahama.
We thus argue that Amachan in Kuji as a phenomenon of heritage
creation operates on a more subtle level, by discoursifying for entertainment and tourism purposes precisely the aspects of Japanese
countryside perceived as negative (backwardness and depopulation),
and the tragic effects of the 2011 Great Eastern Japan Disaster.
In the fictional universe of Amachan, as the disaster hits Sanriku
on 11 March 2011, Aki is in Tokyo, rehearsing for her debut show as
an idol. Immediately she goes back to Sodegahama, and after finding
her grandma alive and well, she decides to stay, reunites with Yui
to for their old singing duo, and perform to gather reconstruction
funds. The show ends with the two cheerily singing on the Santetsu
train car, surrounded by fans, friends and family, as three couples
are married (Aki’s producer Aramaki and his fiancee, Aki’s mother
and her former husband, the stationmaster Daikichi and the ama
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Sayuri), and Kitasanriku town rejoice with the reconstruction efforts.
At the same time Aki, in real Kuji, extends her own agency outside
the narrative dimension and becomes the motor through which ama
divers, local dialects and tangible features of the landscape become
a commodity for tourists.
To conclude, Kuji’s local heritage before Amachan and the disaster, together with neutral elements belonging to local culture,
are integrated by Amachan in a cohesive discourse. This discourse
produces new forms of heritage that are enhanced, revitalized and
re-popularize by the diffusion in national conscience. This process
of heritage creation has an impact also on the residents, and the
way they perceive Kuji and themselves. An unpublished study by
Tohoku University researcher Miwako Kitamura, shows how locals
received very positively the drama and its direct outcomes, mainly in
terms of increased presence of tourists. Notably, Kitamura reports
a significant improvement in satisfaction with local image, local
traditions, and even disaster prevention measures, after the airing
of Amachan. Many of Kitamura’s informers stated they not only
found new pride in living in Kuji after the television drama made it
famous nationwide, but also strengthened their resolve to rebuild
the town and villages damaged by the 2011 disaster.
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CHAPTER 5

AFFECTIVE DARK
TOURISM ENCOUNTERS:
RIKUZENTAKATA AFTER THE
2011 GREAT EAST JAPAN
DISASTER

5.1 INTRODUCTION
On March 11th, 2011, a 9.0 magnitude earthquake hit the region of
Tōhoku, in Japan. The earthquake was followed 30 minutes later by
a massive tsunami, whose waves overcame the protective ‘tsunami
walls’ along the coast and swept up to 6 kilometres inland provoking
almost 16,000 casualties (Japan National Police Agency, 2018) and
virtually erasing entire towns from the map (Yamamoto et al., 2015).
The tsunami caused also a meltdown at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant, the most severe nuclear accident in history after
Chernobyl. Despite Japan being very advanced in terms of seismic
hazard prevention, the sheer size of the event came as a total surprise (Kerr, 2011) and the post-disaster recovery has been hugely
challenging (Matanle, 2011). International tourism in the region,
and in Japan as a whole, plunged steeply since the tourists feared the
exposure to dangerous levels of radiations. For the global audience
watching the unfolding of these events through newscasts and the
Internet, Japan had suddenly become unsafe. However, while Tōhoku
has always been considered a rural and relatively secluded region,
attracting very few tourists compared to other parts of Japan, already
in 2012, with the first set of short-term recovery efforts underway,
some towns began developing new tourist projects, inviting Japanese
and foreigners to visit and help in the recovery.
In an effort to show support, during a hot, humid mid-August day
of 2016, I (the first author) visited the Fumonji temple, in Rikuzentakata, while the obon, the festival of the dead, was taking place. The
garden in front of the temple was punctuated with hundreds of statues of different size and shape, and many more were in the process of
being realized: at least 10 people were at work, hitting, shaping and
refining blocks of stone. For one week every summer, anyone can
participate in the Gohyaku rakan, an event during which people carve
their own rakan, a statue of a disciple of Buddha, to commemorate
the victims of the 2011 tsunami. I worked on my own sculpture for
two days as well, alongside fellow researchers from Tōhoku University
and many local residents. As I walked in the garden during a break
from chiselling my own sculpture, I saw rakan shaped like cats, dogs,
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Christian angels, men and women with tea cups, glasses, flowers, and
even one reproducing John Lennon. Koyo Kumagai, the monk in
charge of Fumonji, explained that many people in Rikuzentakata and
the nearby towns have lost someone in the disaster: realizing these
sculptures was a way for them to mourn and remember their loved
ones. In fact, each sculpture represented a person who died in the
tsunami, and the workshop was planned to continue every year until
all victims had their own rakan11. The rakan-carving workshop was
first organized in 2013 with the explicit purpose of ‘providing a place
to express and share emotions and thoughts on the natural disaster’,
as well as producing a memorial site, as it is explained on the dedicated Facebook page (Resilience for future in Rikuzentakata, 2013).
Later in the afternoon, I took a stroll with my finished sculpture,
n.328, and chose a spot in the garden for it. Some people around
me were carefully carving their own sculpture, others were silently
walking around, a few simply contemplating. A peaceful atmosphere
was created by their presence, while visitors not involved in the
workshop walked to the temple to pay respect to their ancestors.
Completing my rakan and leaving it to rest on sacred ground was a
powerful experience. It made me wonder how that experience was
felt by the residents, whose personal connection with the people
memorialised with this practice was much more profound.
It is commonly believed that in Japan emotional recovery from
trauma can be hindered by cultural norms and rules aimed at holding back anger, rather than expressing it (see Gulz, 1992; Araki, &
Wiseman, 1996). For Nelson Graburn, ‘Japanese culture is said to
foreground a surface of culturally and situationally appropriate
expressions, tatemae, but to securely conceal the honne’ (Graburn,
2012, p. 51), or inner truth, especially to outsiders (see also Kato,
2000; Ishii, Vargas & Vargas, 2011). Dr. Kanatsu, a Japanese-born
professor based in the US accompanying a group of college students,
told me that Rikuzentakata is a place where you can experience the

Rakan statues at Fumonji Temple, Rikuzentakata, Japan.

11
In 2017, thanks to donations from other parts of Japan, the Gohyaku rakan project was completed with 569 statues carved in Rikuzentakata, and roughly 1,000 sent from other parts of Japan
(see also http://www.kahoku.co.jp/tohokunews/201708/2017081933009.html).

power of fubenjikko, or ‘doing without saying’, a quiet tenacity that
refuses strong emotional expressions such as anger or violence (Rikuzentakata, 16/08/016). The act of carving a rakan to memorialize
the 2011 disaster may thus be seen as a performance aimed at confronting negative feelings and unspeakable pain that would otherwise
remain unexpressed. The town of Rikuzentakata has however looked
at other possibilities to voice its residents’ painful memories and heal
the trauma. One of the most important initiatives in this respect has
been that of framing stories, experiences, and material remnants of
the disaster in forms that would possibly attract international visitors. In this article, we discuss how tour guides and members of the
community involved in tourism in Rikuzentakata have deliberately
engineered and performed affective landscapes aimed at eliciting catharsis, empathy, pity and other manifestations of affect in the tourist,
in order to help the local communities to recover from the trauma.
In particular, we analyse how the local Municipality has developed
a specific form of ‘post-disaster tourism’ (Amujo & Otubanjo, 2012)
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in order to achieve several distinct objectives: to support the local
economy, to become an internationally recognized hub for those
interested in this kind of disaster, and to alleviate a sense of trauma
and loss among the local communities. We also suggest that such
landscapes of disaster are eventually understood by international
tourists in line with their own cultural background and through
familiar affective processes of attunement and resonance.
It is not uncommon for tragic and death-related events to be appropriated and used for entertainment or education purposes. Visits
to places of death, disaster and atrocities are notoriously referred to
as ‘dark tourism’ (Foley & Lennon, 1996). This facet of the tourism
experience has often been accentuated by the media and portrayed
as motivated by intrusive curiosity or morbid interest. However,
tourist motivations for visiting places of death and disaster are not
always straightforward, and death is not always associable with the
macabre (see Stone, 2013; Stone & Sharpley, 2008; Ong, Minca, &
Felder, 2015; Muzaini & Minca, 2018). Some destinations can indeed strategically appeal to the tourists’ fascination with death, but
also to their desire to memorialize and witness. While emotions have
received some attention in tourism and dark tourism studies (Tucker,
2009; Robinson & Picard, 2012; Waterton & Watson, 2014; Nawijn &
Biran, 2018), affect has been mostly side-lined, with the few notable
exceptions of research focussed on specific forms of affect like hope
and empathy (Tucker, 2009; Buda, d’Hauteserre & Johnston, 2014;
Willis, 2014; Buda, 2015; Pocock, 2015; Tucker & Shelton, 2018).
This article thus intends to contribute to existing debates in dark
tourism studies by arguing that affect can elicit strong emotional
reactions in tourists visiting dark sites and contribute to significantly
shape their experience. Thinking of sites of dark tourism in terms of
‘affective geographies’ (see, among others, Davidson & Bondi, 2004;
Thrift, 2007; Pile, 2010) may help incorporating novel perspectives
on the subjective, often side-lined, elements of those sites: their atmospheres, the subtle political value of affect in designing and interpreting post-disaster landmarks and practices, and the fine-tuning of the
visceral, affective cross-cultural resonance that can result in healing

processes for both tourists and local communities. In engaging with
debates on the geographies of affect, we follow Sianne Ngai’s suggestion that emotions differ from affects not in quality or kind, but rather
in the degree of intensity (Ngai, 2005, p. 27).We do so inspired in particular by the work of Sara Ahmed (2004), Ben Anderson (2006; 2014),
and Derek McCormack (2008) and their emphasis on the existence
of diverse active intensities in affective endeavours, often marked by
inter-subjective charge. Following this line of thought, affect in dark
sites like post-tsunami Rikuzentakata is presented here as generating
relations of power and specific politics of place that tend to be (re)
produced through narratives, performances and material landmarks.
The article is structured in four distinct sections. First, we outline its
theoretical underpinnings compared to the relevant literature on dark
tourism and the geographies of affect, while explaining our methodology. Secondly, we discuss how plans for tourist development have
been presented as a strategic response to the impact of the tsunami in
Tōhoku, and the town of Rikuzentakata in particular. In the third part
we thus examine more in detail how tourism has been engineered, negotiated, and apprehended in Rikuzentakata in order to solicit affective responses using disaster narratives, on-site performances, and the
celebration of tangible landmarks.We conclude by arguing that, while
local tourist operators tend to frame their stories and experiences in
ways that may evoke affective responses in the tourists, at the same
time these stories and experiences also offer to local communities an
opportunity to communicate the traumatic event to others and build
new geographies of affect based on empathy, catharsis and hope as
attempts at healing and as a promise for a better future.

The term dark tourism, coined by Malcolm Foley and John L
 ennon
(1996) to define tourist visits to places of death, disaster, and atrocity,
in the past 20 years has gained relevance in tourism studies (Seaton,
1996; Lennon & Foley, 2000; Miles, 2002; Lisle, 2007; Sharpley &
Stone, 2008; Skinner, 2012; Stone, Hartmann, Seaton, Sharpley, &
White, 2018). Another term at times used to refer to this sub-field
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5.2 DARK TOURISM AND AFFECT

is ‘thanatourism’, described by Tony Seaton as ‘travel to a location
wholly, or partially, motivated by the desire for actual or symbolic
encounters with death’ (Seaton, 1996, p. 236). The two terms are
often used interchangeably by scholars of tourism (Tarlow, 2005)
and co-exist with an array of other labels: ‘negative sightseeing’ (McCannell, 1976), ‘black spots’ (Rojek, 1993), ‘milking the macabre’
(Dann, 1994), ‘fascination with assassination’ (Foley & Lennon,
1996), ‘dissonant heritage’ (Tunbridge & Ashworth, 1996), ‘difficult
heritage’ (Logan & Reeves, 2009), ‘tragic tourism’ (Lippard, 1999),
‘morbid tourism’ (Blom, 2000), ‘grief tourism’ (O’Neill, 2002), ‘fright
tourism’ (Bristow & Newman, 2004), ‘atrocity tourism’ (Ashworth
& Hartmann, 2005), ‘battlefield tourism’ (Seaton, 1999), ‘holocaust
tourism’ (Lennon & Foley, 2000), and ‘disaster tourism’ (Ashcroft,
2000). Post-disaster tourism is sometimes conflated with dark tourism (Tucker, Shelton, & Bae, 2017). In cases like the one investigated here, however, disaster and post-disaster tourism are preferred
terms, with the understanding that such tourism creates new ‘dark’
attributes, based on disaster, in sites that were not attracting tourists beforehand (Biran, Liu, Li, & Eichhorn, 2014). The blurred
boundaries of such definitions point to a sort of ‘post-disaster dark
tourism’ (Prayag, 2016, p. 157) that ‘highlights the links between
tourism and the issue of disaster recovery, whether it is recovery of
the tourism industry per se or the social and economic recovery of
the place more broadly’ (Tucker et al., 2017, p. 307).
Most publications in both the broader field of dark tourism and in
disaster tourism studies tend to identify supply and demand factors
(Stone & Sharpley, 2008), provide multiple case studies (Dann & Seaton, 2001; Ashworth & Hartmann, 2005), focus on tourism industry
recovery and marketing/rebranding (Mair, Ritchie, & Walters, 2016),
and analyse motivational elements in tourists (Tunbridge & Ashworth,
1996). Recent research in dark tourism has however denounced the
predominance of descriptive and ‘applied’ approaches (Biran, Poria,
& Oren, 2011) by urging the need to acknowledge the political, ethical and emotional implications of dark places. Affect is still largely
ignored in this literature (Light, 2017), with a few exceptions (Buda

et al., 2014; Tucker, 2016; Tucker & Shelton, 2018), despite the fact
that a close scrutiny of the affective layers of dark tourism sites may
potentially help reconcile the negative ethical stigma often attached to
this form of tourism with the sense of necessity felt by some tourists
to visit such ‘attractions’ (Robinson, 2015). Understandings of affect
in dark tourism practices may in fact represent a constructive way
to respond to the crowd of negative stereotypes characterising such
practices in popular discourses, normally reproduced by the media
and identifying dark tourism as a morbid or immoral activity. These
stereotypes tend to underplay the potential role of dark tourism
in educating the visitors about past and present tragic events but
also in vanquishing grief, in evoking empathy, catharsis and hope,
and in healing from trauma. Theories of affect may thus enable us
to ‘formulate a more complete understanding of the elements that
influence the kinds of experiences that are created in destinations’
(d’Hauteserre, 2015, p.78), and that produce ‘particular “worldly
orientations”, emotions and moods’ (Tucker & Shelton, 2018, p. 67).
In human geography, affect is often treated in line with Ben Anderson’s definition as a ‘processual logic of transitions that take place
during spatially and temporally distributed encounters’ (Anderson,
2006, p. 735). Each transition is accordingly felt as an intensity that
exists in-between places, people, and objects, and that can attach
and permanently alter the meaning of almost anything (Sedgwick
& Frank, 2003, p. 62). Affect, in this interpretation, is characterized
by being provisional, blurry, unfinished, unconstrained by defined
boundaries, and thus not clearly divorceable from emotions, thoughts,
and the body (see Harrison, 2007; McCormack, 2008; Gregg & Seigworth, 2010; Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos, 2016). Such characteristics, however, do not render affect irreducibly non-representational
and other-than-conscious: while it moves between individual and
collective bodies, affect emerges both in unpredictable and deliberately constructed circumstances, as a set of unbridled potentialities
that can be harnessed, steered and consciously registered as emotions
(see Massumi, 2002; Shouse, 2005; Thrift, 2007). Within this line of
thought, Anderson (2006) exemplifies the flow of interconnections
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between emotions and affects using the example of hope to define a
‘layer cake’ model. In this model, hope exists in three modalities: (1)
as affect, that represents a flow of hope (the first, deepest, non-cognitive layer); (2) as a feeling, as a sense of hopefulness (the second
layer, pre-cognitive, that lies between affect and emotion); and (3)
as emotion, that is, an actually expressed hope (the third, cognitive
layer) (Anderson, 2006, p. 747). Affect flowing in to dark sites can
move from one modality to the other in often subtle, unspoken ways,
not easily brought into representations because ‘certain spectacular
or horrific events and encounters escape their retelling’ (Laurier &
Philo, 2006, p. 353), as they engage with the unspeakable (Willis,
2014). At the same time, affect does not bear ‘the spectre of a psychological individualism’ (Richard & Rudnyckyj, 2009, p. 57) present
in emotions. These ‘dark’ sites indeed have the potential to provide
powerful affective experiences and are often constructed by tourist
operators with the intention to obtain such effect (Weaver, et al.,
2017). Dark tourism broadly invites people to acknowledge our mortality and the fragility of life, often appealing to discourses of moral,
spiritual and ideological reward (Bowman & Pezzullo, 2010, p. 189).
There has been a tendency, in some declinations of affect studies,
to elide the ethical and political domains of affect, portraying it as
mute attunement to specific environments (Barnett, 2008), thus
overlooking its potential as an analytical framework for understanding socio-spatial processes (Ansaloni & Tedeschi, 2016). Affective
space, argues Clive Barnett (2008, p. 190), ‘emerges as a medium
for the inculcation of various hateful, hopeful desirous or respectful
dispositions’, which are not passively received, but actively accepted,
or refused, since reconfigured by the feeling subject. In dark tourism
sites, the modulation and regulation of affect is thus often actively
engineered by tourist operators, institutions, and the media (including the social media) to re-orient and (re)organize the event of death
or disaster and make it accessible to visitors. Senija Causevic and
Paul Lynch (2011, p.781) call it ‘phoenix tourism’, a form of tourism in which, after a conflict, the meaning of a place is re-imagined
and designed to fit the new tragic circumstances for which it gained

attention. In some ways, this process shows similarities to that related
to heritage-making and the management of heritage experiences (see,
among others, Tunbridge & Ashworth, 1996; Smith, 2006). Both
negotiate political intensities inscribed in many tourism ventures
and in ‘the social, historical, cultural and political contexts in which
atmospheres emerge and dissipate, and the attunement of some to
become absorbed within them’ (Edensor & Sumartojo, 2015, p. 252).
In places where tourists are confronted with landscapes charged with
remnants of death and disaster, atmospheres are constitutive of how
movement in space is experienced (Brown & Pickerill, 2009) and are
‘geopoietic’, in the sense that they generate and are generated by place
through the interaction of bodies and affect (Adey, 2015). Material
remains, narratives, and landscapes are therefore saturated with affect
in a messy and contingent way (Ahmed, 2004), creating topographies
of death and disaster situated in a politically-oriented space permeated with agency, expectation, objectives, social and community ties,
and memories (Barnett, 2008; Duff, 2010; Muzaini & Minca, 2018;
Ong & Minca, 2018). Tourists can thus attune to a ‘vibe’, a mood,
an atmosphere (Ash, 2013) and create associations between various
material entities. ‘Affect’, as Kavka suggests, ‘is material that matters’
(2008, p. 33), and in specific atmospheres this material potential
transpires by holding a series of opposites in a relation of tension
(Anderson, 2014) that can, partially and subjectively, resonate, be
perceived, acknowledged, and manipulated. In a recent article where
they discuss post-disaster tourism in Christchurch, New Zealand,
Hazel Tucker and Eric Shelton suggest that ‘whilst narratives of
loss and hope offer a repertoire of possible touristic performances,
however consciously or unconsciously enacted, they also provide a
figurative analytical frame for examining possible affect-generated
action. These narratives provide a temporal context for smaller-scale
stories and link them firmly to the production of affect and mood’
(Tucker & Shelton, 2018, p. 73). Successful dark tourism is thus
deliberately assembled in ways that make visible how tourists are
expected to read the site in question (Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos,
2016), even though they do not experience affect in the same way and
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with the same intensity (Tolia-Kelly, 2006). Places are in fact never
intrinsically dark (Ashworth & Isaac, 2015; Light, 2017).
In the next sections we thus apply this perspective to our specific
case, to a post-disaster context where trauma healing and economic
recovery seem to be addressed by the same broader narratives and
set of interventions, in order to elicit forms of affect in the visitors
and, with them, the local residents. The ethnographic material discussed in this paper was collected from March to September 2016
in the Prefectures of Miyagi and Iwate, part of the Tōhoku region.
In the overall project, we have interviewed local residents, tourists
visiting the area, and tourist operators at all levels: local tour guides,
representatives of local, regional and national governmental institutions, NGOs, and international travel agencies advertising tours in
the disaster-hit towns. Roughly 65 participants were involved, using
structured and semi-structured interviews. Not all interviews were
conducted in Rikuzentakata and were about this town. In the analysis
that follows we therefore mainly consider the 30 interviews conducted
in Rikuzentakata or nearby; however, we try to corroborate our main
argument, when necessary and appropriate, also with interviews
collected elsewhere. In addition to that, the first author took part in
10 tours aimed at international tourists and conducted participant
observation during the whole period spent in Japan. Material on the
disaster and the recovery was also collected at the IRIDeS (International Research Institute for Disaster Studies) Archive for the 2011
Disaster, at Tōhoku University. Other online material was collected
from Facebook pages, blogs of tourists, websites of travel agencies and
individual tour guides, as well as the regional and national websites
advertising tourism in the area. The questions asked in the interviews
were purposefully aimed at eliciting open and story-telling type of
answers, in order to invite the interviewees to share their thoughts,
opinions, emotions, and offer a narrative of their own experience.
Amongst the topics covered in the interviews were: the history of the
town before and after the disaster; the recovery plans in relation to
tourism; the expectations of the tourists; and the future of tourism
in the broader region. Overall, we adopted a narrative approach to

analyse all the related textual material, following the idea that tourism
destinations are brought into being, shaped and negotiated also by
being framed and narrated to visitors (Edelheim, 2015). We analysed
our ethnographic material paying particular attention to instances
in which emotional feelings were expressed. Most importantly, by
weaving together the ‘threads’ emerging from many of the interviews,
we have tried to identify narrative patterns that referred to actions,
practices and bodily responses clearly related to moments of affect
and to the atmospheres of the post-disaster landscapes involved.
Complementing this material with field notes and participant observation allowed us to gain insights into some of the complex affective
responses that characterize these experiences and the way they are
narrated and performed (see also Tucker & Shelton, 2018).
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5.3 DISASTER TOURS IN RIKUZENTAKATA
Rikuzentakata is a quiet, rural town of around 20,000 people in
Northern Tōhoku, a region considered as inaka, a rural area marked
by depopulation, backwardness, and isolation (Ivy, 1995), and excluded from the main tourist routes in Japan. Before the disaster,
the town attracted some domestic tourism because of its beautiful
beaches, and its shore-side forest made of 70,000 pine trees. In 2011,
the tsunami washed away 80% of the buildings and took the life of
almost 2000 people. As Shunsuke Kumagai, a tourism officer at the
nearby municipality of Kesennuma, recalled:
When the earthquake occurred, I was waiting for the shinkansen
(bullet train) at the station. All shinkansen stopped, the telephones
weren’t working, so I was worried. I managed to reach Kesennuma
by bus. When I arrived there, the city was on fire, the sky was hell …
The bus driver was from Rikuzentakata and told me: ‘The city disappeared’. I couldn’t imagine what he meant at the time, but after
about one week I went there. As he said, the city disappeared. I still
remember this scene very well. I was working in tourism at that time
and I felt that our work was powerless in the face of such a natural
disaster and thought “How can I work in such a situation? How
can we ask the people to visit here?”. (Kesennuma, 26/08/2016)

The efforts of the country in the first few years after the disaster were
focused, at all levels, mainly on the recovery: cleaning the debris;
resettling the people who lost their houses in temporary accommodations; constructing seawalls, levees and rebuilding entire towns on
elevated ground; restoring the local communities; implementing new
policies, programs, and institutions (Iuchi, Johnson, & Olshansky,
2013). The recovery, however, has moved slower than expected. As
Anthony, a UK-born travel journalist, recalled:
(my) first impression of Tohoku was that the transportation services
were lacking, making it difficult for non-car users. For the town
of Rikuzentakata, I was initially shocked by how empty it was. I
expected the town to be more re-developed 5 years after the disaster,
I was surprised that no new buildings at all have been set up in the
old town centre’ (Rikuzentakata, 31/05/2016).
According to the Japan Reconstruction Agency (2017), as of November 2016 around 134,000 people were still displaced, and 50,000
in temporary homes – mostly prefabricated structures intended to
last just two years. Some of the delays stemmed from a shortage of
construction workers and materials. Workforce and materials were
diverted to the massive repairs of the Fukushima nuclear plant that
employed up to 10,000 workers daily, and to construction projects
for the 2020 Tokyo Olympics (interview with former volunteer Amya
Miller, Tokyo, 4/06/2016). The implementation of these projects has
marginalised the Northern prefectures of Miyagi and Iwate, the ones
hit the hardest by the tsunami. This very fact, when coupled with
the highly contested top-down projects imposed by the National
Reconstruction Agency (Iuchi, et al., 2013), has exacerbated in the
local communities a feeling of abandonment that was present long
before the disaster.
A few months after the tsunami, hotel managers reported the sparse
presence of occasional curious tourists and numerous international
volunteers in the area (Muskat, Nakanishi, & Blackmam, 2015). By
the end of 2012, some of the municipalities began to show interest
in developing tours targeting domestic and international visitors,
as well as other experiential activities aimed at combining stories of

disaster and recovery with more traditional activities such as fishing
or soba (buckwheat) harvesting. To render the Tōhoku region visible
in a positive way in the international media, the central government
initially invested in a series of marketing campaigns: Get Back,Tōhoku,
promoted by Japan Railways, and Welcome to Fukushima, promoted
by the Japan Tourism Agency in collaboration with local organisations. Often, foreign residents in Tōhoku were paid to advertise the
region through Facebook, blog posts and Youtube videos such as the
Go:Tohoku channel12. In these campaigns, the region was described
as a mysterious, beautiful destination that evoked the idyllic image
of furusato, a rural, idealised ‘native place’ representing a spiritual
home to all Japanese people (McMorran, 2008). By advertising
Tōhoku, the wider aim was to show that Japan was safe and had
entirely recovered from the disaster, with the intention of rebranding
the country’s tarnished image especially after the Fukushima accident. Stefan, CEO of Japanguide.com, a very popular website among
internationals seeking comprehensive and up-to-date information
on traveling to Japan, also stressed this necessity: ‘While there are
locals who don’t like to see tourists taking pictures of ruins, I am
convinced that tourism is overall extremely useful and important to
the region. Not only in an economic way but also for the region not
to be forgotten’ (Skype interview, 03/08/2016).
However, despite these investments, the government’s strategy was
often non-aligned, if not in open conflict, with the position of the
local communities (Yankholmes & McKercher, 2015). According
to many of our interviewees, the local residents wanted to move
beyond the furusato and wished to create an experience that acknowledged the positive characteristics of their town, but also capable of
highlighting the painful process of trauma and recovery. As Hiroko
Uenohara, a volunteer tour guide in the Tōhoku region, explained:
There is a gap between government and locals. The government announces their ideas to the rest of the world, but we listen and…that’s
not always true (sic). We want to tell (people) the real c onditions.
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12

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cmUc4bjEMKc

So please, come to visit the affected areas and look at the lives
of those who are suffering… That is why we do guided tours in
affected areas. Visitors come here… to know the facts, how the
locals were affected, how they are feeling, what they are going to
do, and go back home and speak to their neighbours and families.
(Sendai, 15/04/2016)
Since 2013, local communities and local travel agencies have been
offering regular tours of the post-disaster area. These focus on the
disaster as a symbol of resilience, a hope for future generation, and
a means to address misunderstandings about the event that international visitors might have. Rikuzentakata was, and remains today,
by far the most committed town to become the symbol of the 2011
tsunami and a hub for international tourists interested in learning
more about the catastrophic event. Shortly after the disaster, the
Mayor appointed American-born volunteer Amya Miller as Rikuzentakata’s public communication director. Together they envisaged
a strategy to improve the town’s visibility and distinction, in order to
attract more volunteers but also tourists interested in visiting during
and after the recovery. The campaign they launched was centred on
a strong, powerful story, concerning a unique landmark: a survived
pine tree. On March 11th 2011, all pine trees that once surrounded
the beach were uprooted by the violence of the tsunami, except one.
The surviving tree remained as a solitary symbol of resilience in the
face of nature’s fury, and was named Ipponmatsu (Solitary Pine), or
Miracle Pine. Miller has thus made sure that the ‘story of the pine’
would be picked up by all major media, national and international,
including The Japan Times13, The Guardian14, Al Jazeera15, BBC16,
CNN17, and The New York Times18. This campaign and the related
media coverage put the town on the radar of international tourists
13
14
15
16
17
18

https://www.japantimes.co.jp/life/2015/03/07/travel/rikuzentakata-looks-future-new-tourismventures/
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/jul/03/japan-miracle-pine-tree-tsunami-rikuzentakata
https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/features/2012/03/201239122211138361.html
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-35781593
http://edition.cnn.com/2011/WORLD/asiapcf/04/16/japan.tree.hope/index.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2011/03/22/world/asia/22missing.html
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interested in visiting the disaster area. The town’s tourism strategy
was manifold: first, to coach the local population who had never
interacted with foreigners in the past to act friendly and welcoming;
second, to use the conventional and the social media to attract national and international attention; third, to have English-speaking
staff involved in tourism-related matters; fourth, to accept everyone
who would come.
In the following section, we thus reflect on how disaster tourism in
Rikuzentakata was designed and implemented by local residents and
tourist agents. According to some of the interviews, this process has
also constituted a means for the survivors and the local communities to confront the trauma and the loss caused by the tsunami, and
a potential process of healing. Through the valorisation of specific
landmarks such as the Miracle Pine, and the promotion of narratives
depicting Rikuzentakata as the ‘Hiroshima of the North’, tourists
were offered an experience aimed at allowing them to perceive, interpret and translate in their own cultural framework the affective atmosphere emanating from the post-disaster geographies of this region.

5.4 CONSTRUCTING AFFECTIVE
ATMOSPHERES
Since 2012, local travel agencies in Rikuzentakata, often managed directly by the municipality and involving members of the
community, have been offering tours of the post-disaster area,
highlighting the tragedy and unpredictability of the tsunami, but
also the resilience of the Japanese people. For example, the English language flyer available at the Kobe Earthquake Memorial
Museum about a documentary directed by Atsunori Kawamura
entitled The Great Tsunami in Japan: Reflecting on the 2011 disaster
did not highlight so much the loss and the destruction, but rather
the possibility of being ‘Empowered by a new mission: To educate
future generations’ (Chikata & Kawamura, 2015). The personal
testimonies in the documentary, stated the flyer, ‘show the power
of life and hope in the face of unparalleled devastation’ (Chikata &
Kawamura, 2015). Terms such as education, hope, testimony and
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resilience occurred relentlessly in post-disaster tourism discourses,
where different geographies of affect were constructed around the
realisation of specific real-and-imagined tourism spatialities capable,
at one time, of commemorating the disaster and celebrating the
recovery. To possibly appeal to a growing number of (especially
international) visitors, the municipality has thus crafted narratives
and sets of practices performed around specific landmarks capable
of evoking affect and of promoting engagement with what Waterton and Yusoff (2017, p. 7) would describe as the ‘animacies and
ambience of material worlds, and the inscriptive qualities of our
sensibility to them’.
5.4.1. MIRACLE PINE: UNDERSTANDING DISASTER,
THE ‘JAPANESE WAY’

Rikuzentakata has developed a tourism circuit that included several
places of interest: the Fumonji temple, and its rakan; a carpentry
and folklore museum; Tapic45, a building devastated by the tsunami
but still standing; and a tsunami museum, amongst many others.
However, as noted above, the strategy of the town in terms of tourism development, media dissemination and popular imagination
has revolved around one particular landmark: the Ipponmatsu, or
Miracle Pine. Visitors can catch a first glimpse of the Ipponmatsu as
soon as they enter the city. Whether arriving by bus or by car – the
only means available to reach Rikuzentakata – after a sudden turn
at a crossroad, it becomes visible: a long, lean silhouette against the
backdrop of the ocean.
The omnipresent pine tree has been reproduced in the media infinite times as the symbol of a solitary survivor standing amidst utter
destruction (McCurry, 2013). When we asked a survivor, a woman
in her thirties, what was her favourite place in Rikuzentakata, she
answered without hesitation that it was the ‘Ipponmatsu, a monument of hope for the Japanese, but also for the foreigners who come
here’ (Mrs. Satou, Sendai, 07/09/2016). It did not matter that the
pine was killed by salty water in 2012. Thanks to private donations,
a metallic rod was inserted into the tree, and synthetic leaves and

branches were added to it. This is a typical case in which material
and aesthetic elements of a unique landmark were purposefully designed to contribute to specific discourses fraught with layers of affect
(Stroud & Jegels, 2014) and connected to ‘material and signifying
representations, as well as the remembered, anticipated and experiential’ (Sumartojo, 2016, p. 544). The preservation of this landmark
has arguably helped to solidify the collective memory of the event,
while providing continuity with the past and immediate access to
the affective sphere to which its story is normally connected (Good,
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Ipponmatsu (Miracle Tree) in Rikuzentakata, Japan. Photo courtesy of Flavia Fulco, Sophia University, Tokyo.

2016). Another survivor in Rikuzentakata, who wished to remain
anonymous, claimed that one of her biggest fears is the new seawall,
because everyone trusted the previous one, and that is why many
died. But, she added, ‘…now I can look at the tree (the Ipponmatsu,
located in front of the seawall) and I want to keep having faith’ (Rikuzentakata, 7/09/2016). The atmosphere of tragedy and hope was
picked up also by tourists. Susumu, a college student from Hofstra
University, in the USA, confirmed that:
Out of all the photos I took, the image of the miracle tree is the
one that interests me the most. It is astounding that one tree managed to survive a massive force such as a tsunami and stand tall
five years later. I not only took a photo of the massive pine tree,
but also of a mural created by a very famous Japanese cartoonist
dedicated to the pine tree. It shows the pine tree standing tall next
to a bright sun. To me, it captured the symbol that the miracle tree
had become and gives hope to the people in the area. (Rikuzentakata, 16/08/2016).
To reach the Ipponmatsu, the tourists have to slowly walk through a
construction site, following a narrow, serpentine path in the barren
landscape, punctuated only by the sound of construction workers
and of the waves against the new seawall. The gigantic conveyor belt
that transports soil from the nearby hill to the coast, aptly named
the ‘Bridge of Hope’, casts a shade on a good portion of the ground
nearby. After a few minute walk, the tourists are presented with a
panel showing a picture of the former pine tree forest. Here the
guides normally stop and invite everyone to look at the picture. Then
the tourists are left to watch in awe the panel, and the solitary tree
in the distance. Mako, a young Japanese woman from a volunteer
guides group named Gozain, suggested that when she takes people
to the disaster-hit coast, she first tells them the story of the tsunami,
and then explains that, on that exact point, five years earlier, thousands of people died. Tourists, she continued, usually remain silent,
to reflect on the tremendous force of nature:
It makes you think of Judgment Day, because it is a desert, barren
place. I tell them something about life before the earthquake. There

were so many houses, and people living their daily lives. Some were
farmers, others were fishermen, and I tell them about the strong
community that existed in this area. So, they try to imagine how the
life was before, here, and they experience maybe a kind of feeling
they can’t explain. (Sendai, 15/06/2016)
This impossibility to explain might be referred to the communicative
action of affect that often resides outside the domain of language but
is still visible in embodied practices (Richard & Rudnyckyj, 2009).
One common practice that tour guides utilize to make tourists ‘understand’ the post-disaster context is that of showing them pictures
of the area before the tsunami, often with only brief explanations,
in order to let them ‘feel’ the magnitude of what happened. In other
cases, affective responses are evoked involuntarily through bodily
senses on site. An American participant in a tour for example recalled:
‘The sound of construction and the sight of the giant bridge used to
transport soil from the mountains around the area are the images I
remember the most’ (Anonymous, Rikuzentakata, 16/08/2018)
The act of remaining silent and reflecting on the magnitude of the
disaster is thus often part of a deliberately constructed practice on
the part of the tour guides, aimed at affording access to a volatile
and transitory atmosphere. During one tour with four American
high school teachers, one woman in her forties spent a long time in
silence in front of the Miracle Pine. When she joined the rest of the
group, she mentioned something that happened to her just before
coming to Japan. She was in her house and, despite having looked
everywhere, she could not find her young daughter. Worried sick, she
finally found her, standing perfectly still and silent over the toilet
bowl. The daughter explained that the previous day they had a drill to
instruct kids on how to react in case of a mass shooting. The woman
was horrified by the possibility of something like that happening and
perceived a connection between her own traumatic experience and
the unexpected violence of the tsunami. Such moments of resonance
are explained by Coddington and Micieli-Voutsinas (2017, p. 52) with
the fact that experienced traumas can be ‘both timeless and literally
difficult to place’, resulting in possible slippages of memories and
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feelings that may stimulate involuntary memories. Involuntary memories ‘are unpredictable and contingent… enmeshed in sensation and
vague intimations of previous atmospheres, they are slippery to pin
down, to describe and represent’ (Edensor, 2005, p. 837). Attuning
to the affective atmosphere of a place can in fact create a resonance
that emanates from a dynamic combination of built environment,
place and people and involuntary memories, and that makes affect
perceivable (Sumartojo, 2016). These involuntary memories may
resonate with something that happened in a different place – as in
the case of the teacher – or may emanate from memories of what has
happened in the area at the time of the disaster. Another American
college student, for example, explained how, when visiting Rikuzentakata, all he could think about
… was the videos of tsunami water just flooding into the streets of
the town in the area, and cars and rummage being washed away
by the waves […] The entire time I was trying to image how the
locals felt when the tsunami came into their town. Did they run to
upper ground? Was the site where I am standing now submerged
in water that day or was there a home here? Did families see their
loved ones get washed away before their eyes? Such thoughts
would run through my head while touring the town.’ (Anonymous,
Rikuzentakata, 2/09/2016).
These tangible landmarks, corroborated by narratives and on-site
practices routinely repeated with every new group of tourists, aim at
creating a choreography ‘directed’ by the tour guides (see Edensor
& Holloway, 2008) that produces and reproduces a specific post-disaster landscape. This process of worldmaking, however, at times
may not be purposefully or consciously produced. Nevertheless, it
may still ‘include the production of particular “affect” or “mood”’
(Tucker & Shelton, 2018, p.68). Such performances on the part of
the tour guides are thus not affective in themselves, but they may
foster the conditions for the possibility of affective reactions since
they are intentionally aimed at making the visitors feel a unique atmosphere that intensely and deeply engages them (Anderson, 2014).
The stark contrast between images of the past and the present is

thus purposefully (re)constructed on-site, using the iconic power
of the monumental presence of the solo pine tree, to elicit affective
responses in the tourists. The story of the Ipponmatsu, as narrated
by tour guides and the media, and the staging of the memorial site
are apparently so effective because they succeed in creating a resonance that goes beyond the 2011 disaster and embrace something
far-reaching and universal: an affective feeling of hope. After a
moment in front of the tree, the tour guides tend to shift to stories
about the survival of the tree, a tree that mirrors the survival of the
city and its people, at one time commemorating the past event and
celebrating hope in the future. In line with this deliberate attempt
to connect post-disaster tourism with a broader affective politics
of hope Rikuzentakata began to be strategically promoted as the
‘Hiroshima of the North’.
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5.4.2 HIROSHIMA OF THE NORTH

More than six years after the disaster, the coastal expanse of land
that used to be downtown Rikuzentakata is still a flat, barren terrain. ‘It took us more than five years to get back to our normal life,
and many people are still not yet there. It is going to be a really
long way’ declared Aya, a tour guide of the independent tourism
association Marugoto19 during a tour in 2016. When asked by a
tour participant how long the recovery may take, she disclosed that
even though the Municipality’s prospect was eight years, ‘there is
no possibility to finish by then… They decided on that timeframe
because if they say 10 years or more, the people…their hope will
decline’ (Rikuzentakata, 07/07/2016). A broader ‘politics of hope’
and the deliberate construction of narratives that would foster
and harness hope have been a common fixture in many Japanese
discourses concerning times of crisis during and after the Second
World War, and post-tsunami Japan is no exception (see Mullins
& Nakano, 2016; Leheny, 2018). Historically, Japan’s reaction
to disasters, at all institutional levels, has been that of invoking
19

http://marugoto-rikuzentakata.com/

hope as a sentiment able to transform people’s pain and anger in
discourses of peace and resilience, and in this way propel change
and renewal (Kimura, 2018). In 1952, Shinzō Hamai, at the time
Mayor of a still devastated Hiroshima, proposed a Reconstruction
Plan in which the city would be rebuilt as symbol of peace, and
expressed his hopes ‘that when visitors from abroad come to Japan
they will drop by in Hiroshima’ (in Schäfer, 2015, p. 354).
Such attitude and similar wording have been mirrored in Rikuzentakata, now promoted as the ‘Hiroshima of the North’. In one of our
encounters, and in many interviews that she gave to international
media outlets, Amya Miller has declared that ‘the Miracle Pine is a
powerful symbol for the town and it conveys a message of hope, akin
to the Hiroshima Dome’ (Rikuzentakata, 09/09/2016). As Dylan, a
young American who works at the Municipality to promote international relations, similarly remarked:
…the tsunami was a horrible disaster, but at the same time it gives
this town an amazing opportunity to build a new city from scratch
… I do think we have the potential to be Tōhoku’s version of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, where people would come in 50 years, 70
years, 100 years, to learn about the history of what happened here
and pay their respect. (Rikuzentakata, 09/09/2016)
Hiroshima has a heavily charged past. By associating the two cities,
tourist operators use a metaphor that reaches in and through the
post-disaster landscape, and arguably produces a ‘broader restorative truth’ (Hoskins, 2010, p. 272) aiming at establishing affective
connections between the dramatic past of Hiroshima and the present
tragedy of Rikuzentakata. As Anthony confirmed, ‘visiting … the Miracle Pine reminded me of similar visits to former disaster zones such
as Hiroshima’ (Rikuzentakata, 31/05/2016). Narratives of hope and
survival at the Miracle Pine, when enmeshed with the overarching
narrative of Rikuzentakata as a Northern Hiroshima, annihilated and
reborn from its ashes, arguably allow to explore not only how stories
move through landscapes, but, more broadly, also how these storied
landscapes move people or inspire ‘historical empathy’ (Modlin Jr.,
Alderman, & Gentry, 2011, p. 5).

The connection to Hiroshima also vehemently implies plans to
make the town a symbolic site projected to last in history, driven by
a permanent iconic presence that somehow has the same function
of the Hiroshima Dome: the Miracle Pine. Dr. Kanatsu, when asked
about what left the biggest impression, explained that:
You have to stand on the place to “feel” the magnitude. First, the
ruins teach us the magnitude of the power of tsunami. Although
it is understandable that some people hate to see it, for human
beings collectively it is essential to preserve ruins like the Hiroshima’s atomic dome. Second there is an amazing attempt to create
new towns, and therefore communities, as artificial as Las Vegas.
One has to see the yellowish colour of the soil transported there
and appreciate what it means to “remake” or “restore” community.
(Rikuzentakata, 16/08/2016)
The imaginary that emerges when these two sites are superimposed
in narratives of disaster belongs to a geography that is reconfigured
as a porous amalgam of sensations, practices, and fragments of
affect and memory coming together in the concept of ‘Hiroshima’.
This process in fact implies for Rikuzentakata the perspective of
recovering and becoming a city more successful than it was before
the disaster; all this, however, is performed in a background context
that also vaguely echoes an atmosphere of nuclear danger (implicitly
induced by the silent presence of the devastated nuclear plant in
Fukushima, far away but often clustered together in media narratives
about tsunami towns like Rikuzentakata). Lastly, but perhaps more
importantly, Hiroshima is affectively invoked as a promise of a good
future associated to tourism development. From our interviews, it
clearly emerged that the local population understands international
tourists as a key source of psychological relief and social and economic recovery.
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5.4.3 CROSS-CULTURAL INTERPRETATION OF AFFECT

For many Japanese, according to our local interviewees, it may prove
difficult to communicate to Westerners their reflections on death,
trauma, loss, and pain, since they may have different cultural ways of

expressing and perceiving emotions (see also Wierzbicka, 1997; Athanasiadou & Tabakowska, 1998). Such differences in expressing emotions was seen by some as something that may potentially hinder for
many survivors the possibility of sharing their experience effectively
with international tourists. One tourist, for example, after attending
a tour in which a survivor narrated his personal story, declared that
he was negatively affected ‘by the lack of apparent effort to speak to
the group as a whole. He (the survivor) focused his eyes in one corner
and stuck with it’ (Municipality of Matsushima, 2016). Other tourists
also felt a wrench in communication, which they attributed to cultural
differences in expressing feelings. Yao, a Chinese tourist, said that
‘(she) felt like, they don’t look like people showing their real feelings.
But you know, they are Japanese, and Japanese people always pretend
everything is ok’ (Sendai, 11/08/2016). However, this is not always
the case, as one of the volunteer guides of Gozain, when describing
one of his tours, recalled:

As confirmed by Dr. Kanatsu, ‘people were angry, but, they largely
accepted their fate, and started thinking about what they could do in
that moment. This is a key aspect of Japanese culture, whether one
likes it or not, something that many non-Japanese fail to understand’
(Rikuzentakata, 16/08/2016).
In a situation in which different manifestations of emotion were
perceived as a potential limitation in the communication between
tourists and residents, affect has emerged as a more appropriate
means to negotiate meaning and memory between these two groups.
Affective elements, according to Barnett (2008), are inherently relational, and therefore more open to the potential of perception,
interpretation and translation across groups who identify themselves
as ‘culturally different’. In such relational, subtle and fuzzy moments

of affective awareness in a Japanese context of disaster, international
tourists involved in those tour were in fact not merely passive recipients of atmospheres and affects intentionally ‘performed’ by the
tour operators, but actually contributed to co-create them through
their actions, responses, and expectations (on this, see Sumartojo,
2016). Affective resonances ‘engineered’ by Japanese tour guides and
institutions were arguably somehow apprehended and incorporated
by the tourists in their own respective ‘cultural frame’, (re)structuring and reconfiguring the ways in which individuals make sense of
places of conflict (Laketa, 2016, p. 662) or, in our case, disaster. What
emerged during our fieldwork is that, by attuning and resonating
with specific forms of affect, tourists were simultaneously interpreting the meaning of the Miracle Pine and the narratives, practices
and materialities attached to it. The atmosphere produced through
these encounters in sites of trauma amongst affective narratives,
practices and landmarks allowed in fact the tourists to experience
what Micieli Voutsinas defines as ‘a kind of “feeling truth” for visitors’, which is ‘vital to representing that which is “unrepresentable”
and unknowable: trauma itself’ (2017, p. 94). As Andrea, a German
tourist, attempted to explain:
I imagine having tourists here can be difficult. It’s just […] something really bad happened there and you just take it and live it as
a tourist and that is just…it’s this idea that makes you start to feel
bad. Because you want to see, and want to experience…I can’t
reconcile that. (Andrea, Rikuzentakata, 18/07/2016)
However, despite these difficulties, international (disaster) tourism was genuinely conceived as an opportunity for residents and
survivors to tell their story and have their story known outside of
Japan. To help overcome trauma the tourists were expected to go
back home and communicate, on their own terms, those stories of
disaster and trauma. The main page of the TohokuNow! website, a
joint project initiated to promote tourism in English for the towns
of Rikuzentakata, Minamisanriku and Matsushima, accordingly
read: ‘the presence of international visitors is a powerful reminder
of relevancy’ (TohokuNow!, 2016). The purpose of such narratives
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It was a winter day…and they [a father and daughter he was
guiding] came in a very luxurious limousine. They asked us:
“what is the feeling, what is the scene, after the tsunami?” They
meant the tsunami survivors, what they feel, what they think.
And I answered, “It’s anger, anger against the tsunami” (Mr.
Satou, Sendai, 15/06/2016).

and strategies was to create a bridge of communication, in which
tourists were directly involved in the atmosphere of tragedy and hope
that emanated from the (disaster) site and perceive its profound
affective charge. As part of these recovery plans, international tourists were conceived not only as witnesses, but also as participants
in the realisation of a new, hopefully bright future. A survivor in
the nearby town of Ofunato described how for her the process of
healing percolated through small acts of normalcy:
I’m very happy that I can vacuum my place every morning! I
couldn’t do it at the temporary housing because I was worried the
noise might have disturbed the neighbours. Now I have breakfast
in the fresh morning air! I feel that I’m living again calmly and
comfortably (Mrs. Hirayama, Ofunato, 29/08/2016).
These small, familiar sensations, however, are complemented by
active efforts in sharing her experience with other residents and with
the tourists. For this reason, she tells her stories at the local market:
Rather than telling them what we lost, I try express how grateful I
am for their help; I know people come from far away for us, they
use their time for us. They help and support us not only physically
but also mentally. I like to express how much I’m grateful for this.
(Mrs. Hirayama, Ofunato, 29/08/2016)
Post-disaster tourism has thus emerged here as a complex, meaningful encounter between the tourists and those involved in its organisation and promotion in Rikuzentakata, who had to deal with an extremely sensitive, nuanced and reflexive constituency (Rittichainuwat,
2008). The path to healing from material and emotional trauma, the
recovery of a collective sense of self, and the memorialization of the
disaster for future generations were thus intentionally incorporated,
through the performance and the enactment of the affective atmospheres described above, in layers of diverse by somehow unifying
discourses of hope and resilience.

In this article, we have discussed the case of Rikuzentakata, a town
almost completely destroyed by the 2011 tsunami provoked by what

is known as the Great East Japan Disaster and shown how the town
has directed its recovery towards the development of a specific form
of post-disaster tourism. We have focused in particular on two main
strategies implemented by the authorities: first, the celebration of Ipponmatsu, or the Miracle Pine, a symbol of resilience in the face of devastation; second, the promotion of Rikuzentakata as the ‘Hiroshima
of the North’. Both these discourses were based on the engineering
and the apprehension of specific affective post-disaster atmospheres
and perceived by residents and local authorities as key for attracting
visitors, especially international, interested in the disaster. Our analysis has highlighted how a politics of affect built around the tsunami
has been spatialized and grounded using material landmarks (The
Miracle Pine) and associated tourist practices, but also narratives of
hope and resilience based on comparisons with Hiroshima. Such affective atmospheres, we have argued, were planned and performed as
an attempt to facilitate cross-cultural communication, with the hope
that the local modalities of post-disaster trauma recovery and place
reconstruction might be perceived and interpreted by international
tourists through processes of attunement and resonance. Affective
transitive capacities have thus been deliberately activated and stimulated in order to overcome the limitations imposed by cross-cultural
communication between the survivors and the tourists. Storytelling
in Rikuzentakata covers basic facts but, most importantly, it includes
also personal stories told by guides or survivors. Our fieldwork has
revealed that the ways in which these stories were received and apprehended by tourists was indeed seen by many residents as a means to
overcome trauma and depression, and essential for their long healing
process (Muskat, Nakanishi, & Blackman, 2015). Tour guide Marife,
a Filipino woman who has lived in Rikuzentakata for 22 years and
survived the tsunami, claimed that sharing her story with tourists:
…makes me feel relieved. I feel so very fine because I shared my
feelings with them and I am sure that they were trying to understand, and they tried to be in my shoes in their mind, how I felt five
years ago. I want my listeners to cry, and to listen. (Rikuzentakata,
07/09/2016)
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5.5 CONCLUSION

What is more, the post-disaster narratives performed in Rikuzentakata comprise a selective set of spatial practices and a specific
geography of remnants that are potentially challenged by what tourist
may actually do to respond to the affective atmospheres proposed
by the tour operators. According to Emma Willis, in sites of death
and disaster visitors are inevitably caught in ‘the tension between
the perceived sacred quality of trauma and the profane aspect of
deadly tourism…. [since] the tourist approach seeks to endlessly
replay the traumatic event’ (Willis, 2014, p. 4). The performances at
play, while not always deliberately constructed on affect, may nonetheless provoke unpredictable and often non-representable affective
reactions, often associated to ambiguities and tensions that pervade
also many dark tourism practices and experiences (Martini & Buda,
2018). Despite the actual impossibility of ‘performing affect’, what we
have witnessed in Rikuzentakata is that the official tourist narratives
and practices were at the origin of a series of unintended ‘effects’,
including the possibility of an ‘affective appreciation’ on the part of
the tourist of the relationship between what was present and what
was absent, what was visible and what was indeed invisible in such
post-disaster landscapes. What has also emerged from our analysis is
that, by translating the atmosphere of disaster, trauma and recovery
in their own cultural frame, some international tourists have arguably acted as witnesses and participants to the survivors’ pain and,
at the same time, commemorated the victims while helping with the
recovery (see Rittichainuwat, 2008; Biran et al., 2011). As Radica, a
tourist from Trinidad and Tobago, summarized, ‘I guess, in a sense,
you can say that the media will show you the results of the disaster,
but you can’t understand it until you actually see it with your own
eyes. The experience was surreal’ (Yuriage, 15/08/2016).
Remembering disaster is always a powerful political act (Dyson,
2006): in the case illustrated here the reproduction of collective
memories was performed everyday (Rigney, 2008) by and for the
survivors and the tourists, in an atmosphere recreated on-site via a
politics of affect and a specific set of narratives that aimed at allowing visitors to contemplate death and disaster on their own terms

(Bowman & Pezzullo, 2010). At the same time, this atmosphere was
intentionally produced to involve the tourists in a broader process
of healing from trauma and recovery for Rikuzentakata and its
residents. This case shows that analysing the ‘power of affect’, even
when the affective atmosphere are deliberately staged by the tour
operators, is key to the understanding of tourist practices in sites
mark by such a painful past. Dark and post-disaster tourism studies,
we claim, can thus significantly benefit from the incorporation of
affect in their analytical frameworks. A profound engagement with
questions of affect may in fact allow to interrogate the inherently
ambivalent pathos that inevitably characterizes sites and practices
of this kind, often triggering unpredictable reactions such as shock
and anger, but also wonder and excitement (Martini & Buda, 2018).
Sites of death and human sufferance in fact entail, as noted Emma
Willis, a complex role of presence and spectatorship, often related
to a sense of being at loss, not so “much [because of the] sadness
that comes from seeing something profoundly moving, but rather
[because of] the unease of not knowing how to respond” (Willis, 2014,
p. 6). Negotiation of painful pasts, ethically problematic situations,
politically oriented discourses on memory and heritage (Godis &
Nilsson, 2016), can in fact produce ‘strong emotional and affective
reactions – such as pain, fear, empathy, catharsis – from locals as
well as visitors’ (Martini & Buda, 2018, p. 2). While we recognise all
the difficulties in communicating pain and suffering to tourists in a
place like Rikuzentakata, and in finding appropriate and respectful
ways to memorialise disaster, we would like to argue that only by
fully engaging with the importance and the ambivalence of affect
in such tourist experiences we may be able to appreciate how such
post-disaster landscapes somehow speak, through their multiple narratives and the related materialities, of what is otherwise unspeakable.
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CHAPTER 6

‘IT’S AMAZING
TO SEE THE POWER OF
A DISASTER’:
SUBLIME-AS-AFFECT AND DARK
TOURISM IN POST DISASTER
FUKUSHIMA, JAPAN

6.1 INTRODUCTION
On May 25th, 2016, I crossed for the first time the border of the exclusion zone around the leaking Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant
to reach Tomioka High School, where a group of Japanese researchers
was developing a 3D-mapping project. A sign informed me and my
travel companion, a technician at Tōhoku University Museum, that
we reached the contaminated area. We found no roadblocks or police
patrolling the area, only big radiation exposure counters every few
kilometers, to remind us that this was no normal trip to the Japanese countryside. Once outside the abandoned school, I was left to
my own devices and started exploring. I did not touch anything if I
could avoid it, and not because of fear of radiations. Rather, I found
myself suddenly timid, as if touching a dusty textbook left open on
a desk would feel like poking at an open wound, or touching a ghost.
The clocks did not work, and class calendars were still set on March
2011. The atmosphere felt unreal, suspended; only a thick layer of
dust showed the passing of time. Some desks and chairs were upright,
some tipped-over. In a classroom, gym bags and jackets were lined up
at the back, still hanging from their hooks, while at the front I could
see a fish tank. Up to this day and including the subsequent visits I did
in the exclusion zone, what made the strongest impression on me was
the memory of peeking in the tank. The cover had fell and the water
had completely evaporated. In a corner, I could see the tiny skeleton
of a fish covered in dust. That image remained with me as memento
of an uncomfortable, uncanny feeling I could not grasp back then.
It took me two more visits to the exclusion zone, and many more to
disaster areas in Tohoku that had not been evacuated, to understand
what weighed on me. In the long fieldwork I conducted in the disaster-hit towns far from radiations, the physical landscape was profoundly
changed, and most buildings were destroyed (Martini & Minca, 2018).
However, the people were still there, working on the reconstruction
and moving on with their lives.The towns surrounding the Fukushima
Nuclear Power Plant, on the other hand, were still intact, especially the
ones further from the coast, but devoid of life. Only decontamination
workers, figures in white overalls, were sometimes seen passing by.
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6.2 SUBLIME-AS-AFFECT IN PLACES OF
DISASTER: THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Otherwise, the towns still looked lived in, if unkept, as if people did not
leave but suddenly disappeared into thin air.The skeletal remains of the
fish in the tank, and the atmosphere surrounding Tomioka, sparked a
feeling of wonder mixed with eerie dread, an intensity that I could not
comprehend. In literary studies, and to a lesser extent in geography, this
fleeting yet powerful feeling is defined as ‘sublime’. The sublime has
been used mostly in literary studies (DeBolla, 1989; Monk, 1935; Nye,
1996; Ray, 2005; Shaw, 2006), but it has been applied to geography
to define certain features and aesthetic characteristics of landscapes,
events, as well as cultural transformations in society and science (Nye,
1996; Olwig, 2015; Sage, 2016; Tuan, 2013). In broad terms, the sublime is experienced when a person is confronted with something that
goes beyond the ordinary, the size or magnitude of which surpasses all
possibilities of calculation, measurement, or imitation (Shaw, 2006)
which elicits both awe and terror (Jaeger, 2012).
In this article, I contend that the concept of the sublime has features
that allow us to consider it and analyse it as an affect, an intensity
of feeling that circulates in-between bodies (human and non-human), and in the variations between these intensities (Seigworth &
Gregg, 2010). Affects are volatile, difficult to represent and put into
words (Vannini, 2015), but can be perceived consciously in the right
circumstances (Anderson, 2014). I suggest that tours to places of
death and disaster, broadly defined as ‘dark tourism places’ (Foley
& Lennon, 1996), are a fertile ground for the sublime-as-affect to
appear and be experienced. By borrowing from both geographies of
affect and dark tourism studies, I analyse how the sublime-as-affect
is apprehended and negotiated by international tourists and tourism
workers in post-disaster Tohoku. To understand the ways in which
the sublime relates to both dark tourism and affect studies, I first
define dark tourism and affect, their main features, and their points
of connection with the concept of sublime. I then give an overview
of the 2011 disaster and its consequences on the inhabitants and
the landscape of Tohoku, and discuss my methodology, using data
collected in the exclusion zone of Fukushima and along the coastal
area of Miyagi and Iwate Prefectures.

The category of ‘sublime’ has been previously associated to dark
tourism (see Goatcher & Brundsen, 2011; Seaton, 2018; Skinner,
2018; Stone, 2013;Yankowska & Hannam, 2014); to work on affect in
literature and media studies (Day, 2013; French & Shacklock, 2014;
Jameson, 2009; Pajaczkowska, 2009; Shaw, 2006); and, in some cases,
to geographical work on affect (Olwig, 2015; Pile, 2011; Sage, 2016).
However, academics have concentrated on either the relationship of
the sublime with affect, or with its relationship with dark tourism,
rarely acknowledging both connections at the same time. The sublime refers to places and events that evoke an overwhelming sensation
of excitement, grandeur and terror (Jaeger, 2012), a moment when
the ability to know and to express is defeated and the mind gets a
feeling for that which lies beyond human comprehension and understanding (Shaw, 2006). It is often framed as a sudden awareness
grounded in places and events that in their vastness allow a glimpse
of something otherworldly, a thread of the divine (Bloom & Hobby,
2010), inaccessible through words and emotions.
The sublime can be felt in all its grandness and terror in places of
death, disaster and atrocities, which in academia are labeled as dark
tourism sites (Foley & Lennon, 1996). Dark tourism has become
a brand (Stone, 2013), an umbrella term in academia (Bowman &
Pezzullo, 2010; Lennon & Foley, 2000; Sharpley, 2005; Sharpley &
Stone, 2009; Skinner, 2012; Stone, 2006, 2012, Stone et al., 2018)
and popular media (see BBC News, 2018; McCurry, 2018; and shows
like Netflix’s ‘Dark Tourist’20) to define a sub-field of tourism studies.
It highlights a relationship between tourism and death, and covers a
vast array of places, contexts, events, motivations, and taxonomies
(see Biran & Poria, 2012; Light, 2017). For this reason, the borders
and boundaries of the field remain unclear (Light, 2017). Critical
analysis of case studies link dark tourism to issues of politics, ethics,
and to the recognition of body, senses and emotions as crucial part of
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20

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt8725166/?ref_=nv_sr_1

the experience (see Nawijn & Biran, 2018; Bowman & Pezzullo, 2010;
Kidron, 2013; Robinson & Picard, 2012; Podoshen, 2013; Sather-Wagstaff, 2011). Recent efforts also acknowledge affect as paramount in
understandings of politics, ethics, and embodied, felt experiences
in dark places (Buda 2015; Buda et al. 2014; Martini & Buda, 2018;
Martini & Minca, 2018; Tucker 2009; 2016; Tucker & Shelton, 2018;
Waterton & Watson, 2014), but much more work is needed.
Affect, just like dark tourism, does not have a univocal definition. It
has been defined as attunement (Ash, 2013), ‘mood, passion, emotion,
intensity, and feeling’ (Anderson, 2006, p. 734), and qualified as other-than-conscious, beyond complete representation, not divorceable
from emotions, thoughts, and body (Gregg & Seigworth, 2010; Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos, 2016). Affect ‘emerges both in unpredictable
and deliberately constructed circumstances, as a set of unbridled potentialities that can be harnessed, steered and consciously registered
as emotions’ (Martini & Minca, 2018, p.7). I support Sianne Ngai’s
understanding of affect as differing from emotion not in terms of quality, but intensity (Ngai, 2006). Affective intensities have the potential
to be perceived as emotions, and move in subtle ways that carry with
them a political and ethical charge (Anderson, 2006; Ahmed, 2004;
McCormack, 2008). However, the emergent character of affect creates
difficulties in upholding the theoretical distinction between emotions
and affect empirically (Kaufmann, 2016). Affects are intertwined in a
complex network of emotions, bodily responses, and practices (Tucker
& Shelton, 2018), which in geography can be framed by the concept of
affective atmosphere. Atmosphere is an intuitive concept often associated with the idea of mood or vibe of a place (Ash, 2013). Affective
atmospheres ground affect in its material potential through a relation
of tension (Anderson, 2014), which is generated and generates place
through inter-subjective interactions (Adey, 2015).
The concept of sublime has undergone several re-interpretation
since its inception, but it is generally understood as a characteristic
of phenomena which appear either formless (a storm at sea; a vast
mountain range) or which have form but, for reasons of size, exceed
our ability to perceive such form (divinity, infinity), and apprehend

it discursively (Ferguson, 2004). Its features and general imaginary
have been shaped by two influential theorists: Edmund Burke and
Immanuel Kant (Day, 2013). The Burkean sublime emphasizes the
power of certain natural objects and phenomena to generate a visceral experience of terror and awe in the mind of the spectator (Shaw,
2006, p. 71). For Kant, it engenders a feeling that is essentially transcendent and that cannot be contained in any sensuous form (Kant,
1960). In the twentieth century, the World Wars, the Holocaust and
the atomic bombing of Hiroshima stimulated a shift in perspective,
investing the sublime of a new status: no more as grandeur of nature,
but as powerlessness in the face of terrible catastrophes (Presto, 2011),
‘a marker of the insecurity of our place in the world’ (Day, 2013, p.10).
While visits to towns hit by the tsunami can provoke in visitors a
sublime feeling towards the power of nature, the massive leakage
at the Fukushima nuclear power plant evokes the idea of a ‘nuclear
sublime’. The concept of nuclear sublime relies on the tension between the reality of the atomic bomb as device, and its overwhelming,
annihilating effects on the human body and the landscape (Masco,
2004). Nuclear destruction is sublime because it cannot be discussed,
thought, or imagined (Ferguson, 1984; Ray, 2005). Paradoxically,
however, tourism and heritage workers need to ask themselves how
places of nuclear disaster are perceived by tourists and how they
could be managed, so that the paralyzing, dreadful sublime event
could be, even partly, ‘re-imagined, represented, and invoked to
prevent this trauma of negativity from happening’ (Wilson, 1989, p.1).
Kant proposes that one such way could be ‘negative presentation’
(see Kant, 1951), based on absence. As Ray explains, ‘the countless
bowls, brushes, leather shoes, suitcases, and plundered personal
effects’ (Ray, 2005, p.40) displayed at the Auschwitz Memorial Museum, do not mean to represent but rather to evoke their owners
and their fate by mean of their absence. I argue that negative presentation could be interpreted within geographies of affect in terms
of affective atmospheres. When strategies of (re)presentation fail to
fully account for the magnitude of the event, it can create an unconfortable feeling in which the audience is confronted with death,
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experiences catharsis, or the enormity of nature and its works as
well as the inexpressible, spectacular capacity for violence of men
(Day, 2013). The intensity with which a person can experience this
‘uncomfortableness’ harbors the possibility of an affective charge that
finds expression above the surface of our consciousness, perceiving an
affective atmosphere so poignantly that, for a moment, the sublime
comes into view (Jameson, 2009).
More careful considerations are necessary to understand how the
sublime-as-affect is framed by Japanese people, as both the sublime
and affect tend to be inscribed to ‘a white male European intellectual
genealogy’ (Ahmed, 2014, p.xxi; Shaw, 2006). The sublime arises
through the interplay of temporal, spatial, and social factors, and
it is perceived subjectively (Gutorow, 2012), dependent on one’s
disposition, generated and mediated by one’s social and ideological background (Ray, 2005). Social psychology experiments have
confirmed that Japanese give more importance to context and the
unspoken currents and absences that underlie encounters (Nisbett,
2003). The concept of sublime, in all its nuances and uses in Japan,
historically stood in for native words it either energized or repressed,
and it was knitted into nationalist political propaganda (Tansman,
2013). One word adopted to explain the feeling of ‘sublime’ is yūgen,
which recalls the experience of glimpsing at infinity, and becoming,
for a moment, one with nature (Ōnishi, 1935). Another expression is
mono no aware. It indicates a feeling for the transience of all earthly
things; it involves a near-Buddhistic insistence upon recognition of
the eternal flux of life upon this earth (Richie, 1996; Roncken, 2018).
Yet another concept is that of wabi sabi, which Lauren Prusinski
explicitly relates to sublime by defining it as ‘a crude or often faded
beauty that correlates with a dark, desolate sublimity’ (2012, p. 29),
but also found in small, impermanent objects and occurrences. Discourses of sublimity in Japan also involve omoiyari, a word that has
been roughly interpreted as ‘empathy’, and that indicates the use of
one’s own intuition to attune to others’ unspoken feelings, desires,
and thoughts (see Nisbett, 2003; Travis, 1998). Omoiyari, while
not directly related to the sublime, greatly influences how places of
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disaster are shaped for tourism purposes and the ways tour guides
explain disaster places. By being more attuned to unspoken moments,
we could say that Japanese people’s modality of narration works not
as much on the verbal level, which by them it is not believed to be a
true reflection of feelings (Lebra, 1976; Nisbett, 2003; Travis, 1998),
but more indirectly, on the unspoken, affective level (Martini &
Minca, 2018; Wierzbicka, 1991).

6.3 TOURING DISASTER: JAPAN AND TOURISM
AFTER 2011
On March 11th, 2011, Northeastern Japan was ravaged by a magnitude 9.0 earthquake, a tsunami21, and a nuclear meltdown. The
unexpected height of the tsunami waves caused thousands of casualties and destroyed entire towns. In the Fukushima Prefecture, 14
metres-high tsunami waves22 overtook the seawall and penetrated
in the nuclear power plant of Fukushima Daiichi. This caused, in
the days from March 11th to 14th, a complete loss of power, a fault
in the cooling system of four of the six reactors, the meltdown of the
uranium oxid pellets therein contained, and hydrogen gas explosions
in three of the four damaged units23. The culmination of this chain of
disastrous events was the release in the surrounding area –aided by
the combined damage of the meltdown and the explosions- of a massive quantity of radioactive cesius, iodine, and other nuclear fission
byproducts (Biello, 2011). The enormous number of casualties and
damage to buildings, roads, and other infrastructures mostly in the
prefectures of Fukushima, Miyagi, and Iwate (all in the Tohoku region), led to prompt but uncoordinated evacuation and relief efforts.
In the span of three days, the evacuated area around the power plant
went from a 3 kms radius to 30 kms, as radiation readings became
more and more concerning. In the rest of coastal Tohoku, towns
21
The highest wave recorded was 39 metres, in the area of Miyako, Iwate Prefecture.
22
According tot he measurement of TEPCO, retrieved from http://www.tepco.co.jp/en/nu/
fukushima-np/images/handouts_110525_01-e.pdf
23
For more information, see http://www.tepco.co.jp/en/nu/fukushima-np/images/handouts_110525_01-e.pdf
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Map of the worst-hit Prefectures of Tohoku

Fukushima Daiichi, a process that is estimated to take 30 years or
more, and currently employs around 10.000 workers. Many towns
in the yellow zone in 2011 are now considered safe, but the returnees
are few, as farms and businesses still suffer from tangible damage,
stigma of radioactive contamination (Yamakawa & Yamamoto, 2016),
and fuhyo higai (harmful rumours) propagated by sensationalistic
media. Right after the disaster, tourism in Japan came to a halt.
However, as soon as May 2011, sporadic curious tourists started to
appear in the exclusion zone (Hosaka, 2011), as well as in the towns
hit by the tsunami. Later, with the recovery underway and a more
stable situation, Tohoku communities commenced educational tours,
mostly for Japanese tourists, international journalists, and academics
working on the disaster. At the end of 2012, the idea of developing
tourism around the dilapidated Power Plant was widely advertised
by Genron, a collective of artists and intellectuals, who wrote a
manifesto for the so-called Fukuichi Kankou Project24. The project
aimed at revitalizing the area and open it for tourism as a ‘nuclear
village’ that uses the imagery of the past disaster as brand, and creating ‘a vision of true recovery from this disaster’ (Fukuichi Kankou
Project, 2012), just like Chernobyl and Hiroshima. The project faced
harsh criticism regarding both the aim and the timing, as Japan was
still involved in laborious and expensive recovery efforts, and was
ultimately dropped. Presently, both the local communities and the
Prefectures in Tohoku offer tours25, and more tourists, national and
international, are visiting the area.
The ethnographic material included in this paper was collected
during a 7 months stay in the Tohoku region of Japan in 2016,
and a one-month stay in the summer of 2017. The material is part
of a broader project on affect and dark tourism in Japan, which
covers all three most-devastated prefectures: Iwate, Miyagi, and
Fukushima. Roughly 65 people have been interviewed: international

were flattened and devastated, and more than 400.000 people were
displaced (Hasegawa, 2013). Japan, a nation that prides itself in its advanced system of disaster prevention and management, received harsh
criticism for its insufficient response and handling of the catastrophe,
especially in the case of the leaking Power Plant (see Carpenter, 2012;
Hindmarsh, 2013; Kingston, 2012; Yamakawa & Yamamoto, 2016).
In the years following the disaster, recovery efforts in the exclusion zone focused on the decontamination and decommission of

24
Fukuichi Kankou Project is the contraction of the sentence Fukushima Daiichi genpatsu
kankouchi kankeikaku (福島第一原発地化計画), which stands for ‘Project for the touristification of the
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant’.
25
See for example https://real-fukushima.com/
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tourists, national tourists, national and international tourism workers,
residents, Ngo representatives and governmental representatives at
regional, prefectural and local levels. The age of the tourists interviewed ranged from 19 to around 60, and most of them are Western
tourists (with the exception of one Chinese tourist and an Indonesian). While some were travelling alone, the majority reached the
disaster area as part of an educational or group tour. The interviews
were collected mostly in person, but in some cases, because of time
constraints, also using Skype or emails. Additional material was collected at IRIDeS, the International Research Institute for Disaster
Studies at the University of Tohoku, and using online sources such
as websites, Facebook pages, blogs, and websites of travel agencies
and tour guides. All 65 interviewees engaged with the topics of the
natural and nuclear disaster, their reactions to it, their thoughts,
opinions, and emotions. Affect was never directly mentioned in my
questions, but by utilizing a narrative approach I weaved together
the narrative patterns, the stories, and the emotions that emerged
in my interviews, and I could relate them to moments of affect and,
in particular, to sublime-as-affect. This material was complemented
by participant observation and field notes, to gain insights into some
of the complex affective responses that characterize these experiences and the way they are narrated and performed (see also Tucker
& Shelton, 2018). Affect is concerned with experiences beyond
cognition, so I acknowledge that narratives, emotions, and bodily
responses observable during the fieldwork necessarily cover only
a mediated affective experience (Clough, 2008, p.3). However, to
further empirical studies on affect, I explore affective moments and
the way they are often expressed ‘without being made explicit – for
example, through symbols, experiences and non-intentional communication – giving insights into that which incited individuals to
perform specific acts’ (Clough, 2009, p.49). In order to do so, the
study of affect also needs to take account of non-verbal reactions,
physical states, enactments and the unsaid (such as the moments of
silence in front of the destruction caused by the tsunami) through
participant observation (Kaufmann, 2016).

Post-disaster tourism has become a component of the physical and
psychological recovery process in some disaster-hit towns of Tohoku, with varying degree of commitment and success (see Martini
& Minca, 2018). In the Northern Prefectures of Miyagi and Iwate,
post-disaster tourism revolves around the massive tsunami that devastated the coast. As recovery progresses, selected landmarks and
ruins have been preserved and turned into heritage, to visually show
the destructive power of the tsunami. Dr. Kanatsu, a Japanese-born
Professor teaching in the United States, recognizes the importance
of ruins in Northern Tohoku:
You have to stand on the place to “feel” the magnitude… the ruins
teach us the magnitude of the power of tsunami. Although it is
understandable that some people hate to see, for human beings
collectively, it is essential to preserve some of the ruins (Dr Kanatsu,
24/08/2016).
This is not the case in the exclusion zone of Fukushima, where the
apocalyptic devastation is still visible and untouched. Empty, dilapidated buildings are overtaken by spiderwebs and plants. The inside
of the houses, abandoned in a haste, still have unmade beds, cups
stained with the brown remains of evaporated tea, food in the fridge,
and shoes lined up at the entrance. ‘The shocking part was that it was
almost as if they’d left yesterday, everything was untouched, perfectly
still’, says Sam (21/03/2017), a college student who visited the towns.
He told me that during the tour he spoke with an old woman and
‘her story even now hurts my heart, she cried as she was telling it
and it just shows that even after 6 years she was still feeling the same
frustration and pain as she did in 2011’ (Sam, 21/03/2017). All these
sensations produce an excess of matter in ruinous places that impacts
affectively on the body. ‘Waste can touch the most visceral registers
of the self’ (Hawkins & Muecke, 2003, p.xiv), and can house the
residues of space of their material hosts (Arjona, 2015), apprehended
as sublime atmospheres which conjure sensations, imagines, and
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imaginaries (Navaro-Yashin, 2012). Sam captures in his description
the absence evoked in the interstices of the ruinous configurations of
buildings, objects, and empty roads, which conjure the ghost of their
owner through negative presentation: the absent victims are called
to mind by the very fact of their absence (Ray, 2005, p.40). Negative
presentation, in its unwillingness to represent anything (Gutorow,
2012), implies their ghosts and the causes of their very destruction,
allowing access to potential ‘states of privation through which the
event is disclosed to “disarmed” thought’ (Ray, 2005, p.24).
Alex, a tourism worker who visited the area, cannot seem to put
his experience into words, the ‘disarmed thoughts’ flowing through
his mind at the time:
Even now, in such places, you can feel that there is something there.
The houses are being overtaken by nature. It is a weird feeling, …
and you can feel it in other parts of Japan, but here, still, even to
this day they can’t get rid of that feeling. (Alex, 23/08/2016)
The affective potential for sublimity and the incapacity to condense
it in linguistic signs, are sometimes expressed by international visitors using suggestive, partial, and vague ways just like Alex did.
Such wording could possibly recall a moment of sublime, as ‘if the
affection be well conveyed, it will work its effect without any clear
idea, often without any idea at all of the thing which has originally
given rise to it’ (Burke, 1885, p.341). ‘It was strange’, Jytte told me
during our interview. She is a Danish journalist who participated in
a tour in heavily-damaged Ishinomaki. During our Skype call, she
was unable to precisely describe her feelings towards the dilapidated
state of the city center.
It was strange to be in a city like that…it was empty! And that
influences the feeling you have when you visit (…) It felt strange
because it was so empty. I had that feeling of being in an abandoned
city…. there was a feeling…it was strange. (Jytte, 03/08/2016)
Such indefinable feelings can denote the presence of an affective atmosphere which is sublime, an intensity beyond cognition they seek
to capture, an unpresentable made understandable as an empty space
within representation (French & Schacklock, 2014). The sublime,

especially in its earlier form, implies both pleasure and powerlessness in front of the greatness of nature, as Susumu, a college student
from the United States explains: ‘It is amazing to see the power of
a disaster as towns and landmarks had disappeared from its wrath’
(Susumu, 16/08/2016).
This powerful wrath and the sensation of powerlessness in front of
such violence can, however, be seen and interpreted differently. Maki,
a young woman who volunteers as tour guide in Sendai, recalled an
experience that puzzled her:
I brought some German tourists to the affected area, and I said, almost subconsciously, doesn’t it look like a battlefield? Because there
is nothing and people lost everything in one hour or so, and one of
the German people said ‘nononono Maki, the war and the natural
disaster are totally different, they are two different things. The one
is by the humans, and one is by the nature, and you have to think
separately’. And to me, as a Japanese, I don’t know…I think it is the
same thing. It a great violence, either by nature or humans, but it is
the same. Do European people think like that? (Maki, 15/06/2016)
As a Japanese tour guide, Maki’s cultural background is influenced
by Shinto doctrine and Buddhism, for which big disasters, whether
natural or man-made, are seen either as tenbatsu (divine punishment),
or tensai (heavenly disaster). The 2011 disaster has been defined by
Japanese institutions as tensai, which does not distinguish between
natural and men-made (Richie, 1996), and ‘brings with it a sense of
resignation and even fatalism: the disaster was a force of nature, and
so cannot be helped’ (Gill & Slater, 2013, p.16). This also explains
the proactive and recovery-oriented attitude of Japanese people,
says Dr. Kanatsu:
Japanese people were angry, but, mostly, they accepted their fate,
and started thinking what they could do at that moment. This is
the core of the Japanese culture whether one likes or not, which
many non-Japanese fail to understand. (Dr Kanatsu, 24/08/2016)
Angela, who volunteered after the disaster and has an Ngo active
in Northern Miyagi, experienced amazement at the resilience and
resistance of the survivors: ‘…some did smile and I even shared a
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bit of laugher with a few becuase at the end of the day everyone was
very grateful for what they had. There was amazing beauty amidst so
much destruction…amazing strength amidst so much fear’ (Angela,
28/02/2018). The paradox of ‘laughing after having lost everything’,
is expressed by qualifiers such as ‘strange’, ‘weird’, ‘amazing’ point to
a mix of pleasure and pain that matches a reverence for the grandeur
experienced, and at the same time a necessity of confronting our inadequacy in the face of traumatic devastation, and the unattainability
of conventional representation (Ray, 2005). In Angela’s case sublimity
is expressed in a vignette, in which the image of smiling survivors
is constructed in tension to the atmosphere of death and disaster.
Ruins facilitate the affective response of sublime, as they unleash the
pathos of the imagination. Verbally, the sublime can be captured as
it folds in the vacant spaces created by the disaster, when tourists,
after having experienced an immanent, unrepresentable moment,
comes back to their senses and attempt to process it. As Serena asks:
What was there before? Maybe cultivated land, I don’t know, houses,
whatever was there before, now there are these endless rows of
blue tarps, and you know under that there is soil that is not safe.
(Serena, 30/08/2016)
The question she poses unfolds an imaginative potential that is
sublime, as it ‘can “attach itself ” to nothing beyond the realm of
the sensible, feels the exhilaration of its own boundlessness’ (Ellison,
2001, p.14). Her question is echoed by Andrea, a German tourist who,
when confronted with the ruinous landscape together with pictures
of the area as it was before, can only exclaim ‘I thought to myself:
what? Wow, where did the town go?’ (Andrea, 18/07/2016). Andrea’s
question encapsulates the sublime moment: ‘the eye tries to go beyond eyesight and toward the invisible’ (Gutorow, 2012), towards
the absences summoned by ruins, the fantasies, objects, people they
evoke, and the spaces for generative imagination to fill the gaps. It
is in these gaps, in these unanswered questions and silences, in the
intersecting temporalities which ‘collide and merge’ in a landscape of
juxtaposed ‘asynchronous moments’ (Crang & Travlou, 2001, p.161),
that the sublime as an affect can be perceived.

A crucial harbinger of the sublime as an affect is its inexpressible,
un-sayable nature. Indeed, the uncanny and ‘strange’ atmospheres
of ruins cannot be woven into coherent narratives (Edensor, 2005),
but can only trail into vague descriptions or into silence. Radica, a
woman from the Caribbeans, says that what impressed her the most
in the disaster area was:
…the silence. There was no sound where there once were houses and
children playing. That struck me first. Next was the image of time
standing still. The clock on the exterior of the elementary school
stopped at the moment the tsunami struck. (Radica, 15/08/2016)
The outside silence somehow mirrors the silence of the mind in front
of the ruins, when the ability to bring to consciousness a thought or
sensation is defeated (Shaw, 2006). And yet, it is exactly because the
mind is silenced, that it can open up to a feeling for that which lies beyond thought and language. In tours in the disaster area in Tohoku the
guides usually leave some time for tourists to just remain in silence
and confront the experience. A volunteer guide I interviewed says:
After I explained that where you are now it is a place where a huge
number of people died, tourists went off the bus and went to the
beach, and they remained silent. Pondering about the tremendous
force of nature, about the disaster, I don’t know. (Volunteer guide,
15/06/2016)
Silence feels for many the only appropriate response when the magnitude of the experience exceeds narration, in a dialectic process of
memory-making and witnessing, in which the power of silence acts
as a chamber of resonance of the sublime. The complex intimate
reactions of visitors to the narratives of horror experienced by the
survivors, the gloomy affective atmospheres, and the physical traces
in the landscape can only be received in silence, and expressed by
silence and by a cathartic release experienced from confronting such
pain from the safe place as audience (Huey, 2011).
The atmosphere of abandonment and emptiness in the exclusion
zone is somehow not disrupted by the cleaning and decontamination
workers going back and forth in the area, dressed in white protective
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overalls and wearing surgical masks. Their presence does not reassure
but haunts, reminding of the dangerous, invisible radiations in the
air. Fukushima represents the most recent addition to landscapes
of nuclear sublime, which is characterized not by intimations of
transcendence, but by the sudden realization of the annihilating
force of nuclear power, so all-encompassing that it pushes the mind
to ‘think the unthinkable’ (Ferguson, 1984). Fukushima’s radiations exceed conventionalized representation, and can thus only be
evoked negatively (Ray, 2005). Theo, a British visitor who visited
the area where the radioactive soil is stored, is taken aback by this
unexpected reminder:
… the unresolved storage of contaminated waste piles near the
nuclear power plant sites and around the affected farms whose
topsoil had been removed was shocking. I had expected those bags
to also have been destroyed or completely cleansed by now. (Theo,
03/08/2016)
The feeling of danger that emanates from the radiation threat is
uncanny and yelds potential for the sublime because ‘it creates a
feeling of hypervigilance while maintaining the lure of deniability’
(Schwab, 2014). Radiation represent the zenith of danger, an invisible force with destructive material effects that possesses a ‘vibrancy’
(Bennett, 2010), that cannot be experienced or sensed but that can
mortally impact the body (Schwab, 2010). David Nye argues that
nuclear weapon are too horrifying to be ascribed to the aesthetic of
the sublime, as it offers no moral enlightenment (Nye 1996, p.253).
However, the feelings related to nuclear disaster, and the experience
of the nuclear sublime itself, can carry a seed of positivity. Hiroko,
a tour guide, explains:
Maybe people think visible things are very educative for children,
both Japanese and visitors, so the [Hiroshima] Dome is the worst
construction building in Japan due to the atomic bomb,and many
people died. So … watching those domes and the memorial… tells
us many things, that’s why many things were learned, that peace is
important. So many people in Tohoku think the same as Hiroshima.
(Hiroko, 15/04/2016)

The nuclear disaster, while terrifying, or because of that, can be
employed to promote memory and a peaceful future by politicians,
individuals and media. This ambivalence pertains to the realm of the
sublime. The nuclear fantasies and imaginary carry also a ‘pervasive
sense of recasting the disaster zone as an idyll of freedom, a zone outside the law that generates a new conviviality with other species and
a flourishing of new life philosophies’ (Schwab, 2014, p.89), which
Cataluccio defines as ‘postnuclear optimism’ (2012, p.132). The
potential for sublime experiences of nuclear landscape is immensely
commodifiable for tourism purposes because of the fascination towards dark and apocalyptic fantasies (Schwab, 2014). Stefan, founder
of the website Japanguide.com, even believes that ‘in the long-term
the region may even profit from the “publicity” gained through 3.11’
(Stefan, 16/08/2016). Aiko, a volunteer guide, also recalls a personal
experience while guiding tourists in the disaster area, in which the
visit to a temporary housing provoked in her both sadness and hope:
… it is very moving, when an old lady 88 at the time of my visit,
and her son, living in temporary housing, and it is really small.
Everything is little, even a small puppy and puppy food and all
furniture, and she welcomed us in her house. And at the time of
the tsunami she hurt her back and after the tsunami her son was
found to suffer from pancreatic cancer, but still, they were smiling
and welcomed us. (Aiko, 15/06/216)
This moving’ feeling, and the anecdote, could be a way to represent a
sublime moment framing her feeling with concepts such as wabi sabi
(expressed by the small size of the house and everything in it, and
yet the smiles of the old lady and her son), acceptance of impermanence, manifested by the very fact of being in a temporary housing,
and indirectly by the son’s cancer. Such native concepts are woven
into the fabric of the sublime, and influence not the possiblity of
Japanese people to experience a sublime affect, but the modalities of
representation with which, after the experience, the mind attempts
to come to terms with it and this affect is brought to the surface
and represented.
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6.5 CONCLUSIONS
In this article, I framed the philosophical and literary concept of
sublime as a specific affect that can arise when tourists’ feelings resonate with the atmospheres of pain and fascination of post-disaster
places. By considering travels and tours to the post-disaster region of
Tohoku I analysed potential moments of sublime-as-affect, expressed
in particular while gazing at the ruins of the towns hit by the 2011
earthquake, tsunami and nuclear meltdown. Ruins, as obscure traces
of the disaster, and the painful yet powerful atmospheres in places
where the tsunami or the nuclear meltdown have radically changed
the landscape, can be represented through negative, ‘indirect, oblique,
or sublime forms of presentation’ (Ray, 2005). The ruins, and the
silent, invisible threat of radiations, can constitute a postmodern
reordering the Romantic transcendence, and support a potential
for positive affects, which can become a vehicle for meaning in the
aftermath of the nuclear disaster.
The destruction caused by the tsunami, still visible in the towns,
and the vacant spaces of the exclusion zone can allow tourists access
to a truth, an affective involvement that opens the door to an internal
process through which a truth is revealed or something suddenly is
understood without words or explanations. It is through this process
that the sublime comes into view and the meaning (as partial and
constrained by discourse as it might be) is ‘dug out’ of its concealment
(Ray, 2005) in processes that can be empowering and crucial for the
population to move on, as Aiko, a Japanese guide, seems to imply:
The things that people want to go away, they do no go nowhere,
they come back again and again unless you release the grievance
in a good way. (Aiko, 15/06/2016)
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CHAPTER 7

MIRACLE BOATS AND OTHER
WONDERS: LOCATING AFFECT
IN THE NARRATIVES
OF RECOVERY
AND REMOVAL OF JAPANESE
POST-DISASTER DEBRIS

7.1 INTRODUCTION: HOMECOMING
On April 22, 2015, an empty fishing boat washed ashore on the coast
of Alan Davis Beach, in O’ahu, Hawai’i. The nameplate on the boat
identified it as the Daini Katsumaru, a 20-foot vessel from Japan. The
boat reached the Hawai’ian shore four years after the Great East Japan Earthquake and Tsunami, which devastated the coast of Japan on
March 11, 2011. Upon learning of the ship’s discovery, the Japanese
government and the Department of Land and Natural Resources
of Hawai’i, instead of dismantling the vessel, arranged for it to be
shipped back by a larger vessel, the Miyagimaru. ‘We’re thrilled that
the Miyagimaru is able to take this boat back to Ogatsu in Miyagi
Prefecture’, said Suzanne Case, chairwoman of the Department
(Devera, 2016). The return to the town of Ogatsu, heralded by the
media as a miraculous event, was orchestrated to coincide with the
fifth anniversary of the disaster, March 11, 2016. The boat is now an
integral part of the memorial display at the Ogatsu Cultural Centre
(Miyagi Prefecture).
The Daini Katsumaru is just a minuscule portion of the 5 million
tons of debris washed away in the Pacific Ocean on March 11 (Norio
et al., 2011). While most debris was lost at sea, sunk, or destroyed,
from time to time an item would reach foreign coasts and be traced
back to its origin place and owner. Since September 2015, 64 items
have been found and identified on the coasts of the Japanese island
of Okinawa, in the United States, and in Canada26. However, just a
small fraction of these displaced items is brought back to Japan to
be memorialized.
In our paper we consider media narratives of the 2011 debris, to
investigate processes of spatialization of affect and their role in memory and heritage-making in post-disaster Japan. In addition to this,
our article encompasses a focus on the political uses of affect for
heritage-making purposes (see Closs Stephens, 2016; Curti et al.,
2011; Edensor & Sumartojo, 2015; Tolia-Kelly, 2006). We illustrate
how discourses around the spatiality of debris and its use for heritage
26

http://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-35638091, accessed 29/04/2018.
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and memory, forage national political discourses on reconstruction
and resilience, of which such items become catalysts, instrumental
to reaffirm political motives promoted by the Japanese institutions
and media. We borrow from geographical and cultural theories of
affect (see Gregg & Seigworth, 2010; Lorimer, 2008; Massumi, 2002;
Ngai, 2005; Thrift, 2008), atmospheres and their political charge
(Anderson, 2006; 2014; Edensor, 2012; Edensor & Sumartojo, 2015;
McCormack, 2008), and affective heritage (see Blackman, 2012;
Dixon, 2016; Tolia-Kelly, Waterton & Watson, 2017). We support
Sianne Ngai’s definition of affect as distinguished from emotion in
its intensity, not quality (Ngai, 2005). We contend, as supported by
Divya Tolia-Kelly, Emma Waterton, and Steve Watson’s edited book
Heritage, Affect and Emotion: Politics, practices and infrastructures (2017),
that processes of heritage and memory-making frame narratives,
practices and material remnants in a complex affective performance,
that in our case study mimics the allegoric journey of post-disaster
recovery undertaken by Japan. By extolling the affective potential
carried by these narratives, we claim that textual and visual media
narratives are imbued with affect through the repetition of specific
spatial movements that form the strenuous travel of certain items
from displacement to return home, and culminate with the spatial
re-inscription of the object in its origin place, or in a place of meaning,
where it is crystalised as heritage. The performances and narrations
involved in this final act of re-implacement create a resting place, a
centripetal affective field for memory and heritage, a localized space
in which the value of the debris reaches its affective peak and is
crystalized as vessel of hope. Conversely, the larger, undifferentiated
mass of debris is removed and the landscape is cleaned to hide the
daunting remnants and make space for new buildings and new lives.
The materials for this paper have been collected as part of a wider
project conducted in the Japanese North-eastern coast across 2016
and 2017. For the purpose of this paper, we focused on archival and
media materials collected during and after the fieldwork. Such materials include newspaper articles, both Japanese and international;
Japanese and American official reports; blog entries; and other social
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media such as Facebook and Twitter. The data has been analysed
following narrative analysis, non-representational methods and inventive methods (Anderson & Ash, 2013; Lury & Wakeford, 2012;
Thrift, 2008; Vannini, 2015).
This article is divided in four parts. First, we review literature that
has proved influential to define affect and its spatiality (Ansaloni &
Tedeschi, 2016; Edensor & Sumartojo, 2015; Gregg & Seigworth,
2010; Thrift, 2004; Tolia-Kelly, 2006). We frame the ever-changing affective atmospheres with which these narratives are imbued, and the
subtle political value of affect in designing and interpreting post-disaster landmarks and practices. We follow work on atmospheres
(Anderson, 2006, 2014; McCormack, 2008) and emphasise on the
existence of diverse active intensities in affective endeavours (Martini
& Minca, 2018). In this context, we elaborate on the implications of
spatiality of affect in memory and heritage creation (Curti, 2008; Till,
2005; Tolia-Kelly, Waterton, & Watson, 2017). Secondly, we offer an
overview of the 2011 Great Eastern Japan Disaster, focusing on how
both the Japanese and United States governments have partaken in
policies on the management of the debris both on land and at sea.
Third, we describe the methods of data collection and analysis used
to extract moments of affect from textual sources, and we reflect on
the use of non-representational, inventive and creative methodologies.
Finally, we analyse media discourses on debris to show how, while
the general debris mass narratives focus on removal, certain special
items are elevated and popularized by politically-oriented narratives
as affective symbols of the 2011 disaster.

7.2 AFFECT, SPACE, HERITAGE
The affective turn has been prompted by advancements in critical
studies related to issues of gender, power, and representation. It
developed in a broad range of fields such as geography (Anderson,
2006; Davidson & Bondi, 2004; Edensor, 2012; Pile, 2010; Thien,
2005), political sciences (Cooper, 2011; Massumi, 2015), feminist
and postcolonial studies (Ahmed, 2004; Clough, 2007; Liljeström
& Paasonen, 2010), anthropology (Richard, & Rudnyckyj, 2009;
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Rutherford, 2016; White, 2017), urban studies (Ansaloni & Tedeschi, 2016; Bille et al., 2015), psychology and psychoanalysis (Sedgwick & Frank, 1995; Tomkins, 1962; Wetherell, 2015). In geography,
it refers to a shift to genuine considerations of emotions, feelings
and affects, connected by fluid networks constantly moving and
becoming (Dixon, 2014). It focuses on ‘how life takes shape and
gains expression in shared experiences, everyday routines, fleeting
encounters, embodied movements, precognitive triggers, practical
skills, affective intensities, enduring urges, unexceptional interactions
and sensuous dispositions’ (Lorimer, 2005, p. 84). These volatile yet
ordinary moments ‘give no advance notice of what it will become’
(Simpson, 2014, p. 329), but they make critical differences to our
experiences of space and place (Thrift, 2004). In line with Ben Anderson’s definition, we understand affect as ‘a transpersonal capacity
which a body has to be affected (through an affection) and to affect
(as the result of modifications)’ (Anderson 2006, p. 735, emphasis in
the original), a moment of unformed and unstructured potential realized beyond or outside of consciousness (Shouse, 2005). It involves
an array of ‘modalities, competencies, properties and intensities of
different texture, temporality, spatiality and velocities. These act
on the body and are transmitted by bodies and produced through
bodies’ (Lorimer, 2008, p. 552).
In some accounts affects have been separated from emotions relying
on the idea that the volatile, abstract topological space of affect can
find temporary stability and actualization in an emotion (Massumi,
2002; Pile, 2010; Simondon, 2001), as a sort of translation process
(Curti et al., 2011). As Steve Pile (2010) accounts, there have been
attempts to generalize affect as pre-personal, other-than-conscious
expression of intensity not easily defined through language and representation (Massumi, 2002), while emotion as personal, conscious
and sociocultural expression of this felt intensity (Davidson & Bondi,
2004). Others recognize affects as intertwined and inseparable from
feelings, emotions, actions, practices and bodily responses (Ahmed,
2004; Bondi, 2005; Davidson et al., 2005; Edensor, 2012; Wetherell,
2013), or differing from emotion in degrees of intensity, rather than

essence (Ngai, 2005; Richard & Rudnyckyj, 2009). We believe that
the fuzzy border of affects are not a limitation of affect itself, but of
certain Cartesian approaches to knowledge (Martini & Buda, 2018),
and align with a number of academics who believe a distinction is
not possible or useful (Ahmed, 2004; Anderson, 2014; Gregg & Seigworth, 2010; Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos, 2016; Wetherell, 2015).
We support Sianne Ngai’s analysis that the not-yet-formed potential
of affective intensities escapes articulation, and could be considered
akin to Raymond William’s definition of ‘structures of feelings’, which
do not ‘await definition, classification, or rationalization before they
exert palpable pressures and set effective limits on experience and
action’ (Williams, 1977, p. 132). As affective intensities lie ‘at the very
edge of semantic availability’ (Williams, 1977, p. 132), they create
difficulties for materialist analysis, nonetheless remains analysable in
or as effect (Massumi, 2002, p. 260), as social transmission of intensity across human and non-human bodies (Clough, 2010), and thus
holds the potential to be contextually spatialized and located. Far
from being inherently inaccessible, affect embraces the ‘relational and
political because it is always dependent on different(iating) interactions, or affections, between (different) bodies’ (Curti et al., 2011), as
when affect impresses on a body it gives way to a perceivable locus of
contact at the intersection of potentiality and material actualization.
A focus on processes of affective place-making allows for studying the materiality and potentiality for dis-/connectedness (Berlant,
2012) occurring in the momentary relatedness of a wide array of
human and non-human elements that affect and are affected (Ahmed
2006). Such relatedness is spatially situated, relentlessly negotiated,
and emotionally expressed, depending on the outcomes of a specific
encounter (Ansaloni & Tedeschi, 2016). The spatiality of affect has
been conceptualized as constitutively plastic (Angerer, 2014), a transmission of intensity that implies a place of origin and a destination,
a distribution across different, multidimensional understandings of
space (Massumi, 1995), through virtual and habitual practices (Bissel, 2015). To consider the grounded, perceivable, material charge of
affect in/on places, we draw on the concept of affective atmosphere,
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which has been applied in a number of fields, including geography
(see Adey, 2010; Anderson, 2006; 2014; Edensor, 2012; Edensor &
Sumartojo, 2015; McCormack, 2008), media studies (Ash, 2013;
Hollett & Ehret, 2014; Pink & Leder Mackley, 2016), and social
psychology (Wetherell, 2013, 2015). The word atmosphere recalls to
an intuitive physicality that could be of descriptive use in affective
analysis of space, as in common imaginary it is already framed as
situated at the intersection of potentiality and materiality, opening
up to possible generative moments and contextual actualizations.
Atmospheres are ‘corporeal expressions in bodily feelings’ (Anderson,
2006, p.736), that ‘point to a broad array of phenomena, including
transpersonal intensity, environment, aura, tone in literature, wave
of sentiment, sense of place’ (Closs Stephens, 2016, p.182). In atmospheres, affects are brought to the forefront and, at the same time,
they are recognized as inherently inseparable from bodily responses,
emotions, and perceptions, and always charged with historical, political, and ethical elements (see Adey, 2010; Anderson, 2014; Closs
Stephens, 2016; Edensor & Sumartojo, 2015; McCormack, 2008).
Affective experiences can be, indeed, anchored in historical, political, and processual interactions between human beings and place
(Tolia-Kelly, 2006; Kobayashi et al., 2011) to which bodies attune
through agency, expectations, habits, and objectives (Duff, 2010).
In heritage studies, affective analysis can offer a perspective to extol
the subjective, fluid relationships to place, and the political charge with
which such places are imbued. Moreover, affective analysis of heritage offer a critique of the predominance of representational thought,
and the recognition of a broad relational spectrum between heritage
and their recipients, which subjectively engage with heritage and the
memories associated to it (Waterton & Watson, 2013).Work on the felt
domains of heritage creation, management and experiences it’s still
in its inception, but in recent year a growing number of publications
(see Byrne, 2009, 2013; Crang & Tolia-Kelly, 2010; MacDonald, 2009;
Waterton & Watson, 2013) has generated challenges to ‘the format,
engagements and paradigms through which we articulate heritage at
sites, in scholarship and in practice’ (Tolia-Kelly,Waterton & Watson,

2017). Affective heritage requires ‘an ethos that apprehends the world
less as a series of sites from which to extract representational meaning,
but as a field of processes and practices through which the ethical
sensibilities of thinking may emerge’ (McCormack, 2003, p. 489).
There is an apparent contradiction between the non-representational
order of affect and the representational order of memorialization and
ideology, but precisely in the ‘transmogrification’ (Dixon et al., 2016)
of one into the other, lies the key of this essay. As Jacob Miller and
Vincent del Casino note: ‘Memorial sites [...] are actively fashioned as
experiential and textual devices to shape a particular affective response
and emotional reaction from the visitor’ (2018, p. 2). Attempts at transferring affective intensities into dialectical structures often provoke an
array of dissonant effects, ranging from affirmation to negation, from
identification to obliteration. Bridging between extremes, the work of
storytelling (re)signifies space, time, and political Others (Ivy, 1995, p.
42) through the mediatization of the disaster’s aftermath, following
the ‘concentration on key affective sites [and the] magnification of
the small details’ (Thrift, 2008, p. 65). Such heritage is apprehended
subjectively and performatively, as people can respond differently to
a heritage site. However, ‘these feelings, their affects, may in part be
framed by the way that site is conjured and evoked discursively, visually
or popularly’ (Waterton & Watson, 2013). There is also an effort to
understand the dynamics of engagement with heritage, as ‘the idea of
performativity positions our practices, actions, relations, memories,
as emerging contexts too’ (Blackman, 2012, p. 21).
In the case of the Japanese post-2011 debris and its memorialization,
the first means of relation with the event is through global media. Media and technologies weave an inextricable net of affects that become
available for manipulation (Clough, 2008) at a sort of ‘infra-empyrical’
state (Hansen, 2004), where constantly performing sets of relays and
junctions (Thrift, 2004, p. 172) provide the background of generative
moments of intensity. As Blackman (2012) suggests, technologies of
attention, of listening or of memory are indeed ontologically part of affect, but this raises the question of how the infra-empirical materiality
of affect is transmitted.We contend, following Clough (2010) that the
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potential materiality of affect can be conceptualized as in-formational,
‘moving from the cybernetic conceptualization of information to information conceptualized as intensity or force immanent to matter’
(Clough, 2010, p.225), localized in a specific space when peaks of
intensity are attained. These peaks are more affective than conscious,
as mediatized experiences are felt but not lived. In fact, in the context
of post-disaster media, visual witnessing facilitates ‘the deframing of
disastrous events in a way that tethers global engagement and attention directly to the flow of affect’ (McCosker, 2013).
After the 2011 disaster, the incessant ominous and highly emotive
media coverage favoured the development of an attunement between
the audience and the disaster narraives and images flowing on their
screens (Massumi, 2011). Such attunements involve suggestibility,
subliminal and supraliminal (un)consciousness (Blackman, 2012).
The significance of affect in these onmipresent narratives, ‘rests
upon the fact that in many cases the message consciously received
may be of less import to the receiver of that message than his or her
nonconscious affective resonances with the source of the message’
(Shouse, 2005). In fact, as cultural critic Eric Shouse asserts, the
power of media lies ‘not so much in their ideological effects, but in
their ability to create affective resonances independent of content
or meaning’ (in Leys, 2011).
The fascination with disasters and tragedies rests on a desire to confront what is in excess of signification (Doane, 2006, p. 213), as well
as invoking ideologically and politically oriented narratives of hope,
empathy, and of an imagined community (Cottle, 2009, p. 51) that
can be discursively materialized in heritage sites. Memory is always
constructed, interactive and inter-relational, and cannot be separated from affects (Curti, 2008). Heritage, as a materialized social
memory, is constructed not only by physical landmarks, but ‘through
the nodal points of the body and its being and doing in a world that
is both felt and expressive’ (Tolia-Kelly, Waterton & Watson, 2017).
By engaging in cultural performance and memory-making, the past
and the present exist in a dialectic flux, a topography of memory
to make the connection between past and present seem permanent,
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tangible, and spatially situated (Till, 2005). The debris selected for
memorialization is infused with politically-designed narratives that
express a message to the community historically, politically and
emotionally connected to them (White & Frew, 2013). In this process,
affect could resonate and be perceived as matter and materiality
that are not stiffly grounded and bounded, but ‘lively, elemental,
excessive, forceful, interrogative, distributed, more-than solid, morethan-earthly, emergent, and in process’ (Merriman & Jones, 2017,
p.3). The atmospheric networks created by heritage landmarks and
memories, moreover, emerge and dissipate in contexts that account
also for the historical and political (Edensor & Sumartojo, 2015).

7.3 THE JOURNEY OF JAPANESE DEBRIS AFTER
MARCH 2011
Before 2011, Japan was held to example as a golden standard of excellence for prevention and recovery policies in case of natural disasters.
Then, on March 11 at 2.46 pm, the country was violently rocked
by a magnitude 9.0 earthquake, the third highest ever recorded in
history (Norio et al. 2011, p. 34). Thirty minutes later, the relentless
aftershocks of the earthquake caused a tsunami that rose over 30 feet
high in some areas, washing away buildings and people alike, taking
around 20 thousands lives. The earthquake damaged the structure
of the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant, and the subsequent
tsunami flooded it, causing a failure in the cooling system and a
nuclear meltdown three of the six reactors. The toll, as reported by
the Nippon Hōsō Kyōkai – Japan Broadcasting Corporation, or NHK,
accounted to ‘190,000 buildings damaged, among which 45,700
were totally destroyed. The damaged buildings in Miyagi, Iwate,
and Fukushima were 29.500, 12.500, and 2.400, respectively’ (NHK
World, 2011). Millions of tons of rubble and debris were produced in
Japan because of the earthquake and tsunami, of which 5 million tons
are estimated to have sunk or still floating at sea (Norio et al., 2011,
p. 36). Since 2011, the Japanese government has committed more
than 25 trillion yen (around 250 billion US dollars) for the recovery
of the Tohoku region, establishing a 10-year national Reconstruction
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Agency (Iuchi, Maly, & Johnson, 2014). In the days after the disaster, 470.000 people were displaced either in evacuation centres or
elsewhere, and many have yet to return or cannot.
As the tsunami receded, it carried with it a staggering amount of
wreckage. The assemblage of buoyant materials was initially captured
by satellite imagery and aerial photos of the waters surrounding
Northern Japan immediately after the tsunami (NOAA, 2013). In
the following months, this mass became a problem not only for
Japan, but for the countries that became the involuntary recipient
of the so-called Japan Tsunami Marine Debris (henceforth JTMD).
JTMD ‘ranges from derelict vessels and large floating docks to small
household items, with fishing gear and construction items of various
sizes and compositions in between’ (NOAA 2013).
Marine debris is an important threat to ocean diversity and health
(Sutherland et al., 2010), as it impacts wildlife, human health, aesthetic values, and the economy (Criddle et al., 2009). According
to the United States’ National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (henceforth NOAA), which monitored the quantity and
trajectory of the debris, the JTMD such as fishnets or small boats
can have numerous adverse impacts on both the physical and biological environment, affecting fish habitats, beaches and migratory
species (Murray, Maximenko, & Lippiatt, 2018). This concern has
become relevant especially for the United States, as the predominant
drift in the North Pacific moves eastward toward the Pacific Coast
of North America and Hawai’i (Howell et al., 2012). Indeed, the
country recorded an astonishing 100.000 items of cumulative debris
landings to North America in four years (Murray, Maximenko, &
Lippiatt, 2018).
In the aftermath of the disaster, the Japanese government found
itself in a difficult situation in relation to waste management, which
marine debris technically is a part of. Waste management is dealt
with at the municipal level, with possible financial help from the
Prefecture or the national government. Nevertheless, most coastal
municipalities of Tohoku were devastated and entire towns were
wiped off by the tsunami. Municipal workers were either dead or

traumatized. Moreover, the national government had to mobilize so
many financial, human, and technical resources, that marine debris
was simply considered not as important as the effort in the immediate
recovery and revitalization of the hit communities and the country.
The first notes giving guidance on how to confront the debris
issue came on 16 May 2011 from the Ministry of the Environment,
detailing guidelines on how to dispose of the debris on land and on
the coast. The municipalities started devising plans on how to retrieve and dispose of the wreckage sunk within the port facilities area
(UNEP Report, 2012). However, there was no response on what to do
with the debris lost at sea, which within days was so large, patches of
it were visible on satellite images (UNEP Report, 2012). The official
website of the Prime Minister of Japan and His Cabinet27 offers a
Q&A page in which all issues relating to the 2011 JTMD are detailed.
In fact, the priorities of the Japanese government are listed as such:
(1) Investigation of the drifting conditions of buoyant materials by
collecting information from navigating vessels;
(2) Estimation of the total amount of offshore drifting objects;
(3) Prediction of trajectories of offshore drifting objects;
(4) Information sharing and exchange of opinions among Japan-US
related organizations and experts. (Q&A on Oceanic drifting
materials, 2013, translated from Japanese).
Mathematical models have been developed, correctly predicting that
most of the floating debris would hit the North American and Canadian coasts. The Japanese government created a 6 million dollars
fund, which was used by NOAA and the Canadian government to
partly cover the expenses of the debris removal. In fact, NOAA had
to provide funds to help the removal of a dock, which landed within
the Olympic National Park along the coast of Washington state. Its
dismantling required an astonishing $628,000. Alaska and Hawai’i
even received direct funds from the Japanese government to survey
and assess the scope of the problem. The state of Alaska alone spent
over $200,000 on aerial surveys (NOAA, 2013).
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https://www.kantei.go.jp/

The wreckage had an impact also on collective imaginary. Sensationalistic American media created ad-hoc headlines with the terrifying possibility of radioactive materials turning up on their shores.
The same news were reported by Japanese media with a tone akin
to stupor and wonder at the idea that living organisms could live so
long and be transported so far from Japan, but radiations are usually not mentioned in Japanese accounts. At the moment of writing,
the majority of the debris on Japanese land has been removed to
make space for new buildings, new tsunami walls, and new infrastructures. While American media seems to favour sensationalistic
narratives, Japanese discourses on removal are peppered with the
idea of ‘turning a new leaf’ or ‘starting anew’. As we will contend in
our discussion there is a purposeful juxtaposition in which performances and narratives on removing the sight of the debris overlap
with the erasure of the trauma and pain the Japanese population
was subject to. Nonetheless, one small part composed of some items
recognized as special, has become the subject of narratives and has
been charged with an affective value that encompasses the personal
stories of the previous owners of the objects, becoming stand-in for
affective politics of resilience and hope.

The materials for this paper have been collected as part of broader
individual projects that the authors conducted in the Japanese
North-eastern coast of the Tohoku region, across 2016 and 2017
(18 months). The extensive fieldwork conducted has proven useful in
getting acquainted with the post-disaster area, the issue of heritage
and memory-making in post-disaster Japan, as well as some informal,
preliminary information about the debris situation and its memorialization. However, for the purpose of this article, we focus on archival
material collected at the IRIDeS (International Research Institute
for Disaster Studies), the Archive for the 2011 Disaster, at Tōhoku
University; on recognized news sources (15 international newspaper
and magazine articles and 10 Japanese newspapers and magazine
articles, list available at the end of this chapter); official reports on

the 2011 JTMD, compiled by American sources (NOAA, Hawaii
Department of Land and Natural Resources), United Nations organizations (UNEP), and Japanese government-related institutions
(Reconstruction Agency, Kantei Cabinet of the Prime Minister);
Japanese and American television news on the debris; comments
from social media such as Facebook and Twitter; blogs and forums.
We favoured a narrative approach, identifying textual patterns in
newspaper articles, and social media outputs (and, with minor incidence, also in reports and archival material) that referred to practices,
responses, actions that we could relate to moments of affect. In fact,
the dissemination of news through social media facilitates feelings
of engagement (Dean, 2010; Karatzogianni & Kuntsman, 2012; Van
Dijck, 2013). To frame such dialectics we use Sarah Ahmed’s (2004)
‘emotionality of text’, which investigates how emotions are invoked,
performed and defined in the text (Ahmed, 2004). A wide array of
inventive, creative, and non-representational methods has been published (Macpherson, 2010; Angel & Gibbs, 2013; Lorimer, 2008; Lury
& Wakeford, 2012; Sumartojo & Pink, 2018; Vannini, 2015), which
focus on the mundane, sensuous, relational, affective aspects of encounters. An analysis of affect and atmospheres done on textual materials dictates a shift in understanding the role of text, not as fixed set
of rules, but as processual, enactive, performative sensibilities, which
incessantly move, relate, and become (McCormack, 2003; Sumartojo
& Pink, 2018). They are transmitted between bodies, and exist as
autopoietic movement that generates and is generated (Adey, 2015),
as the media texts produced reverberate affectively with an audience
and activate fear, solidarity, hope, pain. We recognize that labels such
‘hope’ and ‘pain’ can never fully capture atmospheres, but as they are
inherently elusive, an analysis requires an approximation that directs
to ‘the categories by which people might understand their experiences as atmospheric in their own terms’ (Sumartojo & Pink, 2018).
It is ‘the way that people feel about things that make atmospheres
perceptible: anticipation, foreknowledge and pre-existing views of
different material and immaterial elements play a crucial role in how
atmospheres are co-constituted and perceived’ (Sumartojo, 2016).
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7.4 METHODS

When we talk about atmosphere, we acknowledge that media output,
written and visual, have a powerful role in determining affects and
even atmospheres, as they mediate people’s experience with disaster
and other news, creating anticipations, expectations, opinions (Edensor, 2012; Papacharissi, 2015). The knowledge produced by these
heterogeneous methodologies is contextual and non applicable to all
situations. Nonetheless, we contend that by using Ahmed’s emotionality of text, as well as giving attention to the rhythms, keywords, tones,
metaphor and other linguistic features that can carry emotional and
affective value, we can gather an understanding in moments of affect,
and in instances of engineering and creation of ad-hoc atmospheres
aimed at stimulating certain reactions in the readers and viewers.
These narratives evolve with time, as the articles collected refer to
different years and elaborate on different parts of the disappearance,
retrieval and return home of the debris, possibly impacting audiences
in different ways. An analysis grounded in the specific case study of
spatialization of affects in heritage-making processes can give us
new insights in the affective moments unconsciously or with intent,
traces of agency and rhythm that are often hinted at or evoked just
under the surface of texts (Martini & Buda, 2018b).

In 2012, during a visit to the Japanese island of Hashima, a visual
artist (Carl Lavery), a geographer (Deborah Dixon), and a performance theorist (Lee Hassall) enacted a ‘dialectical exorcism’ in
order to preserve the island’s tragic past against the whitewashing
de-historicization of the perspective registration as a UNESCO
heritage site. Hashima has been a wartime Korean forced labour
coalmine and prison, and what now remains of it is scattered debris
squeezed between buildings in ruin. ‘If an exorcism rids us of monsters’ Hassall explains ‘then a dialectical exorcism aims to reverse the
process [...] [I]t seeks to deify the monstrous, to make it visible, to
give it consistency’ (Lavery et al., 2014, p. 2578). Much in the same

vein, the debris left to fill abandoned spaces after the 2011 disaster
needed to be made sense of, interpreted with a ‘dialectical exorcism’
to unravel the trauma and pain, to materialize – and localize – the
affects lingering around what is left of the disaster.
During the dozens of earthquake aftershocks and the relentless,
returning waves of tsunami that washed the coast and the inland
for hours, the landscape opened up like a bleeding wound. As collapsed buildings, boats, exposed wires, cars and all sorts of everyday
broken objects were found covering the whole Sanriku coast. The
orderly, common landscape mutated in sudden, violent absence,
which became affectively charged as space lost its cohesive structure. As the tsunami penetrated inland, towns and roads became a
chaotic assemblage, emergent, indeterminate, and provisional: the
socio-spatial formation of ‘debris’. The singularity of objects was
lost, and places collapsed back into spaces, laden with scattered, but
omnipresent, reminders of the unsettling physical and psychological
trauma caused by the disaster.
In these circumstances affect emerges as a durational, relational
process (Gregg & Seigworth 2010) through which the juxtaposition
of ‘the space as it was before’ and the ‘meaningful meaninglessness’
of the debris creates ‘fragments of anguish’ (Lavery et al. 2014, p.
2581) where the unthinkable is materialized. In the case of the Japanese debris floating towards American shores, such materialization
brought to attention by American newspaper articles and newscasts, situates the affect of fear and terror into objects that invade
the national and personal intimate borders. Sensationalistic media
fuel the atmosphere of danger around these items. The Daily Star
titles: ‘Lost Fukushima ghost ship washes ashore in Hawaii with
MUTANT creatures on board’ (McKeown, October 12, 2017). This
materialization of fear has an affective quality, as it can move in and
between bodies to actively create associations between cusps that
exist within materialities (Abrahamsson & Simpson, 2011), as there
is ‘no definable limit to the penetration of self onto world and world
onto self, no place where one’s identity neatly ends and the social
environment obdurately begins’ (Katz, 1999, p.16). On the receiving
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7.5 DISCUSSION
7.5.1

FRAGMENTS OF ANGUISH: REMOVING AND FORGETTING

side, Internet users comment on sensationalistic articles. Comments
such as ‘The US Government in cooperation with some west coast
states would be wise to start burning this mass at sea’ and ‘I hope
the beachcombers have geiger counters!’ show affective reactions,
all enveloped in a confuse fear of invasion by radiations, mutant
creatures, and unwanted masses of items.
In Japan, on the other hand, the removal of the debris mass is a
distinctively spatial process underlined by narratives of getting rid
of the pain, ‘making space’ for recovery and reconstruction, erasing
any visible memento of both the disaster and the difficult emotional
and affective traumas experienced by the Tohoku people. Affects, as
potential flowing between bodies, bleed into places in unpredictable
forms and with unexpected intensities. Places of disaster negotiate
painful pasts, ethically problematic situations, and strong emotional
and affective reactions from locals and audiences alike, whose intensity in the interaction with space resonates in in unexpected and
sometimes contradictory ways.
An example is provided by the ship Kyōtokumaru, which belongs
to Kesennuma (Miyagi Prefecture). The Kyōtokumaru, a 360 tons
tuna trawler, was lifted by the waves and travelled 750 metres inland,
before landing on a bed of debris in what once was a residential area.
The undifferentiated, scattered, mud-drenched remnants of houses,
cars, less fortunate boats, trees and other materials were promptly
removed. The ship resisted, as it was simply too far away from the
coast to be brought back to the sea, and remained as on ominous
silhouette, heavy and burdensome – some would say viscous (Saldanha, 2006). It unexpectedly became a landmark, which travel
agencies would include in their programs (Reiji, 2014), and locals
would pray at (Associated Press, 2013). The mayor of Kesennuma
himself considered it ‘a visible symbol of what happened here’ (McNeill, 2013, emphasis ours).
When an object surfaces from the debris mass and it is separated
and given meaning, its removal becomes a politically contested and
highly emotional and affective affair. In 2013, a referendum to decide whether to definitely memorialize it as a jarring witness of the

sea’s unpredictable might, or dismantling it to peacefully forget and
move on. The 70.000 residents couldn’t agree on a course of action.
Out of 14,000 votes, the vast majority of 70% voted for the removal
of the ship, while a 30% favoured its memorialization (Andō, 2013).
This discrepancy between the voters could be interpreted, we contend, as an affective concern. The ship, visible and localized, shaped
the atmosphere of Kesennuma, imposing its presence as constant
reminder of the disaster and its destruction. For the majority of the
locals, the affective charge of the ship resonated with the pain and
fear experienced on March 11, 2011. Getting rid of the pain emerges
as a paramount concern for the locals: ‘Omoidashitakunai’ (I do not
want to remember), ‘Miru no ga tsurai’ (It is painful to look at) where
some of the most common comments (Ōta, 2013). For a minority,
however, the same affective charge was perceived differently, as
potential for hope, a reminder not of a tragic past, but of a hopeful
future. As Tolia-Kelly recognises, affect moves in a world that is
always and necessarily politically-oriented: affective charges do not
always translate into emotions in the same way and with the same
intensity (Tolia-Kelly, 2006). Within the same context and the same
group of people - Kesennuma’s residents- the potential for affect
found purchase in two polarized expressions, one that privileges
emotions of pain and the political action of removal, another that
privileges hope and heritage-making politics.
The disquieting and ominous debris causes even more intense
affective reactions when radioactive materials are involved. After
the Fukushima Daiichi accident, three out of six reactors have been
classified as hazardous for human and environmental health28, and
the area around the power plant was hastily evacuated. The media,
as well as the international community, were concerned about the
radioactive waste from Fukushima, and all debris washing ashore
was perceived as invasion. In 2013, the Japan Times reports, 300 tons
of wood chips in sinister black bags were spotted in the town of
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According to the International Nuclear Event Scale, https://www.iaea.org/newscenter/news/
fukushima-nuclear-accident-update-log-47.

Takashima (Shiga Prefecture). The chips (measures by different agencies ranged between 12,000 and 3000 Bq/kg), were just a fraction of
a 9,000 tons shipment of irradiated chips – 8,700 tons still missing,
lost in a maze of fraudulent bureaucracy. Apropos the thorny matter of
radioactive soil from the Fukushima Daiichi, Japanese Government
disclosed that ‘the waste will be moved out of Fukushima Prefecture
in 30 years for final disposal, although it remains uncertain how and
where the waste will be disposed’ (The Japan Times, 2014).

What global audiences know about a disaster is dependent on intricate flows of information, which regulate the ways people respond
to such events (McCosker, 2013). In 2011, in particular, the disaster
was captured by professionals and amateurs and spread throughout Internet and institutional programs alike, providing a space to
collectively make sense of the disaster. It is in this common, shared
space that someone else’s pain is perceived as ‘complex cases of

affect where action is never actualized and where affect remains at
the level of the virtual’ as a form of empathy or sensation that signals
an intimate corporeal recognition of another person’s state of being
(Colebrook, 2006, p. 54). People can attune to a ‘vibe’, a mood, an
atmosphere’ (Ash, 2013) and create associations between various entities that exist within materialities. ‘Affect’ as Kavka says ‘is material
that matters’ (Kavka, 2008, p. 33). Heritage can then deliberately be
built so that material remains, narratives and reproductions of tragic
events are assembled in a coherent, powerful way that creates an
atmospheres in which the affects are perceivable (Anderson, 2014).
Heritage sites are constructed and made fruible through routine
practices that are engineered to make visible how you are expected
to read the place (Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos, 2016). In this first
bout of information, media focus on death, distuption and horror,
to ‘relay the scope and quality of the violent and painful forces, and
convey the sensations and experiences of those who suffer’ (Pantti &
Wahl-Jorgensen 2007, p.10). Ultimately, media facilitate the deframing of disastrous events in a way that tethers global engagement and
attention directly to the flow of affect (McCosker, 2013).
In the case of Japan, plenty of material has been broadcasted. Five
years after the disaster, drawing on the NOAA reports, CNN published ‘Five remarkable stories’ on Japanese floating debris (Paterson,
2016). It recounts five stories about debris lost and found again after
years, on the other side of the ocean. In our analysis, we identify the
debris, from the moment it is washed away to when it is found, as a
movement of displacement. The debris, first uprooted from its original,
designated place, disappears. The CNN piece opens with a very significant quote: upon finding the remains of a fishing vessel offshore the
Canadian coast, the marine conservationist Marcus Eriksen observed:
‘That is when everything changed. This belonged to someone, this is
someone’s property’ (ibid.). The doubling of the outpouring (‘this
belonged to someone, this is someone’s property’) highlights exactly
the accountability this right of property granted the former gareki.
In the media narratives of the trip back of these debris items, the
first step is a recounting of the disaster and its blind fury which, in
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7.5.2 ‘MIRACLE BOATS’ AND OTHER WONDERS:
MEMORIALIZED DEBRIS AS POLITICAL EXPRESSION OF
POST-DISASTER TERRITORIALITY

If (re)moving debris proved to be troublesome, the oceanic current
also transported significant items, charged with the spectral remains
of their previous lives. Among the unwanted and hazardous alien
fragments impacting the foreign coasts, a precious few items were
separated from the rest, and became the foci of narratives of resilience,
gratitude, loss, and recovery. Specific items have been transported
back to Japan with great fanfare and much media coverage. In the
following section, we draw on geographical theories of space and
affect, as we follow examples of special debris items that have been
memorialized, and note how the narratives around them follow three
broadly defined movements: (a) the displacement of the object, its
disappearance from home on March 11, 2011; (b) the discovery of
the object years after, on the other side of the Pacific; (c) the return
home for the purpose of memorialization.
7.5.2.1 DISPLACEMENT

its spatial ramifications, creates a void, a violent, threatening absence
of place in which the affective value of one’s own town changes from
safety to trauma and horror. These narratives of debris, produced
years after the disaster, re-open a wound and bring back to the surface affects that were set aside in favour of moving on. The scope
of these stories yields a direction towards which a space moves and
unfolds, offering closure, a political, institutionally-oriented version
of the disaster and the recovery efforts, packaged to integrate the
trauma by actively creating affective associations between various
material ‘cusps’ (Dawney, 2011).
These cusps, materialities inside materialities, punctuate points in
a wider movement that we recognize as the journey of displacement
of objects caused by the violence of the tsunami. As these objects
disappear, mixed with the dark waters and the bodies of 20 thousand
people, the loss intertwines with a sense of absence and void. As the
buildings are washed away and the dead disappear underwater, what
was once one’s hometown has become foreign and inhospitable. This
violent displacement scatters people’s personal properties as well as
one’s hope of normalcy.Years later, as the process of reconstruction
advances slowly, and people are ready to move on and forget, some
items suddenly resurface, bringing with them affective nets of painful
remembrance.

The second step media narratives take concerns the discovery of
the special debris in a foreign place. As the general recovery process
after the disaster recomposes place in a way that becomes home
again, the narrative of the objects proceeds towards a symbolic rebirth. Among the five JTMD items recovered and identified in the
CNN story, the Kamome (Seagull) rowboat is probably the one that
sparked more interest and international consequences. Come ashore
in California in April 2013, it belonged the Takata High School of
Rikuzentakata, as the characters written on it became visible after
removing the many barnacles infesting it. After cleaning it, the pupils
of a local high school organized its return to the Miyagi Prefecture,

establishing a mutual bond between the two schools. The story of
the little rowing boat is told in a bilingual illustrated book, The extraordinary voyage of the Kamome (Dengler et al. 2015), and the press
glorified the ties built between the two institutes during the return
procedures, which developed in a yearly summer exchange program.
The so-called ‘miracle boat’ (kiseki no bōto) ended up in the Iwate
Prefectural Museum, as after two years of drifting in the ocean it
became unusable. The director of the museum concluded a report on
the Kamome declaring how ‘The exchange between the Del Norte
High School and the Takada High School built a bridge of friendship
across the Pacific Ocean’ (Nakayama, 2015, p. 3). The acquisition
of the boat on part of the Prefectural Museum is in turn significant,
as since then the main concern of most Sanriku museums centred
on the recovery and conservation of exposed artefacts damaged by
the tsunami, while scrap and salvage items were mainly collected by
local private groups, often within neighbourhood memorialization
projects. After the object is found, it is separated from the debris’
shapeless mass and it becomes an allegory, the stand-in for all people
who were washed away by the tsunami. As a person stranded in a
foreign, alien place, the object needs to be taken back home, so it can
find a final resting place. The moment of discovery starts with great
coverage and metaphoric narratives. When the previously mentioned
boat Daini Katsunmaru was retrieved, media attention focused on
Ogatsu resident Sanae Ito, daughter of Kiyoshi Ito, the last registered
owner of the Daini Katsumaru. Although her father had died in 2003,
long before the disaster, she had kept the boat until all the family
belongings were washed away by the tsunami in 2011. When the boat
was found in Hawai’i, she felt the unexpected occurrence could be
a message from her father to ‘not forget the earthquake’ (Azambuja,
2016). ‘I feel that my father is guiding his boat back,’ (Azambuja,
2016) she added. Daini Katsumaru, it is not just the boat that has
been brought back to Japan, but also Sanae Ito’s father. Her moving
story has been used to push to the forefront a coherent narrative
that re-orients and artificially organises the event of death or disaster to be available to audiences. It has also been made stronger by
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7.5.2.2 DISCOVERY

the physical discovery of the boat. As a travel blogger commenting
on this story, writes: ‘a real feeling of the tsunami’s fury cannot be
realized only by letters and images’. The reapparance of a tangible
object creates a vessel for the confused affective intensities of the
locals and the spectators witnessing the story through media. Such
attunements are not mute, but grounded in corporeal expressions
that act in social context and accounts for ethical, political, cultural,
performative aspects of the interactions between people and place
(Anderson, 2014; McCormack, 2010), and are channelled through
social and culturally specific tropes (Hizi, 2015) localized in the discovered item. The added value of locating these affective intensities in
a physical object lies in its use as politically-oriented tool for recovery
and to propel certain sentiments towards reconstruction. It is when
affect impresses on a body that there is a duration in time, and this
duration can influence and give shape to something perceivable, an
intensity passing from body to body, in the resonances that circulate
about, between and that sometimes stick to bodies, transpires within
subjects, accumulates across relatedness and interruptons (Gregg
& Seigworth, 2010).

The Daini Katsumaru’s physical journey ended on March 11, 2016,
when the small boat was finally returned to Ogatsu, in Japan, by the
vessel Miyagimaru, whose captain declared he gladly took the boat
on board as an ‘act of charity’ (Azambuja 2016). Among the four
dozens of vessels washed ashore in the Hawai’i (Azambuja 2016),
the Katsumaru was the second piece of JTMD to be returned to its
original site, the other being a large wooden sign for a residential district on Tanohata Town, Iwate Prefecture (Fuji 2014). More recently,
this year, the Miyagi’s local newspaper Kahoku announced the completion of a storage facility to conserve and exhibit the Katsumaru
(Kahoku Shinpō, 2018), with the boat at the centre, surrounded by
pictures, maps, and explanatory panels. The construction of the
small exhibition facility was coupled with the publication of the
booklet Kaettekita Kofune, translated as ‘Small boat coming home’

(Ishinomaki Kohaku, 2017). The president of the Daini Katsumaru
Preservation Society, in a speech to the volunteers and benefactors
who raised the 1,5 million yen necessary for the facility, said: ‘I think
this [referring to the Katsumaru] holds a different value from the
other remnants of the disaster’ (Ishinomaki Kohaku, 2017). Indeed,
by making such objects ‘special’ and elevating them as locus of
memory and heritage, the aura that surrounds these objects becomes
entrenched with an atmosphere that emerges as a medium for the
inscription of various dispositions (Barnett, 2008), which are not
passively received, but actively accepted, refused, reconfigured by
the feeling subject.
Memory, in fact, ‘poses questions to history in that it points to
problems that are still alive or invested with emotions and value’
(LaCapra, 1998). In dealing with a past that has not passed away,
history tests memory, while memory is important to history because
of the centrality of trauma and the importance of traumatic events
in the construction of identity. In fact, places of memory are created by individuals and social groups to give shape to felt absences,
fears, and desires (Till, 2005, p. 9). The affective atmospheres of
such places, as Tolia-Kelly contends, coalesce in places of heritage,
including physical landmarks, as ‘material precipitates of affective
memories’ (Tolia-Kelly, 2017, p. 35). Here memory crystalizes in
heritage, and is constructed by the stakeholders to frame its story
and meaning politically through memory. More often than not, the
meaning of such places are consciously manipulated and framed
to enhance felt reactions (Weaver et al., 2017). Memory simultaneously forms and is formed by the recreation of spaces and places,
through entangled and overlapping emotions and affects, and as
such it may be understood as performative (Curti, 2008). The memorialization and museification of the JTMD heightened it, upon
building around the items not only a physical shelter, but also a
network of meaning, including naturally the virtues of spontaneous
cooperation and donation: those very acts of charity already evoked
by the Miyagimaru captain. As the Preservation Society’s president
aptly stated, the Katsumaru came to mean not only a different value,
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7.5.2.3 RE-IMPLACEMENT

but a vastly wider one. Memory is indeed not simply a matter of
‘episodic compartmentalization, meaningful representation or …
conscious retrieval but also chains of associations of the (pre- and
post-conscious) body’ (Curti, 2008). Indeed, ‘materially, affective
flows, responses and power can be inspired, can circulate and can
shape the narratives, political meanings and life of heritage sites and
spaces’ (Tolia-Kelly, 2017; p.35).
A last, significant example of memorialized gareki is one missing
return narratives, as the piece did not, in fact return to Japan. In the
April of 2012, in Canadian British Columbia, a Harley-Davidson
motorbike was found in a shored container. Its owner (Mr. Yokohama), tracked shortly after, did not accept the manufacturer’s offer
to refurbish and ship back his bike thought, but expressed his wish
to have it exposed in the Milwaukee, Wisconsin Harley-Davidson
Museum, ‘to be preserved as a memorial and a reminder of the tragic
event’ (Joslin, 2012). The Harley quickly became a sensation as ‘the
motorcycle that rode the tsunami’ (Billock, 2016), and even more
resonance had the owner’s poetic reaction to a further offer of a brand
new bike from Harley-Davidson: ‘According to the museum, Yokohama respectfully declined the gift, saying that he didn’t want to be
“a tall blade of grass among a shorter lawn” [...] He lost pretty much
everything [...] members of his family, all his possessions’ (ibid.). The
rusty and salt-encrusted Harley is now the centrepiece of a permanent exhibition at the museum. Here memorialization, materiality,
and branditisation uncannily blend in a process of inscription that
creates topographies of memory to make the connection between
past and present seem permanent and tangible. As the curator of
the Harley-Davidson Museum said, “Objects communicate things
that sometimes words don’t do justice for” (Billock, 2016).

In this paper we discussed the potential of the debris lost at sea
in the 2011 disaster in Eastern Japan to form spatialized configurations of affect. Empirical cases on processes of spatialization of
affect are still underdeveloped, and this article aims at giving an

insight in how the virtual, fast-changing affect can collapse into the
infrastructural materialization of heritage. We do so by discussing
how media narratives infuse debris object with certain affective atmospheres, negotiated by the political context in which such stories
and atmospheres are inscribed. We saw that in our analysis the debris
is received and memorialized into place as affective expression of
hope or removed to ensure recovery from the emotional trauma of
loss. Such response (from Americans afraid of the dangerous mass
washing ashore, or from local Tōhoku residents festively welcoming
back special items) fosters the potential to translate affect into embodied, place-grounded heritage constellations.
In the stories analysed in the previous pages, debris items are either
charged with affective qualities (e.g. the Daini Katsumaru, whose
journey was covered by the media as a tale of loss and recovery, symbolizing the bond between a daughter and her father), or become the
reification of human connections framed by the processes of relief,
reconstruction, and restoration of the North-eastern Japanese coast.
And regarding the remains that did not move after the tsunami
washed away everything, they are characterized not by movement of
oceanic currents, but by fixity. The things which stubbornly stuck to
the levelled geography of the coast – those things that were either too
huge to move, or too minute to filter out – constituted, as opposed
to the memorialized treasures, unwanted memories, and landmark
thorns in the sides of those who wanted to forget and move on, for
whatever reasons. In the lack of everything else, from houses to railroads, to cars, and to loved ones, the things that stayed assumed the
ambiguous role of a reminder. They became a material qualifier of
the historical riskiness of the land, and of the only un-erasable consequence of March 11, 2011, the Fukushima meltdown. For many
of those items, removal became a vital issue to local authorities. In
both cases, temporality played a pivotal role in the transformation
of meaning in the objects.
Our article, by offering a first step into the possibilities of analysis into spatialization of affect, and into affective memory and
heritage-making processes enacted by media and in place (or into
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the erasure of unwanted narratives and objects), also opens up the
possibility for future routes of research. One path to further knowledge in affect-spatialization could lead to analysis of what Massumi
calls the ‘momentary hiatus of humanly unbearable, unspeakable
horror’ (Massumi, 2011). The ‘momentary hiatus’ circumscribes
not the spatial, but the temporal dimension of affect, the so-called
missing half-second described in cognitive sciences ( see Angerer,
Bösel & Ott, 2014). Since the original traumatic event, both floating
debris and the remains which remained ashore, the temporal hiatus
between disappearance and re-inscription charged them with significance, a significance which resonated with the contexts framing
the environs in which such objects became embedded. Indeed, in
his article for The Guardian on the 2011 disaster, Massumi asserts
that it takes some time after a global scale disaster before language
– and narratives– regains their descriptive traction, or the ability to
make sense of events.
Another route of future research concerns the potential to extol issues
of politics and how affect can be caught up in relations of capital. In
regard to the relevant, special debris, such as the Harley-Davidson
motorcycle case, a tension was visible. On one hand, the material
value of the object was almost immediately suspended and they assumed a new, immaterial worth, directly connected to the degree of
their wholeness and a specific source to which they could be backtracked – a city, a school, or even an individual person, as in. In the
occasions those objects where returned to their sources, they were
never welcomed back as pieces of private property, but memorialized
as material epitomes of the interactions which took place during the
process of recovery. On the other hand, the motorcycle has been
brought not to its Japanese owner, but to an American Museum
owned by the brand. The debris becomes not a means to resilience
and recovery, not part of the journey home, but gains a new value as
descriptive element of the capitalist brand ‘Harley-Davidson’.
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CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSIONS

8.1 INTRODUCTION
The aim of this thesis was to use the framework of geographies of
affect to analyse the felt experience of international tourists, tourism workers, and locals in post-disaster towns in Japan that are
developing tourism. Post-disaster tourism is, in academia, broadly
conflated under the term ‘dark tourism’. So far, the affective aspects
of the dark tourism experience have not yet been studied. The felt
aspects of the experience of tourists, tourism workers, and locals,
in particular the subtle vibes, moods, and atmospheres defined as
affects, show a more positive and often overlooked aspects of the
phenomenon of dark tourism, often associated with (and judged
as motivated solely by) morbid curiosity and stereotyped nosy and
disrespectful tourists. This thesis presents how affects in dark tourism,
indeed, can be a means for economic recovery, psychological recovery from trauma, and a way for tourists to experience a deeply felt
connection with places. This has relevance beyond the progression
of academic knowledge in geographies of affect and dark tourism. It
can also foster better policies for the development and management
of tourism in post-disaster places, as well as a better understanding
and communication efforts between national private and public
institutions, and disaster-hit communities.

Okawa elementary school.
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In this concluding chapter, I start with an overview of the key findings from preceding chapters. Then, I reflect on issues of methodology,
ethics and positionality in section 8.3, and conclude with section 8.4.

Each of the preceding chapters discussed facets of the correlation
amongst dark tourism (often referred to in this thesis as its specific
sub-group of post-disaster tourism), geographies of affect, and heritage. Previous research on dark tourism has overlooked affect and,
in particular, geographies of affect, as a viable framework to study
places of disaster. Affect is often difficult to identify and describe,
and appropriate methodologies to study it are subjective and contextual. While a few articles have touched the nexus between affect and
dark tourism (Buda, d’Hauteserre, & Johnston, 2014; Pocock, 2015;
Tucker, 2012), dark tourism places have not yet been systematically
analysed through the lens of geographies of affect, which can uncover
new knowledge on how post-disaster tourism circuits and heritage
are constructed, managed and experienced.
Chapter 2 gave an overview of the relationship between the field
of dark tourism and geographies of affect, critically analysing their
interconnections and potential routes for research – theoretical and
methodological. The affective layer of dark tourism highlights how
post-disaster places articulate a connection with death and its representations, especially in media, and looks into the processes used
by tourism workers and locals to construct and manage these places.
This, consequently, has an effect on the ways tourists experience dark
and post-disaster tourism places. I show how broader debates around
dark tourism terminology and taxonomies, in most cases underlie
considerations on felt, affective aspects of the dark tourism experience. I critically debate the concept of affect, the distinctions between
affects and emotions, and the complex issue of representability of
affect, concluding that while affect can never be fully represented,
places of death and disaster can offer a fertile ground for affects to
be felt intensely, and thus perceived. This offers a deeper layer of
understanding for tourists’ experiences in death and disaster places

as well as the political and ethical charge imbued in such encounters. In addition, I propose two routes for future research which are
applied to empirical work in Chapter 5 and 6.
Chapter 3 delves into methods to get a glimpse of affect and
emotions when interviews are conducted by email, rather than in
person. While the chapter recognizes the subjective, volatile nature
of representations of affects and emotions, by building on the theoretical approach of chapter 2, it suggests that a lot can be inferred
from the linguistic features of email interviews, imagework (a tool in
which participants are asked to imagine certain circumstances and
describe how they would behave, act, or react), short stories, and
anecdotes. These tools can indeed be used to ‘triangulate’ moments
of affect in specific contexts, as they can show repeated patterns. As
most visitors were struck by the absence of ruins and emptiness of the
landscape, the chapter concludes that visitors have to reassess what
they thought the landscape would look like, which they expressed
through linguistic features of text such as particular configurations
of adjectives; through anecdotes; and short stories.
Chapter 4 is an empirical chapter which presents how the TV show,
Amachan, and its success contributed to revitalize and re-define tourism and heritage in the town of Kuji, in Iwate, which was heavily damaged by the 2011 tsunami. The case of Kuji is particularly relevant, as
the town was selected by the Japanese government to become the set
of a morning show with the idea that it would help the recovery and
bring attention back to the town’s traditional intangible heritage: ama
divers. Throughout the paper, it is shown how the fictional locations
of Amachan, superimposed to the real towns of Kuji and the nearby
village of Horinai, rewrite the 2011 disaster as an occasion to find
unity and strength for the reconstruction efforts, and contribute to
the real tourism effort of Kuji and its revitalization. In Kuji, heritage
is re-invented both within the plot (as the characters struggle to attract
tourism) and in its real world effects (as the show positively affected
tourism). This chapter does not delve into affect, but offers an overview of the context and situation of both tourism and heritage in the
region. It shows how media narratives, tour guides narratives, and
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8.2 SUMMARY OF KEY FINDINGS

broader post-disaster narratives and performances in this case mostly
related to ama divers, also incorporate elements related to the post-disaster, and to the show, creating a syncretic assemblage of heritage
and tourism.The alternation between fictional and real produces new
forms of heritage that are enhanced, revitalized and re-popularized
by their diffusion into national con science. However, they can also
be a means for the economic recovery of disaster-hit towns.
Chapter 5 discusses the case of Rikuzentakata, a town almost
completely destroyed by the 2011 tsunami, which based its recovery
efforts on the development of international post-disaster tourism.
This chapter portrays an empirical case that shows what is at stake
affectively in the construction and management of post-disaster
places built around deliberate discourses on hope and resilience. My
analysis highlights how the politics of affect built around the tsunami
have been spatialized and grounded using material landmarks, but
also narratives of hope and resilience based on comparisons with
Hiroshima. The affective atmospheres engineered by local tourism
workers, I conclude, were planned and performed as an attempt to
facilitate cross-cultural communication and allow visitors to contemplate death and disaster on their own terms, while at the same
time involving them in a broader processes of healing from trauma
and recovery for Rikuzentakata and its residents. The affect of hope
is spatialized in the town’s main landmark, the Miracle Pine, which
became the receptacle of narratives that stress the trauma, but also
the resilience of Japanese people. These narratives are perceived by
tourists at an affective level, and negotiated and shaped by them in
their own cultural frame, as affects can traverse cultural differences
and have the potential to powerfully impact anyone, in the right circumstances. The affects such as pain, empathy and hope perceived
by tourists, are considered positive and healing by the local population, which shows how tourism can be seen as a means not only
of physical and economic recovery, but a powerful tool for recovery
from trauma for the local population.
Chapter 6 focuses on the concept of the sublime in relation to
both affect studies and dark tourism. By treating the sublime as an

affect, it is possible to see glimpses, moments of it in the experiences
of tourists, tourism workers and locals in post-disaster Japan. The
chapter concludes that moments of sublime in post-disaster Tohoku
can be instigated by different triggers: the vision of ruins and abandonment, the silence engulfing these places, and the knowledge of
the invisible radiations threat, which evokes the idea of a ‘nuclear
sublime’. While encompassing several places of post-disaster tourism,
the chapter gives much attention to the exclusion zone around the
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant. The nuclear power plant
was badly damaged during the 2011 disaster, and abandoned because
of the high levels of radiations leaking from four of its six reactors.
The sight of such a derelict landscape and the invisible threat of
radiation contribute to an affect that can be defined as sublime, and
the awe and terror caused by the disaster and consequent destruction
contribute to deep affective moments for tourists. The interviews and
participant observation conducted there all show that the nuclear
catastrophe holds, as all that is sublime, a seed of ambivalence. Such
moments, triggered by the ruins visible in the area, by the heritage
landmark constructed for post-disaster tourism, and by the narratives
of tour guides and locals, provoke dread and horror, but also give
way to affective flashes of hope for a global future, a sense that such
a massive disaster could be a memento so that what happened does
not repeat itself in the future or in some other place. While horrible,
the disaster can be employed to promote memory and a peaceful
future by politicians, individuals and media.
The last chapter, Chapter 7, portrays a peculiar situation that
expresses the power of media in constructing affective discourses on
heritage and post-disaster tourism. There I considered the case of the
debris from the 2011 tsunami carried by the sea. Some of this debris
washed ashore on the coast of the United States and Canada, and
certain items, invested of special meaning, have been brought back
to Japan and memorialized. Through careful and calculated media
narratives and official governmental joint news (from both Japan
and the United States/Canada), the objects found have been put in
the spotlight and were invested with affective value by enhancing the
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compelling, emotive backstories of the objects themselves and the
people connected to each debris item. The chapter proposes that process of heritage-making of some items lost at sea in the 2011 disaster
in Eastern Japan has the potential to form spatialized configurations
of affect. The chapter concludes that some debris items, after having
been recovered on the other side of the Pacific Ocean, are brought
back to Japan and memorialized into place as affective expression
of hope or removed to ensure recovery from the emotional trauma
of loss. This chapter concludes that there is potential to translate
affect into embodied, place-grounded heritage constellations. Such
affect-oriented narratives revolve around the concept of ‘bringing the
debris back home’ to be spatialized and memorialized as symbols of
the disaster, an allegoric journey of hope that mimics the journey of
post-disaster recovery undertaken by Japan after 2011.
To summarize, the main purpose of this research was to form a
coherent link between geographies of affect and dark tourism studies;
study it in its theoretical, methodological and empirical applications;
and produce a fertile ground to further methodological and empirical studies on both geographies of affect and dark tourism. This
research approached configurations of affect in post-disaster Japan
from different perspectives, and considering different actors (tourists,
locals, tourism workers at local and national level), and concludes
that, while affects are present in any situation, and always circulating
in-between bodies (human and non-human), post-disaster settings
and their tourism efforts can ‘spike’ the intensity of affect in a way in
which it can become perceivable by tourists. To create post-disaster
tourism sites that are affectively charged, media, tourism workers at
all levels (local, national and international), Japanese institutions and
local communities design and construct landmarks, performances,
and narratives that intensify the potential for affect. In a way, this
thesis also claims that an affective connection between, in our case,
international tourists and the place hit by a disaster, represented by
landmarks, narratives, performances, or the very same people who
experienced the trauma, can greatly benefit both tourists, who go
back home with a sense of catharsis, hope, and understanding, and
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the devastated local communities, who feel understood, emphasized
with, and hopeful for the future.

8.3 DISCUSSION
In this part of the chapter, I address the two main themes that kept
recurring throughout the whole research process. First, the possibilities and limits of the so-called non-representational methods and creative methods (also sometimes defined ‘inventive methods’), which
have been debated in Chapter 2 and applied in all other chapters
of this thesis. Secondly, my approach to positionality and ethics in
this research, a topic that was not analysed in depth in the previous
chapters, but that influenced my research process, my fieldwork, and
the resulting thesis chapters.
8.3.1 METHODS: REPRESENTING WITH ‘NONREPRESENTATIONAL’ METHODS

One of the main concerns when adopting any methodology to study
affect is its slippery, not-completely representational nature (see
McCormack, 2003; 2008). It is widely recognized in geographies
of affects and emotions that thoughts, meanings, feelings, affects
cannot be shared ‘in a manner faithful to our experience of them or
equally that certain spectacular or horrific events and encounters
escape their retelling’ (Laurier & Philo, 2006, p.353). The affects
circulating in places, narratives, and performances in most cases
stay part of the unnoticed background scenery rather than be an
indispensable component of experience (Davidson & Smith, 2009,
p.440; Laurier & Philo, 2006). Affect has been defined by many academics (see Davidson & Bondi, 2004; Massumi, 2002; Pile, 2010;
Thrift, 2007), as a pre- or other-than conscious feeling, a set of
unbridled, unrepresentable potentialities often directly opposed to
conscious, perceivable emotions (see Massumi, 2002; Thrift, 2008).
To ground affect in a frame that allows partial representation, in
this thesis I consistently used Sianne Ngai’s approach, in which the
difference between affect and emotion ‘is taken as a modal difference
of intensity or degree, rather than a formal difference of quality or
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kind (Ngai, 2005, p.27). She assumes that affects are less formed
and structured than emotions, but not lacking form or structure
altogether, and that a switch from quality to intensity enables ‘an
analysis of the transitions from one pole to the other: the passages
whereby affects acquire the semantic density and narrative complexity of emotions, and emotions conversely denature into affects’
(Ngai, 2005, p.27). As Ngai proposes, following Raymond Williams
analysis on the so-called ‘structures of feeling’ (a concept often
adopted by affect theorists to explain certain features of affect) not
every situation and experience needs to be rationalized, defined, and
classified before it exert palpable pressures and set effective limits on
experience and action (Ngai, 2005, p.26). Indeed, ‘affective intensity
clearly creates difficulties for more positivistic kinds of materialist
analysis, even as it always remains highly analyzable in or as effect
(Massumi, 2002, p. 260).
The methods used in this thesis both traditional qualitative methods, and, to overcome the issue of representability, it complements
them with creative methods. I weaved together methods such as
imagework, affective mapping, and a narrative approach that acknowledges the ways in which participants attempt to frame their
experiences in a representable way. Then these methods were supplemented by ethnography and observant participation, so as to
triangulate certain information, intuitions, and verify interpretations
of moments of affect and the affective connections between bodies. Affect as intensity is a concept also utilized in the work of Sara
Ahmed (2004), Ben Anderson (2006, 2014), and Derek McCormack
(2008). They all emphasize the existence of diverse active intensities
in affective endeavours, often marked by inter-subjective charge. This
implies that it is possible for an affect to be felt intensely enough to
be perceived, a sort of threshold of consciousness in which an affect
is picked up before it is made sense of and elaborated into a specific
emotion. For reasons I describe below, this threshold is called by
Brian Massumi, one of the most influential scholars in affect studies,
‘the missing half-second’ (Massumi, 1995, p.89). He explained that
during an experiment, some patients who had been implanted with

cortical electrodes for medical purposes were administered mild
electrical pulses. He concludes that:

It’s Massumi’s missing half-second that can constitute an affect,
and the intensity of Sianne Ngai. While these approaches work well
in theory and give a clearer idea of how to define affect, and how
to distinguish it from emotion, they do not go as far as to offer a
methodological solution to analyse affects. For this reason, this thesis utilizes a geographical approach to the methodological study of
affect that comes from studies on atmospheres. As iterated in many
of the chapters that compose this thesis, atmospheres are constitutive of how movement in space is experienced (Brown & Pickerill,
2009) and are ‘geopoietic’, in the sense that they generate and are
generated by place through the interaction of bodies and affect (Adey,
2015). In the case of Rikuzentakata, in Chapter 5, for example, the
atmosphere of the touristified landmarks of the disaster such as the
Miracle Pine and Tapic45 are created in part by the narrations of
tour guides and media. Such narrations give ways to specific affective
atmospheres of pain and hope that in turn are perceived by tourists
and audiences, and reproduced again and again, becoming central
characteristics of the landmark and the town itself. The atmospheres
that emerge unite affects with the emotions, and bodily responses
felt by all those who experienced them (tourists) and created them
(tour guides, locals, media). Once we recognize that these aspects are
all experienced in an interconnected and overlapping way, we can
analyse the affective charge of these atmospheres, the moments in
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‘If the cortical electrode was fired a half-second before the skin
was stimulated, patients reported feeling the skin pulse first. The
researcher speculated that sensation involves a “backward referral
in time -in other words, that sensation is organized recursively
before being linearized, before it is redirected outwardly to take
its part in a conscious chain of actions and reactions. Brain and
skin form a resonating vessel. Stimulation turns inward, is folded
into the body, except that there is no inside for it to be in, because
the body is radically open, absorbing impulses quicker than they
can be perceived.’ (Massumi, 1995, p.89)

which the ‘half second’ allows us to grasp and apprehend an affect.
In the interaction with (human and non-human) bodies, tourists can
experience moments in which the intensity of affects spikes, and can,
partially and subjectively, resonate, be perceived, acknowledged, and
manipulated (Anderson, 2014).

Places of disaster negotiate painful pasts, complex political and ethical
situation, and are a receptacle for all sorts of negative feelings and
trauma on the part of the local communities, in most cases amplified
by sensationalised narratives of national and international media.
Tohoku, in particular, is a rural region, which even before the disaster
saw declining population and very limited tourism. In this context, it
was crucial not only to be aware of the cultural norms, but also of the
power relations in place, and my positionality as a foreigner and as
researcher who speaks Japanese and conducts research in a disaster
area. This was an important concern, as working with disaster towns
implies an effort in writing ‘with’ rather than writing ‘about’ certain
populations in order to redress concerns about marginalization, essentialisms, and differences in representation (Sultana, 2007). Reflecting
about my positionality involves ‘reflection on self, process, and representation, and critically examining power relations and politics in
the research process, and researcher accountability in data collection
and interpretation (Sultana, 2007, p.376). It concerned ontological assumptions (the nature of social reality), epistemological assumptions
(the nature of knowledge) and assumptions about human nature and
agency (Sikes 2004). At a practical level, this meant recognizing that
every time I visited one of the disaster towns, I was always well-received and shown around because I was a foreigner and a researcher in
tourism, and they were interested in their stories being narrated to a
foreign audience. This meant, on one hand, that I could hear the stories they prepared for foreigners, and sometimes, access information
on how these narratives were created and targeted at foreigners. On
the other hand, especially in Northern Japan, there was reluctance
from the local population in engaging with me, as they were not used

to foreigners and felt wary. Both me and my local participants were
always acutely aware of my status as a foreigner, and obtaining more
than superficial information on tourism data in the area proved difficult. I had to take a step back and analyse my positionality, my bias,
and my interlocutors’ expectations. Morevover, I had to accept that
a research on affects and emotions in a social context so radically
different from my own, implied the acknowledgement of my own
subjectivity as a means to interpret the data collected. With time, I
managed to be included more in the workings of these towns, and embraced my ‘Otherness’ as the only possible route to conduct research
with locals. This proved useful towards the end of my fieldwork, as
it added the dimension of cross-culturality that gives substance and
originality to Chapter 5. In addition to this, I started building more
personal relations with some of my participants and key informants,
in an attempt to even out the power dynamic at play (Dowling, 2016).
Regarding at the beginning of my fieldwork I deliberately chose
not to engage with survivors. While I did obtain ethical approval
from the University of Groningen, I thought it not necessary to
engage with survivor, as mine was a research focused mainly on
tourists and tourism workers. Morevoer, I thought the survivors’
contribution, while potentially useful, would come with a whole
different approach to ethics than the one I had prepared to engage
with tourists, tourism workers, and locals who were not directly
involved in the disaster. However, this proved impossible while on
fieldwork. First of all, it was difficult – and useless- to try to define
a sort of ‘hierarchy of trauma’ between the people that experienced
the tsunami and survived, and those who were away from the coast
that day, but lost relatives and friends. Once I was in Tohoku, the
borders blurred. Then, in August 2016, I stayed at an Airbnb in
Ofunato, and commuted back and forth to Rikuzentakata to attend
the gohyaku rakan workshop (see Chapter 5). The very first evening,
the owner of the Airbnb, Ozeki-san, who is also in charge of a local
NGO, brought two survivors who wanted to be interviewed with
him. They said that the survivors in Ofunato were not receiving the
same treatment as the ones in Rikuzentakata, because they did not
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8.3.2 ETHICS AND POSITIONALITY

lose as many people and buildings. They were, in their own words,
second-class survivors, and they felt invisible and forgotten. They
had heard of a foreign researcher who came all the way to Ofunato,
and they wanted to tell me their story.
Given their situation, they insisted on using their real names, and
asked to be video-recorded. The questions to them were kept broad
and open, to give them the possibility to choose what to say and
what to keep to themselves. They were asked who they were, to talk
about their life, and why they had asked to be interviewed. The
next day, another survivor came and asked to be interviewed. She
appears in the very first sentence of the introduction to my thesis. All
three survivors interviewed did not need many questions: they kept
talking freely about the situation before the tsunami, the aftermath,
and the future they hope will come. In my opinion, it seemed that
the interview was a cathartic experience for them, one in which they
could use to help make sense of what had happened to them.

8.4 CONCLUSIONS
Natural disasters are part of life in Japan, and part of the forces that
have always shaped its landscape. But the earthquake that struck
Tohoku in 2011 was the fourth strongest seism in history, so powerful that it moved Japan four meters closer to America (Lloyd Parry,
2017). It sounds redundant to say that this disaster has changed the
face of the region forever. And yet, the traces of this catastrophic
event will be seen – and felt- for a long time. In this situation, tourism might seem a short-sighted, even inappropriate endeavor. But
fascination with catastrophe has always been a feature of humankind, and of the natural desire ‘to confront the remainder, or to
be confronted with that which is in excess of signification’ (Doane,
2006, p.213). When tourists come to post-disaster places, they can
be motivated by curiosity, by the need to be educated, or to have a
cathartic experience that reshapes and gives a different meaning to
their life and their personal tragedies.
This thesis analysed moments of affect in post-disaster tourism in
the region of Japan hit by the 2011 earthquake, tsunami and nuclear
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meltdown. Some of the towns in Tohoku have developed tourism
in an effort to recover and revitalize the place. Often at odds with
the government-mandated plans, which involve raising the ground
in the towns and building new, higher seawalls, some communities
looked at tourism as a way to have their voce heard. At the moment,
tourism in the Sanriku coast involves mostly tourists who visited
Japan more than once, college groups on educational tours, and
more generally, groups involved one way or the other with other
activities in the area (recent visitors were a Danish choir, and a
rugby team participating in a match in Fukushima city). Regarding
tourism in Tohoku, Stefan, an informant and founder of the website
Japan Guide, says: ‘The only towns featured in japan-guide.com
that existed before 2011 and were directly affected by the tsunami
were Sendai and Matsushima’ (Stefan, 16 August 2016). Before the
disaster, Matsushima was the only relatively famous tourism spot in
Tohoku, with around 3.7 million tourists per year29. However, they
only hired an English-speaking employee around 2014.
Indeed, almost the totality of the population does not speak English, including tourism workers. To overcome this obstacle, some of
towns hired American employees to help raise their profile abroad,
and started adding directions, information, and tourism material
for foreigners (mostly English material, but also Chinese and Thai).
Around 2015 and 2016, the towns of Rikuzentakata, Matsushima
and Minamisanriku tried to plan a tri-city tour, with the intention
of creating a circuit where tourists could stay for more than a few
hours, use the local facilities, and buy local products. However, coordination amongst the towns, and the necessity to give priority to
more immediate recovery, stalled the project. The development of
post-disaster tourism in Tohoku at the moment is slow, and to attract
both domestic and international tourists, it is crucial to develop
and promote narratives that integrate the traditional and historical
elements with stories and heritage landmark from the disaster. This
29
https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2011/08/17/national/tsunami-spared-matsushima-but-sweptaway-bays-tourists/
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way, like in Kuji, post-disaster tourism can have not only an impact
for the recovery, but serve as an engine for long-term revitalization
of rural Japan. Collective memory and heritage of the disaster can
thus become the piece of a puzzle that adds to the atmosphere of the
place and that it is continuously performed (Rigney, 2008).
Narratives of post-disaster tourism rely on affects connected to the
disaster, such as hope, pain, catharsis. I propose that such post-disaster tourism efforts are based on a set of narrations and practices that are built on and build complex networks of affects. The
government, tourism workers, and locals contribute in reframing
the disaster for tourism purposes, creating stories that overlap and
sometimes contrast the expectations of tourists. At a broader level,
the tourism workers in the area are constructing affective atmosphere
and attuning visitors to them, not by creating physical heritage, but
by taking tourists by the hand and painting a picture for them that
offers a parable about impermanence and the stoic peaceful resistance and resilience of the Japanese population. For post-disaster
tourism, it is not always necessary to create separate tourism circuits,
or to have show-stopping narratives that attract international media
attention. For some towns, it can be a more subtle affective charge
that is brought up by tourism workers to enhance the ‘background
hum’ of atmospheric attunements, of the little worlds entangled in
the noise of everyday life (Gandy, 2017).
These places cater to imaginaries, and they do so using affects to
engineer specific context and attractions, and embrace dark tourism or elements of dark tourism to varying degrees, and with the
purpose to preserve memory, create heritage, and keep the towns
visible in the eyes of global media so they are not forgotten. This is
particularly crucial, especially now after seven years, with the government moving fund and workforce to Tokyo to prepare for the
Olympics, and with the general media and audience having found
other disastrous events to focus on. In these contexts, dark tourism
is not morbid and purely motivated by curiosity, but could become
a tool for a more long-term recovery, one that preserves historical
and cultural legacy.
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ABSTRACT
Dit proefschrift gebruikt geographies of affect als een uitvoerbaar en
bruikbaar kader om de constructie, het beheer en de ervaring van
toerisme en erfgoed na rampen te analyseren. Het veldwerk voor
dit onderzoek is het kustgebied van de Tohoku-regio in Japan. Dit
gebied werd getroffen door een aardbeving en tsunami in 2011. In de
zuidelijke prefectuur van Fukushima vond tevens een kernsmelting
plaats in de kerncentrale van Fukushima Daiichi. Dit proefschrift
onderzoekt de theoretische, methodologische en empirische kwesties
van affect in ‘dark tourism places’, in contexten gerelateerd aan regionaal toerisme na een ramp. Als casus zijn gebruikt: de stad Kuji,
die de ramp gebruikte als een manier om hun traditionele erfgoed
nieuw leven in te blazen; Rikuzentakata, een stad die langdurig internationaal toerisme probeert te ontwikkelen; de uitsluitingszone
van Fukushima; en het afval van de ramp dat uit de Stille Oceaan is
gehaald om te worden herdacht. In deze studie wordt ‘dark tourism’
ingebed in de sociaal-ruimtelijke theorieën over affect, om zodoende
de affectieve elementen van ‘dark tourism’ beter te begrijpen. Tevens
geeft deze theoretische benadering inzicht in (1) de omgang met
affect van toeristen in het post-rampentoerisme in Tohoku, Japan;
(2) de constructie van affect door werknemers en lokale belanghebbenden in toerisme via processen van plaatsbepaling; en (3) de
manieren waarop gebieden na een ramp worden weergegeven in het
nieuws en andere informatiebronnen. Plekken waar mensen zijn gestorven, of rampen en wreedheden hebben plaatsgevonden, hebben
vaak pijnlijke verledens, ethisch problematische situaties en sterke
emotionele en affectieve reacties van zowel de lokale bevolking als de
bezoekers. De affectieve reacties van toeristen op dood en rampen
zijn nog niet diepgaand bestudeerd door academici, maar kunnen
momenten van intensiteit opwekken bij toeristen in de interactie
met de ruimte. Een theoretische en empirische studie van affect in
plaatsen met ‘donker toerisme’ kan ook de geografieën van affect
ten goede komen, door inzicht te bieden in intensiteit van affect die
prominenter tot uitdrukking kunnen worden gebracht in plaatsen van
rampspoed, zoals hoop, catharsis en de ervaring van het sublieme.
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要旨
本研究ではアフェクトの地理学を枠組みとして、ポスト震災ツーリ
ズム並びに震災遺構というものがどのように構成され、管理され、
経験されるか、を分析した。本研究のフィールドワークは地震・津
波の被害に遭った、そして福島第一原子力発電所事故に見舞われた
東北地方の沿岸地域において行った。そして、ダークツーリズムの
場所におけるアフェクトについての研究により浮かび上がった理論
的、方法論的、そして実証論的問題について、また東北地方におけ
るポスト震災ツーリズムに関連した研究について考察した。ケー
ス・スタディとして以下の地域を取り上げた：災害を以前からあっ
た伝統的遺産の活性化に活用する久慈市、持続的な国際的観光地の
開発を目指す陸前高田市、福島の避難指示区域。さらに太平洋を横
断した震災漂流物（アメリカ、カナダに漂着）のうち、震災遺物と
して日本に戻され、保存されたケースも取り上げた。東北のポスト
震災ツーリズムにおいて観光客のアフェクトはどのように生み出さ
れるか、ポスト震災ツーリズムは観光業のステークホルダーや地元
の利害関係者によって政治的にどのように構成されているのか、観
光客が目にするニュースや情報源において、被災地はどのように提
示されていたのか、をより深く理解するため、ダークツーリズム研
究、並びにアフェクトの社会および空間の理論を用いた。災害や残
虐行為、死にまつわる場所には悲劇の過去、道徳的に問題となる状
況があり、地域住民、訪問者の双方から強い反応を引き出す。観光
客の死や災害に対するアフェクティブな反応についてはまだ学術的
に深い研究は行われていないが、観光客が感じるフォースを示す可
能性を秘めている。被災地においてより顕著に表現される希望、カ
タルシス、そして崇高の経験などのアフェクトの強度についての見
識を提供することによって、ダークツーリズムの観光地ににおける
アフェクトについての理論的、実証的研究はアフェクトの地理学に
も貢献すると考えられる。
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